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President’s Message
christian veenstra

i’m overwhelmed by the club yet again. This journal is the
product of a massive quantity of energy from many high-quality
individuals. Just flip back to the credits page and check them
all out. Completed on a very accelerated schedule, this would
not have been possible without the love and help of all of them.
With only 2 weeks remaining before the printing deadline the
club sprung into action, producing 40 more articles and editing
all 60 in under a week. Iva Cheung typeset the whole thing in
an amazing 3 days (thanks to a flood at her workplace, which
took out their electricity, giving her a day off) while Christian
Champagne, my wife, Line, and I managed the influx of keen
helpers, articles and photos. The journal is always somewhat
of a last-minute scramble and requires the love and help of
many—but this year was a bit different in that its completion
did not depend on the journal editor alone but hinged on many
individuals. A whole club, perhaps.
Although this is my second year as president, still the VOC
never ceases to amaze me. Despite all the crazy and ambitious
projects and trips I’ve watched succeed during my past years in
the club, it still gets me every time (success is a spectrum, of
course). From new faces finally organizing that first trip at Red
Heather, my own Phelix Creek Trail, to epic projects like Jeff
Mottershead’s Europa (which, if it seems like a distant legend
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to you, consider reading Ignacio’s article on VOC Memory, and
then finding a copy of VOCJ 50). Somebody harnesses the club’s
energy, makes that jump of commitment to get it started, and
afterwards leaves the club with more energy than before and
the community a better place. Usually it comes at great personal
effort, but the organizers always seem to enjoy it. At least in
retrospect.
During the Phelix renos this summer we moved the outhouse. An oversized structure to allow for solar composting
(which never worked out) and built of 3/4" ply and 2 × 4s the
thing must weigh over 500 pounds. We started by digging a new
hole, levelling the ground around it, and faffed around removing heavier pieces. But I didn’t really feel the commitment until
we tipped it over—as the edge cleared the ground and daylight
appeared through the crack underneath. When the structure
was belayed to a rest the commitment settled in and I wondered,
for a minute (as I always do), if we’d bit off more than we could
chew. Then, as some 20 VOCers (and 3 or 4 BCMCers as well)
picked it up and carried it over to its new home, I knew it was
going to work out. It was upright again the next day, a big stinky
monument of accomplishment, with a whole crew who knew it
as their outhouse.
Last Monday I got a similar feeling about the journal—was
it worth getting people roused up? What if it fails? Will enough
of the right people appear? But the people appeared—new faces
and old friends. Some people with time, some with experience,
and (thankfully) even some with both. It came together. Here it
is; you’re reading it. It’s your journal.
It’s been a great honour for me to help harness and channel
this club’s energy over these past two years. Thank you for that
opportunity—seeing the club as a part of you has been a big
part of me. I love it all—from getting people out on that first
trip to watching slideshows from people climbing at a level I
know I’ll never reach myself. It hasn’t always been perfect, but
it’s been a damn good time and I’ve made a lot of friends along
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the way. Well, to be honest, the presidency may have had a
healthy dose of type-2 fun mixed in there, too.
To me, it seems, the VOC can accomplish anything it puts
its mind to...if only we can make up our minds about what it is
exactly that we want to do. So get out there and make it happen.
If there’s something you want to see the club doing, then do it.
It’s a big club these days, and there are vast resources of keen
people at your fingertips—take ownership and keep making
this the club you want it to be. You are the VOC; it’s your club.
Thank you to everyone for a great year—but especially my
executive; there wouldn’t be a club without you.
Much love,
Christian
VOC President, 2008–2009–2010
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Photo Contest 2010

Lee at Chossmaster (Winner, Action)
Lee Wasilenko casually leading the Upper Chossmaster at Vantage. Ran
Zhang photo

Semaphore Lakes (Winner, Landscapes)
After a stormy night and great sunset I decided to pre-scout a location and wake
up early for the sunrise. Despite the plentiful mosquitoes (had a couple dozen while
eating breakfast), I took this panorama using an ND-grad filter. Nick Matwyuk photo

Proud Jenna (Winner, Flora and Fauna)
Matt Osler’s fine bitch Jenna carrying all her food on a weekend trip
to Brew Hut. Bob Lai photo

On the Wapta Icefield—Self Portrait (Winner, Portraits)
Twenty below and howling—at the base of St. Nicholas Peak. Piotr Forysinski photo

VOC on Frosty (Winner, Club Activities)
VOC spelled the way nature intended. Frances Sharpe photo

Suncups (Winner, Miscellaneous)
High-amplitude suncups near Mount Fee. Scott Webster photo

South Ridge of Atwell (Honourable mention, overall)
Christian Veenstra climbs a sub-summit on the South ridge of Atwell Peak. Fred
Touche photo

Ghost Skier (Honourable mention, overall)
Night skiing at the Eldorado Cabin. Scott Nelson photo

DOWN SLEEPING BAGS
OUTDOOR ACCESORIES

The biggest expeditions in the World
require the best equipment.
The best equipment is produced
by few manufacturers only.

www.sleepingbags-cumulus.com
the best in the World
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exellent Pertex fabric
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Evan Morris makes it look easy on Sproatt Mountain. Scott Nelson photo

Bootpacking up the steep face of a giant wind lip on the way to summit
Mount Carr via the west face. Artem Bylinskii photo

Doris Leong and Anne Vialettes on the south ridge of Mount Carr. Hannes
Fugmann photo

Moonlit clouds over the Eldorado cabin. Richard So photo

Line Veenstra climbing Ymir in Iceland. (Runner-up, Action, VOC photo contest
2010.) Christian Veenstra photo

Ran Zhang, Lee Wasilenko, Greta Raymant, and Evan Morris navigating through the
hidden crevasses a few hundred metres before the Sharkfin. Bob Lai photo

Sphinx Ski Camp 2010
christian veenstra

back in the day, the VOC used to swarm up to Sphinx Bay for their
annual Spring Ski Camp—this generally happened during exams,
and it was a large event—often involving food drops by aeroplane
to extend the party. I’ve been told that Roland personally chucked
his Coleman stove out of an aeroplane a couple times down into
Sphinx Bay and that it usually survived the fall. In 1969 the VOC
even built the Burton Hut up there. More recently it seems that
we haven’t quite been sure whether or not Garibaldi Lake is frozen
during exams; maybe this is global warming, or maybe it’s just that
people aren’t as tough as they used to be and want to be more sure
that the lake is really frozen. In any case, I wanted to get this idea
fired up again, and with Winter Longhike pulling in somewhere
around 80 people this year (even with bad weather), it seemed that
we just might have enough excitement to pull it off. Reading Break
seemed like the next most ideal place to stick a ski camp, so with
a couple of posts on the message board, a slideshow, some beta
posted on the Internet, and some Sea-to-Sky travel permits so
we could pass the Olympic blockade (thanks to Robyn Hooper for
sorting that out), we were off. It wasn’t quite the massive quantity
of the days of yore (or maybe it was—I’m not actually sure how
many used to go up there), but we had almost 30 total, coming and
going a variety of different ways, which is certainly quite a few for
this sort of thing.
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My group (Philippe, Nick Matwyuk, Muffin, Line and myself)
was to cross the Neve Friday so we could shuttle everybody’s cars
across. Wanting an early start we drove up to Diamond Head on
Thursday night, gathering at my place after work. I wasn’t quite
sure we’d be able to fit everything into the Veenstramobile II, and
Philippe’s kids were sure we wouldn’t. Of course you can always fit
it all in, because you have to, and with 3.5 of the measly 5 inches
of clearance used up from the weight, we were off. Heading up
the Diamond Head road in the dark (with the heater on full blast,
since V2 doesn’t have a working temperature gauge) we were surprised to find no snow whatsoever on or beside the road. Also surprising was when a bunch of police officers showed up...but they
were clearly out-of-town Olympic imports with a big truck just
looking around, asking the standard questions about backcountry
skis (yes, they are good for the uphill too). You’re not supposed to
camp in the Red Heather shelter, but if you arrive after dark and
leave before dawn nobody will bother you and that’s what we did.
The weather was awesome, and we quickly covered ground past
Elfin and down to Ring Creek. Actually, I could barely keep up to
Line who was a real slave-driver...she does that when she detects
that we’re in for a long day. She was also smart enough not to fill
her pack with useless stuff like kites or ukuleles.
Skiing down to Ring Creek I began to faff around trying to find
a place where I could reach the water with my avalanche probe,
but it was a little too far down. Then I heard a loud CLUNK behind me. I thought it sounded like somebody fell in the river, and
couldn’t seem to see Nick anywhere. Yup, he fell in. Just a few
metres from the edge his foot had sunk into a tree well causing
him to fall downhill. With only a metre or two to try and stop
himself he didn’t stand a chance and went straight in. Wet but
uninjured it seemed that there wasn’t really anywhere he could
just walk out. We buried my skis as an anchor and first hauled
out his pack, then got him to fill our water, then struggled him
out. The whole procedure only took 1 hour, which wasn’t too bad
considering it also included a lunch/sunscreen break. The rest of
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Steve “Muffin” Mullen rocks out on the summit of Carr, with
Castle Towers behind. Nick Matwyuk photo

the Neve was uneventful, except for the totally awesome weather,
with the crevasses around the Sharkfin pretty filled in, despite the
non-existent snowpack at low elevations. We arrived at the hut
just before dark.
On Saturday Line, Muffin, Artem, Mike, Nick, Olivier and I
headed off up The Corridor towards Carr, watching Piotr’s group
(who has camped under The Bookworms) summit it via the south
ridge as we approached. Olivier split off and joined some others
headed towards Sphinx and Deception. We followed a massive
(>60m) windlip up the West face of Carr, with good step-kicking
snow almost all the way to the ridge. A short steep section with
rimey snow right at the top made belaying seem like a good idea.
Steve and I set 2 routes up and setup 2 pit belays to bring up
the rest. Just as we were summiting Carr we saw Piotr’s group
summiting the East Summit of Castle Towers to the North, and
more VOCers summiting Sphinx to the South. Awesome. As we
rappelled back down to our skis off a bollard we saw that Piotr’s
group was rappelling down into the notch—trying for the Centre Summit of Castle Towers. Then we went back over to checkout
the Bookworms. After dicking around for a while Nick, Mike and
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Artem headed off towards the upper Sphinx glacier, while I belayed Steve up the tallest worm. Just as he was summiting I noticed another party summiting Sphinx. Steve was having trouble
setting a solid anchor at the top, but it was getting late anyway,
and I was pretty stoked just to see him get up there. We ran into
Piotr’s group returning to camp as we were heading back down.
The “run” down The Corridor was intermittent windslab or breakable windslab, but the last 40m of good snow made up for the
other 600m of brutality.
On Sunday 11 people went off to cross the Neve, some were
heading down The Barrier, and I knew Piotr would be gunning for
the Bookworms. My carload climbed Deception from the Sphinx
Glacier and noticed that the Neve crossers had made it past the
crevasses near the Sharkfin as we summited. The ski down the Deception Glacier from the summit was a welcome change from The
Corridor the previous day. It never fails to hold quality powder,
and the run down was awesome with plenty of fresh left despite
the masses of VOCers who already skied it the day before. The
switchbacks were a sufferfest as usual, but we got down and drove
the Neve crossers cars around before they’d arrived, but confirming via cellphone later that night that they made it across.
On Monday morning, however, it was discovered that 1 lone
VOCer was left up at Elfin, awaiting the other half of Piotr’s group
who was never going to arrive—due to miscommunication they’d
skied out rather than crossing the Neve. Attempts were made via
cellphone, but it was not clear if he’d got the message—and to
make things worse the weather was supposed to sock in on Tuesday. Rather than leave him up there to worry about the other
party all day, and presumably leave them for dead and attempt
to ski out solo in a whiteout on Tuesday, Phil Tomlinson and his
girlfriend, Vicky Alfred, took the day off, reassembled their gear,
and drove back up to Squamish to get him. They made cellphone
contact on the way up, much to everyone’s relief, and met up in
the parking lot.
All in all it was an awesome weekend for me. I saw a lot of people out having a great time, trying new things, and making new
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decisions. Thanks for everybody who came up—it was so great
for me to see everybody getting out there. Also pretty cool that
VOCers were on top of almost every major summit in the bowl—
Castle Towers, Carr, Bookworms, Sphinx and Deception. Sweet!

Steve Mullen leads up the highest of The Bookworms. Line
Veenstra photo
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Skunked Again
on Atwell
fred touche

participants: Anne Vialettes, Christian Veenstra, Line Lund
Veenstra, Jordan Best, Piotr Forysinski, Fred Touche

Abstract
My fifth unsuccessful attempt to reach the top of Atwell Peak. The
approach was via Brohm Ridge and involved climbing up and over
the summit of Mount Garibaldi.
I occasionally run into people who think that I should try climbing Atwell Peak again. After four failed attempts along various routes,
I had pretty well given up on that idea. This time Christian Veenstra,
a VOC member, managed to convince me to give it one more shot.
He was going to assemble a team and I was invited to come along.

Day 1

24

The difficulties started even before the hiking started. We had
planned to shuttle people and gear up the logging road using Jordan’s 4-wheel drive vehicle. Christian and Line who were in a car
were going to force their vehicle up the road as high as possible
and wait there. Meanwhile Jordan would drop the rest of us off
as high as he could and then return to pick up Christian and Line.
Unfortunately, Christian and Line took a wrong turn and went up
the Brohm Crossover road instead of the Cheekeye road. These two
roads eventually merge together near the abandoned gondola base
at the 1130-m level.
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It was easy for us to figure out that the car had taken the wrong
turn since we never saw them on the way up. We continued up to
the merge point where snow blocked further progress and also noticed that the upper part of the Crossover road was totally covered
in snow. After dropping off all the gear, Jordan and Piotr drove
down to see if they could find Christian and Line while I waited
with Anne at the merge point. After a while, Christian and Line appeared on foot. They had managed to drive up the Crossover road
to within 3 km of the merge point and decided to hike the rest of
the way. Meanwhile Jordan and Piotr where nowhere to be seen.
Tired of waiting, Anne and Line decided to start skiing—I
joined them while Christian waited for Jordan and Piotr to show
up. We leisurely skied up the road to the old ski chalet that has
now been taken over by the Black Tusk snowmobile club. The rest
of the group eventually showed up. Jordan and Piotr had found
Christian’s car on the Crossover road but then got stuck in snow
trying to drive closer to the merge point. After about an hour of
digging they managed to free the vehicle and then hiked the rest
of the way, following the footsteps of Christian and Line.
Now that the complete team was finally assembled, we slogged
our way up Brohm Ridge in intense sunlight, and then followed
a lateral moraine to the Warren Glacier. We crossed the Warren
Glacier and reached a steep snow slope that separates it from the
North Pitt Glacier. I started up this slope on the left side of a small
rock band, while I listened to Christian argue with Line about
whether the right side was a better option. Meanwhile the rest of
the group performed a clockwise circumnavigation of the slope,
completely avoiding all manner of climbing. We set up camp on
a flat spot between The Sharkfin and Mount Garibaldi. Christian
pitched the fly of his enormous Hilleberg tent—all six of us managed to sleep underneath the fly.

Day 2
The alarm went off at 1:00 am sharp. There had been some discussion about who was going to climb what on this trip. Christian wanted to climb all three main peaks of the Garibaldi massif:

25
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Mount Garibaldi, Dalton Dome, and Atwell Peak. We had conceivably brought enough gear to climb K2—four ropes, lots of pickets,
and I think Piotr had lugged along some tri-cams and ice screws.
Our first objective was for everybody to climb up and over Mount
Garibaldi and then see how things played out.
Three 2-person roped teams set out into the starry night. First
to get going were Christian and I, followed by Jordan and Line, and
finally Anne and Piotr. We soon realized that the sloped ground
was too frozen for skis, and eventually everyone ditched the skis
and attached crampons. This wasn’t necessarily a great idea as the
crust proved too weak to hold the weight of a body. Despite this,
Christian postholed his way upward like a steam locomotive. We
hardly noticed the bergschrund and a short time later reached the
summit of Mount Garibaldi.
I had been there once before but everything looked different
this time. We searched for a gully that Piotr had climbed during
the summer—on that climb he had apparently grabbed a rock that
broke loose and hit him on the head. We did find what appeared to
be the correct gully and proceeded to carve out a massive rappel
bollard. We tied two 60-m ropes together and Christian rappelled
into the night as Line and Jordan appeared. The ropes fortunately
just reached the bottom of the gully and I rappelled down followed
by Line and Jordan.
As night turned into day, we didn’t bother waiting for the other
two. Instead we rushed across the Cheekeye Glacier to the base of
Atwell’s north ridge. Christian was worried about the snow turning into mush on the ridge. Christian and I hacked our way up the
ridge with two ice axes while the other two weren’t quite sure if
it was wise to follow. Anne and Piotr were still busy descending
Mount Garibaldi.
Eventually only Christian and I continued, while the rest of the
team decided to climb Dalton Dome instead. Our first difficulty
appeared as we tried to go around a small pinnacle near where
the east ridge connects to the north ridge. Christian tried to cross
a sketchy strip of snow mixed with rock while I thought I saw an
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easier route near the ridge crest. This latter route may not have
been much better except that we managed to turn a small snow
horn on the crest into a great bollard.
I pulled one rope out of my pack, wrapped it around the bollard, and threw both ends down the hill. A shallow pendulum rappel brought me down to good snow but unfortunately the rope
snagged below me. Christian managed to untangle the rope on
his rappel while I ran across the rest of the ridge to check out the
summit pinnacle.

Oh no, not enough snow—skunked again!!
I hiked across a cornice to the base of the pinnacle but could not
find a viable route up the last few metres to the summit. I asked
Christian to come and check it out for a second opinion but he
said he believed me. He climbed up a false summit along the ridge
that was maybe a couple metres lower than the main summit and
vowed to return for another attempt.
We rushed back along the ridge as the blistering sun started
softening the snow around us. We had left the rope by the small
pinnacle as a fixed line and used it again on the descent, then proceeded to kick-step our way down the ridge. Meanwhile the Dalton group had started a slow descent to the Bishop Glacier, curling
counter-clockwise around the rotten flanks of Mount Garibaldi.
We caught up with them just as the sun’s heat loosened a few
small rocks that headed down our way. There were a few near hits
but all of us got out of there without a scratch. I headed to Garibaldi-Tent col while the rest of the team took a well deserved break at
a safe spot below the east face of Mount Garibaldi. I climbed The
Tent to take a few pictures of Atwell’s northeast side and soon all
of us were lounging around under the Hilleberg fly.
A group of snowshoers on their way to Mount Garibaldi
dropped by as our team spent a few hours dozing off. Piotr’s feet
were wracked by awful blisters as we started our long ski descent
back to the vehicles. As for me, I’ve had it with Atwell.
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In Search of Eldorado
richard so

what started off as a winter traverse over New Years, Robin
Mckillop style (See VOCJ 39, December on the Pemberton Icefield),
turned into a yo-yoing, hut-digging traverse in the Eldorado and
Taylor Basin, in the South Chilcotins. At least that was the case
for Tim and me, who joined the traverse crew, Fred, Robin, Mark,
Anne-Marie and Steve on a circumnavigation slog of Harris Ridge,
with a detour to climb Eldorado Peak.

Day 1
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Scott, Sandra, Tim, Craig, and I left Vancouver at 3am to drive the
long stretch in the dark up to Lillooet, and then to Gold Bridge
via Hwy 40. It’s an exciting section of highway, driving past long
stretches of till and colluvium slopes at the angle of repose and
with the only overhanging rock section I’ve seen in BC. In most
years you wouldn’t think of going to the Chilcotins this early in
the season, but early snowfall in November this year meant for a
significant snowpack up there already.
Access to the private Eldorado Hut is relatively easy. It’s well
described in Baldwin’s book, and we arranged booking with the
people at Spruce Lake Wilderness Adventures. Follow an old
mining road up to the treeline, and then traverse west across the
headwaters to Pearson Creek to a low pass. We only had time for
the one run down from the col to the hut. Even skiing with heavy
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packs, the snow was light and forgiving and we all knew right
away that we picked a good place to spend the next week skiing.
I’m not sure what a good definition of hero snow is, but I think if
you can make telemark turns with a heavy pack and still have fun,
then the snow’s pretty good. We dug out the front porch of the
hut, and cleared away the outhouse, sauna and wood shed before
finding a bit of time to relax. Digging would become a trend of the
trip for Tim and me.

Day 2
The next day, Tim and his faff-negative abilities had me packed up
and we left the hut shortly after sunrise. Unlike Scott, Sandra and
Craig who would spend the next three days yo-yoing out of the Eldorado hut and likely sleeping in, Tim and I were joining Robin
and the other crew on the “traverse.” It was hard for me to leave
the Eldorado basin, looking at all the pristine powder that morning and opting to traverse instead of yo-yo. Tim was lucky that I
never caught up to him to express my opinion. Mark later quoted
his “mom” that one should never leave good powder to look for better powder. We reversed our route from the previous, skiing east
over the low pass and down into the meadows where we found the
Blinky crew lounging in the morning sun, faffing around. Steve decided that faff was an abbreviation for “fucking around for fuckingforever.” I think that might just stick with some.
We skied over Camel Pass at the head of Taylor Creek and descended in search of the run-down Taylor Cabin. Robin and Steve
had found it once in the past, and we found this old mining cabin
once again. Of course it didn’t actually look like a hut, but rather
a gigantic snow pillow with over two metres of snow on top of the
roof, plus additional amounts covering the entire door. We spent
the next hour or more digging out the chimney, the window, and
the doorway. A digging traverse indeed.
The ski terrain in the Taylor basin is quite awesome, with lots
of west-north facing tree options , and some gnarly looking lines
on nearby peaks. The only downside is that this place can be
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over-run by high-pointing sledders. So when we reached the basin
and found it untracked, we thought things were too good to be
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Craig Alfredson skinning up in Eldorado Basin for another
powder run. Richard So photo
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true. But shortly after leaving the hut that afternoon, about ten
snowmobilers went by us.
We had some great skiing that afternoon. Our first run was
down a big east face bowl, where conditions were perfect for my
big wide teleturns. I still don’t know how to turn, so I tend to just
point my skis straight and make big sweeping turns, while everybody else, even Fred who skis on antique Silvretta-like bindings,
churns out nicer looking noodles. And then on the second run, I
witnessed the “flying Squirrel,” or what happens when Robin gets
overly excited while skiing powder in the trees. Most of us didn’t
sleep in the Taylor cabin that night, partly since we brought tents,
but also because of the hantavirus presence.

Day 3
The clear skies next morning meant two things, an early wake-up
call by Robin and Tim, and a plan to climb Eldorado Mountain with
a loop thrown in. The plan was to ski up the south facing slopes to
the Eldorado col, climb the peak, ski down to the col, ski the north
facing bowl 2km east of Eldorado, and then return to the hut via
the slopes east of Peak 8160 to take advantage of those good aspects. Somehow we ended up at the wrong col, and instead we did
the loop in reverse. Up high it was rather windy, and it was obvious that anything open and in the alpine wouldn’t hold good quality powder. This was evident in sections along the ridge where we
skinned over rocks, with the slope looking like cookies and cream
ice cream.
The skiing at the top of the north-facing bowl wasn’t the greatest, with some firm windpacked snow. The kind of snow that you
have to ski with confidence. Mach 3 turns here I go. At the bottom of that slope, a long north trending ridge stood between us
and Eldorado Mountain. It was less than 300m high, but there
was good skiing on both sides, and conditions dictated that it was
necessary to yo-yo it. The best skiing was on the east side of the
ridge, following steep gullies down the pine trees. Skiing amongst
the pine trees was definitely one of the highlights of being in the
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Chilcotins. From the bottom of the ridge, we skied south, climbing
up to the col east of Eldorado Mountain. It was very windy at the
top, and we didn’t linger too long. We managed to piece together
a decent descent from the peak, traversing across any true south
facing slopes, and skiing down the less south facing aspects.

Day 4
The goal today was to simply ski up to the 6900-foot col north of
Harris ridge, and then ski west, south, and eventually east again
back to the Eldorado hut in time for the New Year’s festivities. Of
course things were slow going when we found a perfect untouched
northwest slope just south of the col. We joked that if the yo-yoing
kept up, we might stumble into the hut at midnight. And then on
the other side of the col, we found another great slope. The rest of
the way to the hut was a pleasant tour, especially with the deep
snowpack that allowed us to ski along the creek. New Year’s eve
was celebrated with various card games, a sauna, and lots of chocolate in a cabin full of VOCers.

Day 5
New Year’s day. It was puking outside, and it never stopped. We
started off skiing in the meadows south west of the hut, but the
snow was getting too heavy to ski anything low-angle. Luckily the
terrain options are great in this basin, and we found some good
steep tree skiing north of the hut. Imagine wet skiers and lots of
snow everywhere, and cartwheel faceplants. Come skiing with me
and you’ll understand. I’m thinking of combining circus tricks and
telemark skiing together.

Day 6
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Things got even better the next day as the weather cleared. We yoyoed the Pine Sol trees, a steep treed pitch near the hut where both
the lighting and snow were good. The best run of the day was in
the afternoon, when we skied up to a small pinnacle at 7200 feet,
below Harris Ridge. What followed next was a perfect fall line run,
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about 1000 feet down to the meadows at the bottom of the valley.
The day ended with one final run down a gully called “Cream of Genie Show” just east of the hut. I’m not sure who came up with the
names of these runs, but we found a photo map labeled with the
various runs. This provided us with a bit of entertainment at the
end of each day, trying to match what we skied with the photo map
which didn’t actually show the terrain very well.

Day 7
All good things have to come to an end. We skied out the next day,
reluctant to go back to work and school. It was fast and uneventful
for us, but not quite so for Robin and his carload who left the previous day. On the way out, Robin triggered a Class 2 avalanche over
the Pearson-Eldorado Creek Pass on the loose fresh snow which
fell on New Years day. While
making a quick ski cut, Robin
set off a loose slab which propagated along the full width of
the face/bowl immediately.
Mark who was below in position to get a photo saw it coming and grabbed onto a small
tree he had stood behind, and
the avalanche passed by in a
low white cloud. Fortunately
everybody was fine, and had a
good reminder about considering people’s position on a slope,
and potential terrain traps.
After this trip, I think the
South Chilcotins has confirmed itself as one of my fa- Scott Nelson and Sandra Nicol
skiing in the Eldorado Basin.
vourite places to explore in the Richard So photo
Coast Mountains.
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How Not to Introduce
Your Girlfriend to
Backcountry Skiing
phil tomlinson
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introducing your “significant other” to VOC pursuits is always
exciting. Not always in a good way. Apparently there’s a good
chunk of the world that doesn’t think that slogging up the side of a
mountain for hours just to get to some hut, sleep, and go home is
fun. Because of this, it’s always a bit of a gamble when you bring a
rookie significant other along. Maybe they’ll think it’s tons of fun,
maybe they’ll end up quietly loathing you forever—it’s pretty hard
to forecast.
I had originally planned on heading up to Phelix one weekend
sans my awesome, but not yet VOC-tested girlfriend, Vicky. I was
then informed that, no, I was taking her for her first backcountry
trip that weekend instead. Somehow I talked myself and her into
the idea that Phelix was totally doable (true) and wouldn’t be too
painful (false).
After Veenstra rescued our car by providing bungee cords for
Vicky’s trunk that decided Saturday morning that it no longer
liked latching shut, we got a late start up the trail at 10:30 or so.
I took a photo just before we started so that I would have at least
one last photo of Vicky not hating me. I figured there was at least
a 50/50 chance she would not be talking to me by the time we got
to the hut after Christian Champagne had passed us on the ride
to the trailhead laughing about how he figured this trip would be
the end of us.
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A quick photo so that we could remember what life was like when
we still liked each other. Phil Tomlinson photo

The initial logging road portion was a piece of cake; as was
crossing the clear cut. After that, things rapidly got more interesting. Eventually things got excessively steep and icy and I managed to convince Vicky to switch to crampons. Unfortunately I
convinced her just as we had to cross some open areas with deeper
snow where she started post holing all over the place. Turns out
that post holing makes Vicky angry. It makes her angry at the person that convinced her to take off her skis and use crampons in
deep soft snow. Vicky and I will forever refer to this portion of the
trip to the hut as “The Crampon Incident.”
When the full scope of how mistaken I had been in suggesting
she switch to crampons had become evident, Vicky put the skis
back on and we continued upwards; however, we pretty quickly
started losing light. Luckily, since I’d never been up to the hut
in the winter, the trail up was beautifully indicated by reflective
markers and a clear skin track laid in by everyone else.
Veenstra and Muffin eventually decided (after first having dinner) that they should probably make sure that Vicky had not yet
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murdered me and found us about 150m vertical short of the hut.
When they found us I was taping Vicky’s skin to her ski by headlamp. One of the tail clips for her rental skins had disappeared,
and we had to keep taping her skins back on every few hundred
metres.
The really shocking part though was that not only did Veenstra and Muffin NOT find Vicky soaked in blood standing over
my corpse, but she was actually smiling and laughing AND STILL
TALKING TO ME. We eventually made it to the hut by 8pm, having taken only 9.5 hours to travel roughly 10km.
The next morning, getting Vicky out of her sleeping bag
proved...tricky.
She didn’t understand why I was trying to get her up and
packed less than twelve hours after she got to the hut. The result
was lots of glaring from the depths of her sleeping bag as well as
growling and fist shaking. She was eventually coaxed out by the
promise of hot food.
The trip down was a speedy 6 hours. The heavily switchbacked
first section was basically a 20- or 30-degree skating rink with
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Vicky, recovering from a failed “tree-assisted belay.” Phil
Tomlinson photo
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snow on top. This resulted in a Vicky gaining a rapid education in
the finer points of survival skiing and tree-assisted deceleration.
At one point, Vicky attempted to use a branch to lower herself
down a steep section. Branch broke, girlfriend plummeting into a
hole in the terrain. This one was particularly bad/hilarious, and I
actually thought she might have hurt herself because she lay still
for a while. Turns out she just didn’t have the energy to both move
and laugh at the same time, so she decided to laugh first, then roll
over and stand back up.
Once again we had to use headlamps for the last portion of the
day, and Vicky’s legs and knees were so shot that she was reduced
to side-stepping down the last 300m of trail. That said, she did
make it to the car, and at no point did she try to kill me. She didn’t
even yell at me once we were in private, which is what everyone
else on the trip was assuming was going to happen. In fact, Vicky
declared the trip fun.
VOC trips are the ultimate test for relationships. If you can
drag your significant other through some vaguely ridiculous trip
that they don’t really have the skill level for, then they’re probably
worth keeping around.
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Mt. Rohr on Skis
maya goldstein
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it is always nice to go back to the same place in different seasons.
When we hiked to Mt. Rohr in early September, the forest was colored by shades of green and the lakes were deep blue. We returned
in early spring, this time with our skis. Everything around us was
white, of course, including the lakes.
Last winter was rough for backcountry skiing, and it was the
first season that I actually got a bit into it. Unfortunately, most
trips included low snow conditions, icy slopes and in several cases
we had to carry our skis instead of using them. However, we heard
that conditions in the Duffy Lake Road area were good, so in the
first weekend of April, Gili Rosenberg and I headed there along
with our friend Warrick Whitehead from Vancouver Island.
Being able to sleep from the moment we left the house till we
reach the trail head really makes distances seem short. When Gili
parked about three hours after we left home, I was still deep in
sleep, dreaming sweet dreams.
Soon we started making our way up in the forest. The first part
was quick, but after lunch the terrain became steep and our progress was slow. When we arrived to the first lake, also known as
Rohr Lake, Warrick suggested stopping for the night, even though
we still had a few more hours of sun light. Gili was a bit disappointed, he hoped we’d continue farther and get to ski a bit that
day. But we were all tired and it was nice to eat dinner while there
was still some light outside, and to get into our sleeping bags early.
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On the Summit of Mt. Rohr, with Matier and Joffre in the
background. Warrick Whitehead photo

The night was long, but not terribly cold and we woke up to another sunny morning. We set out towards the summit of Mt. Rohr
and during breakfast tried to think of the best route. Our progress
was good and shortly we reached the second lake and then made
our way slowly to the summit. When we were there in summer
this terrain was a boulder field and we hopped from one rock to
another. I had to admit that it was easier on snow than rock hopping for a long while.
Once we gained the ridge, it was very windy. We stopped and
looked at the maps and considered turning around. We weren’t
sure how far we were from the summit, but Gili pushed us to continue of course, and it was only about 20 minutes later that we
were on the summit of Mt. Rohr. The views from there were magnificent, and it was also very different from what we saw in summer. Unfortunately, with all the snow it was impossible to find the
summit register. We admired the views of Joffre and Matier and
later that day we discovered that there was a huge avalanche there
not long after we admired those beautiful mountains.
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Then, the real fun began; it was time to ski down. I was nervous
because of previous experiences with backcountry skiing, but it
was nothing like the other times. The snow was soft, there was
plenty of powder and open slopes and it was the best backcountry
skiing I had ever had. I was a bit disappointed that we were back in
our camp so quickly. We had lunch, packed up and started making
our way down. We took a different route to try to avoid the steep
section in the forest, but found ourselves facing even steeper terrain, but with less trees. I even caused a small avalanche, but luckily nothing serious happened. We took our time, keeping distance
from one another and breathed a sigh of relief once we were done
with the steep part. Now all we had to do was make our way down
through the thick forest, battling the sticky snow. We made it
down in one piece and got back to the car just after 6:00pm. We
drove straight to Horseshoe Bay, and Warrick managed to catch
the 9:00 o’clock ferry to Nanaimo while we headed back to the
city. I was happy I gave backcountry skiing another chance before
the season ended and had an opportunity to ski powder, this time
with no ice and no rocks.
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Enjoying the powder, with Marriot Basin in the background. Maya
Goldstein photo

Crossing the
Garibaldi Neve
April 2009
paul lanfranchi

the garibaldi Neve is often described as the quintessential ski
traverse in Southwest B.C. On April 27th, 2009, Anton Bezglasnyy
and I set out to add our names to the list of countless VOCers who
have made the crossing. We both had time off from work, so the
plan was for a 3-day trip with a possible ascent of Garibaldi if the
conditions were right.
It was late in the spring and the weather was promising nothing but bluebird skies for the duration of our trip. Our plan was
to ski from the Diamond Head parking lot to the Elfin Lakes shelter on the first day, so we spent a leisurely morning packing our
gear before leaving the city. At this point I should note that although we had originally planned on having two cars for the trip,
we ended up with only one. While certainly not an ideal situation,
we weren’t about to let this stop us and decided that something
would surely work out. We arrived at the Diamond Head parking
lot early in the afternoon and were pleased to discover continuous
snow right from the trailhead. The afternoon sun was warm, and
we had an uneventful skin up to Red Heather, where we stopped
for a snack before continuing on to Elfin Lakes.
Arriving at the Elfin Lakes shelter, we found it empty save for a
couple of packs. Not long after we arrived, the owners of the packs
showed up: VOCer Devon Carr and his friend Joel. They had spent
the last few days skiing in the area and were on their way out
that evening. Not knowing whether we would cross paths with
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anyone else over the Neve, I left my car keys with Devon, who
kindly drove my car down to Squamish, making it significantly
easier to retrieve for the return trip. After Devon and Joel left,
Anton and I had the enormous shelter to ourselves. We cooked
some dinner and planned our next day.
Perhaps it was because we were feeling complacent after our
lazy first day, but the next morning didn’t see us on the snow
until close to 9:00 a.m. Unfortunately, we had our first setback
within minutes of leaving the hut. In an attempt to find the
route down to Ring Creek, we ended up going too high and
found ourselves in fairly steep terrain under the Gargoyles. After consulting the map and a bit of exploring, we decided the
best option was to ascend to the Columnar-Gargoyles col and
descend to Ring Creek on the north side of the Gargoyles. This
went fairly smoothly until we started descending and Anton’s
Dynafit binding released. It turned out that the plastic on the
back of his boot had broken where the binding pins meet the
boot. Luckily the boot was still functional, although getting
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Paul skinning above Ring Creek. Anton Bezglasnyy photo
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back into the bindings on the steep icy slope required, according to Anton, “The precision of a brain surgeon, while standing
on a slip and slide.” Eventually we were back on our way and
descended to Ring Creek via Lava Lake.
From Ring Creek, we made our way up towards the Neve, which
required crossing some steep slopes below Opal Cone. By this
point, the sun was high and warming the snow, and we were a
little worried about the stability of the slopes. We crossed one at a
time with no issues and were finally on the Neve proper. The scenery had been getting progressively more spectacular throughout
the morning, and the giant icefalls above the Neve were no exception. Since we didn’t know what lay ahead, we thought it best
to rope up, especially since we had carried our glacier gear this
far. In hindsight this was quite unnecessary, and skiing roped up
with snow pickets and ice axes dangling from our harnesses only
served to slow us down. Slowly but surely we navigated our way
across the Neve, stopping frequently to check the map and evaluate our route. The second binding malfunction of the day occurred
when I discovered that my G3 tele bindings were slowly loosening themselves with each stride I took and eventually released on
another steep, icy slope. With no small amount of flailing about
and slipping around, my binding was eventually repaired and we
continued on our way.
Not wanting to end up trapped in the Pitt River drainage, we
had been tending to a fairly high route across the Neve and found
ourselves too high when we reached the eastern flank of Garibaldi. By this point it was late in the afternoon, and it was clear
that we would not be attempting to climb Garibaldi. After consulting the map a bit more, we descended toward the Sharkfin and
negotiated the only crevasses we encountered on the trip. With
this section behind us, we were confident that Garibaldi Lake was
within reach, although by this point the sun was getting low and
our route-finding difficulties were beginning to take their toll on
us. Our spirits lifted as we climbed to the top of Sentinel Glacier
and Garibaldi Lake came into view below us.
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Paul on Sentinel Glacier with Garibaldi Lake and Black Tusk in the
distance. Anton Bezglasnyy photo
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The ski down to the lake felt more like sliding down the world’s
longest skating rink than snow, but we were happy to be on the
home stretch. We were planning to spend the night in the Burton
Hut, and when the sun set as we descended towards the lake, we
wondered whether or not we would arrive before dark. Thankfully
the difficult route finding was behind us, and we ventured ahead
confidently, if not rather exhausted. With the very last light of day
disappearing, we reached the Burton Hut 12 hours after leaving
Elfin Lakes.
Upon arriving at the hut, we met Tad, a Polish traveller who
had spent the past 2 weeks exploring Garibaldi Park. He started
boiling water for us as soon as we arrived, which we used to make
our long-awaited dinner. Chatting with Tad, we discovered that
he had been trekking around the world for the past 6 months and
had spent time from Patagonia to Mexico and now into Canada.
At this point, he had been hiking through the snow in Garibaldi
Park for 2 weeks with nothing but running shoes. We couldn’t figure out whether he was just unprepared or a true hardman. Either
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way, we also discovered he had run out of food a day before, so we
offered him our spare dinner we had taken along in case we didn’t
make it out on time. He didn’t even fully cook the pasta before
devouring it in seconds. After eating our dinner, it didn’t take long
for us to all go to bed.
The next morning Anton and I left the hut fairly early, eager to
get down to the parking lot and figure out how to get back to Squamish. The ski across the lake seemed never ending on tired legs
that hadn’t yet warmed up, but soon enough we reached the outlet
of the lake and the long descent to the parking lot. Seeing tracks
leading down the creek towards Lesser Garibaldi Lake, we thought
this might be a time-saving route that we could take instead of following the summer trail. We quickly discovered that this was far
from the truth and, after a small amount of bushwhacking, found
our way back to the summer trail and much smoother travelling.
Approximately 3km from the base of the trail, we ran out of snow
and took our skis off. Once at the parking lot, we waited a few
minutes in the hope that someone might drive through but resigned ourselves to the fact that one of us would have to walk to
the highway and hitchhike. Since it was my car that was waiting
for us, I set off to retrieve it. Luckily we had carried running shoes
with us (they certainly saw more use than the crampons we’d
also brought), so the walk to the highway was uneventful. Unfortunately, the drivers on the Sea to Sky on a weekday afternoon
weren’t as keen to pick up a smelly, Gore-Tex-wearing hitchhiker
as I was hoping, but after about an hour I was picked up and got
dropped off in Squamish across the street from the Canadian Tire
where my car was waiting. I returned to the Rubble Creek parking
lot where I picked up Anton and our gear. After the requisite stop
for food in Squamish we were back in Vancouver by evening.
All in all, this was an amazing trip with fantastic weather and
even better views. Given the various route-finding difficulties we
experienced, I was happy with how we fared and now feel much
more confident approaching similar situations. The Garibaldi
Neve lived up to the hype, and I look forward to my next visit!
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Backcountry Virgin
ayoe ingemann buhl
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as an exchange student at UBC I decided to join the VOC because it
was an easy way to get into some outdoor activities. I must say that
I have got my money’s worth several times during the past couple
of months. I have done the mandatory Longhike, a couple of hikes
to various locations, attended tele school and tried backcountry
skiing. The latter is without a doubt the most challenging experience I have had this past year, although my first climb at Longhike
was a bit scary too.
I really enjoy going on trips, but the part about getting up before sunrise, I am not so thrilled about. This trip was no different
regarding the getting up early part, which resulted in me sleeping
in the car for half the way (I’m not the driver, by the way).
Bob Lai, Kevin Tan, Phillip Zielke and I headed to Mount Baker
to do some backcountry skiing. I was a bit hesitant going to the
States since I had recently been there, and I know how strict and
suspicious they are when people enter their country too often.
Not to worry, nothing happened at the border, and we were free
to enter for the day. There was absolutely no snow on the way to
Baker, but as we started to ascend, the snow slowly appeared.
I had to pee before we started our trip, so I stepped away from
the parking lot behind some piles of snow to get a bit of privacy.
Once I squatted I could feel something creeping up behind me,
I looked up and saw a very curious dog sniffing and moving his
head very eagerly. I hurried up to get away from the beast that
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kept following me back to the car and then ran away just as quickly
as it appeared.
I believe I informed the guys several times that this was my
very first time doing backcountry skiing and only my second time
on tele skis; my first time was at tele school a couple of weeks earlier. I had pretty much no idea of how the skins worked, no clue
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Ayoe getting ready. Bob Lai photo
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what steep angles you can ascend and barely remembered any of
my tele school instructors’ great advice. So here goes nothing, let’s
get it on, and we began our trip.
As we made our way through very beautiful scenery I experienced my body craving oxygen and needed several breaks while
watching the guys getting further and further away from me.
When they realized I was behind they stopped till I almost caught
up to them, and then they took off again. Aarghh, very frustrating, but I kept to my own pace and didn’t fall too far behind. It
took a while getting used to the skins, but after a few fairly easy
climbs I thought I almost had it. But no, I found that was not
the case at all when we had to climb a knoll of about 30°. I then
discovered that my skinning technique didn’t quite work so well.
I slipped several times while trying to do the kick turn, causing
my limbs to slide in every possible direction without my control.
After fighting the knoll for quite some time, I finally made it to
the top only to realize that I would have to go down again. The
guys were waiting at the top and ready to go down a slope where
I couldn’t even see 10 m ahead due to steepness. Quite intimidating and even though they did their best to convince me that
I could easily go down if I just made some big turns and stayed
on the right side. Easier said than done, and one, two, three, the
guys were gone and I was left at the top with my fears and some
slightly too long tele skis.
I began making my way down only to find that if I attempted
to make a turn I would crash and go straight down face first. So I
tried walking sideways down while clinging on to my poles for balance. Step by step I made it a little closer until my right leg started
cramping so much I had to worm turn and go the other way. I
guess I panicked a bit because it seemed to me that I would never
make it down in one piece, and all I could see was Bob waiting halfway down taking pictures of my pitiful descent, while Kevin and
Phillip were barely dots to me. About 45 min. later I came down
to where the guys were waiting enjoying the show not only of me,
but also a group of four people throwing down their backpacks
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tied to their skis. Apparently they hadn’t done a very good job of
closing their backpacks because things were flying out, spreading
out all over the slope. They also had a dog that ran around up and
down the steep hillside while the people were fighting to make
their way down. Some comforting words from the guys were: “You
did better than this group” and “that wasn’t too bad at all, considering it was your first run.” Thanks a lot, I barely survived, or at
least that’s how I felt when I finally came down. After recovering
from my deadly descent, I sort of wanted to give it another go, but
since I had already experienced the miscommunication between
my underlying lack of skills as a backcountry skier and the guys
interpretation of my words, I wanted to go down some hills where
I could actually see where the slope ended. We then decided to
split up, so Bob and I stayed in the same area and Kevin and Phillip went to another run a little further away.
I got some courage and confidence back while going up the
bottom part of the slope I had just come down because it wasn’t
too steep, and I figured if we only went up halfway I had a better
chance of actually practising some tele turns. That would not happen, since I pretty much collapsed trying to do my first turn and
ended up lying on one ski while the other was stuck in the snow
turning the opposite way causing my ankle a huge amount of pain.
Bob came to the rescue and untangled me (after taking a few pictures first, of course) and I fought to keep it together and to finish
the run in a decent style. I decided not to take any chances with
any more turns on the steepest parts and only attempted a few at
the very bottom, which turned out all right I think.
Last run of the day, I got to take some pictures of Bob and I
got a really good one in the transition between balance and unbalance! I managed to do a couple more half-decent turns before
heading back to the car. On the way back we stopped at a local bar
where we could watch part of the Superbowl; we managed to see
the 3rd quarter while eating burgers and fries before heading to
the Canadian border. It was probably the best quarter of the whole
game, so I was pretty excited about that.
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At the Canadian border, which should be no problem at all, I
accidentally told the customs officer that I was leaving Canada on
March 7th, and she noticed that I then would have been in the
country for more than 6 months. While I tried to explain that it
was only about 5 days longer, she wrote a slip and asked us to park
the car and go inside. Oops!! So we got inside and I was asked a few
questions about my stay in Canada and somehow, even though
I knew I hadn’t done anything wrong, I got a little nervous. She
asked us to wait inside while she went to have a look in the car. We
were joking about her opening the trunk only to be overwhelmed
by the stench of ski boots and sweaty socks and deciding to keep
us overnight to examine the clearly toxic evidence. I was relieved
when she came back and gave us our passports and said we could
leave.
What a day!! I most certainly was deflowered of my backcountry virginity, which I will never get back again. It was probably not
the best first time, but I heard it gets better with practice! So I
guess I should say a thank you to the guys for their motivational
encouragement of my deflowering!
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Bob bailing. (Honourable mention, Action shots, VOC photo
contest 2010.) Ayoe Ingemann Buhl photo

The (Not So)
Misty Icefield
evan morris

we never planned to ski the Misty Icefield in the first place. It was
the first trip we crossed off the list of about 7 options when we
started planning 2 months before. But after evaluating each trip
on our list we arrived back with the Misty, drawn to its tales of
heroic trail breaking, days spent in a milk bottle, and of course its
skier-friendly peaks. It is also the closest icefields to downtown
Vancouver. But maybe it was just the allure of the word misty
that had us hooked. We started on April 25 as a group of 5: Ben
Singleton-Polster, Frances Sharpe, Meghan Anderson, Greta Raymant and myself.

Day 1—Chief Paul FSR
The plan was to start from the north and head south, because as
wisdom has it there’s something about traveling south that makes
it seem downhill (we found this to be false). Also we thought that
this direction would allow for less time spent on southern slopes,
although the descents wouldn’t be as fun. We had enlisted my good
friend Bob to drive us to the trail head in exchange for beer. Unfortunately, about a month before the trip, my 4runner was totaled
on another trip so we were forced to rent a van to fit all 5 of us.
The almost-new Pontiac minivan barely made it over the first water
bar of the Chief Paul FSR, and threatened to wedge itself into the
second. Not wanting to damage the rental too badly we stopped
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Meghan, Greta, Evan, Frances and Ben starting up the logging
road. Evan Morris photo

here and began boot packing 10 days of food, ample gear and skis.
It turned out that the rest of the road was smooth until the snow
line! Lesson learned, never ever own a low clearance 2wd vehicle.
Walking in the hot springtime sun took its toll, and 1300m
later we called it a day and set up camp just East of a 6,800
foot hill (383307, NAD27). After arguing over the flattest spots
in the forest we debated all the unnecessary gear we hauled up
here, including excess excrement that would have been more efficiently left at lower elevations. Ben then went into his theory
on shifting his daily bowel movements to the am to prevent this
problem.

Day 2—Bluemantle Pass to Icemantle Glacier
52

Starting the ever-worsening trend of rising early, we woke at a
comfortable 4:30am. The day started off with traversing through
the thickening forest and a small route finding challenge dropping
down to the broad ridge south of camp. The micro terrain of the
ridge took more time than anticipated but proved to be quite a
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nice scenic ski and we made it to Bluemantle Pass in time for lunch.
From the col it was an easy skin up ‘Little Bear Peak’ (322248) to
the west. From the top of this mini summit we got our first views
of the Icemantle Glacier and felt like we were starting to get deep
into the wilderness.
The ski down from the peak was excellent, with panoramic
views of the glacier and Greymantle. It would be very easy to get
carried away in the ski-film-like moment and ski off the bare ice
patch where the glacier steepens. Once the slope starts turning
convex we made a steep traverse to skiers left below Three Bears
Mountain and above some cliffy sections. Not a problem in our
clear, stable conditions, but it could be tricky in bad avi conditions.
We set up camp in the very middle of the Icemantle Glacier, ensuring we coasted as far as possible so as to not have any ‘wasted’
skins-on downhill the next morning. Talk of the evening centered
around how bottled water companies market their products as
glacier fresh not knowing of the nasties left behind from a ski
campsite.

Day 3—Icemantle Glacier to Snowcap Peak
After the isothermal snow patches of yesterday, and very concerned about the coming spring thaw and deep weak layer issues in
the snowpack, our new alpine wake up time was shifted to 3:30am.
This made for a super quick skin up the frozen glacier in the sunrise.
However any gains in time here were later lost when we exited the
glacier too high and had some nasty side stepping down steep icy
slopes to bypass cliffs above Greenmantle Ridge. Once on the ridge
proper the views of Mount Pitt and the Snowcap Lake basin were
amazing. The ridge was fairly straightforward but our group was
slowly strung out after the steep ice descent and then route finding
to bypass small bumps and gullies.
The descent down to Snowcap Lake was on yet more icy slopes.
We had lunch behind the crumbled wind walls of a previous
group’s camp on the lake shore and here we began the difficult
discussion on how to proceed with the trip. We were behind our
ambitious schedule at this point as we wanted to leave time to
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climb some peaks later on, and were nervous about the unknown
days ahead. The towering wall of cliffs and glacier above us was
also not looking so inviting. There were both thoughts of turning
back and picking up the pace. Also we were unsure if our weather
would change and live up to the Misty’s reputation. We considered
our options and gave Champagne a call on the rented satphone
for a weather update. We knew of one possible escape route from
the icefields, via Katzie peak, but as far as we knew it had never
been tried. In the end we made the very difficult decision to split
the group. Ben and Frances would turn back and hitchhike back
to town; Greta, Meghan and I would continue on as planned. Everything worked out in the end, but I think if I am ever in this
situation again I would definitely keep the group together. After
a quick re-division of gear (maybe it was good we had double of
almost everything) the 3 of us set off up the imposing slopes in
front of us while Ben and Frances enjoyed the sunshine at the lake
side. They would stay here for the night and follow our route back
out to the logging roads.

54
Meghan, Greta and Evan on the summit of Snowcap Peak. Evan
Morris photo
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Back on Greenmantle Ridge we had a chance to view the 3
route options and we chose the route between the Thunderclap
and Griffin Glaciers. The route worked out perfectly but there was
one section involving a switchback out over some steep cliffs that
we were very happy to have ski crampons. Higher up the 1000m
climb as you top out on the Snowcap Icefield we considered our
options for camp sites. The wind was howling and with no natural shelter in sight, we skied over to Snowcap Peak to have a look
around. A true ski summit, we had decent views in every direction
below a high cloud cover—I think this was the cloudiest time of
the trip. After the long day we were too tired to build wind walls so
we descended 200m to the south of Snowcap Peak to set up camp
in an icy bowl below its face (254197).

Day 4—Misty and Stave Icefields
It was a cold and windy night at this elevation, and with the longer
day yesterday, we rewarded ourselves with a sleep in until 4:30am!
The icy ski down was full of panoramic views of the Misty Icefield,
we stopped lots to take pictures, but most were of snowplows instead of nice tele turns. The route down got a little tricky near the
low saddle of the icefield where there are some convex rolls and
then convoluted rocky terrain. We ran into some old tracks of the
group a week before us, but even still had to backtrack a few times
to find the route that went through.
Next on our peak plans were Stave and Misty Peak. We wanted
to climb at least one of them but the cold wind and rock hard conditions persuaded us otherwise, especially since we didn’t have
crampons. Also, Misty Peak looks more like a low 5th class route
than what I think John Clarke describes as class 3!
At the Stave-Misty col we found a heavy steel pick axe and
wondered how it found itself there. The ski down from the col
is decently steep and we were glad to be skiing it in bomb proof
conditions. Down at the Stave Glacier it was only 9am so we had
a first lunch and decided what to do next. Bundled in all of our
clothes we still made fast time across the glacier to Corbold Peak.
We chose this route over descending the alternative East arm of
the glacier. Crossing some old slides we made our way up the peak
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to where it steepened near the summit, once again happy to have
ski crampons else this route would have been a no go. The summit
has two peaks, and after climbing up both we didn’t stay long in
the wind that was hard to stand up in.
We descended down the east side of Corbold over some tricky
rolls in the glacier (rather than the south ridge). The lower portion
of the glacier was a nice constant angle and we were able to get our
first tele turns in the corn snow. We had second lunch and a nap
on a scenic rock outcrop above the glacier outflow lake, Pukulkul
peak towering overhead. We had planned to camp here but once
again the wind kept us moving to the shores of the second lake
in the Pukulkul Lake chain (333068) where we had left the wintry icefields behind for the spring-like lake shore. There was also
something comforting being amongst the trees here.
In one day of almost ice skating conditions we had skied both
of the trip’s big icefields. We were both amazed and disappointed.
There were some great opportunities for side trips passed by, such
as the peaks on the west of the Stave Icefield.

Day 5—Pukulkul Lake to Piluk Glacier
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The day started with a wake up ski to Pukulkul lake, followed by a
winding ski across the lake and through a canyon to the unnamed
glacier; this short section of the trip was definitely a highlight. Ski
crampons came in useful yet again climbing up on the glacier’s
tongue. Crunching our way up the wind scoured glacier we decided to make a go at Old Pierre Mountain. We made it to below the
three summits but again were turned away by the ice and wind.
Still, a nice ski pseudo-summit.
The descent from Old Pierre involved some crevasse weaving but quickly gave way to the best descent of the trip from the
Pierre-Skayuk col down to the Piluk Glacier; if only we had some
nice powder as well. Due to bailing on both Old Pierre and Skayuk we started setting up camp at the base of the Piluk Glacier at
a comfortable 11am. The snow was already turning very mushy
and we were concerned about crevasses higher up as well as the
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Greta and Meghan with Pukulkul Peak behind. Evan Morris photo

descent beyond. We passed the time by playing on the smooth
glacier carved moraine and hiding from the sun in the tent, where
the thermometer reached 37°C that afternoon. We also built an
elaborate system of wind walls and cooking shelter only to have
the sun melt them down before dinner time.

Day 6—Corbold Road, Alvin and Pitt Lake
Well rested from the previous day, we had plans to climb Remote
or Piluk Peak today. But again, upon reaching the peaks we found
the slopes way too icy to attempt without proper gear. From the
Piluk-Remote col we found the previous group’s tracks again but
lost them in one of the many gullies. Our route down involved one
of the steepest chutes any of us had ever skied. No tele turns were
attempted. Down at the small lake below the col it was only 9am
but it was warming up fast. The climb out of the lake was on east
facing slopes that were already isothermal down to ground. Fearing any open slopes we resorted to boot packing up, linking the
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tree bands, and sometimes sinking armpit deep in the mush. At
this point we were glad to have not been here any later in the day.
On top of the small summit west of the lake we took in the
views one last time. This time it was new views of Judge Howay,
Bonnycastle, Meslilloet and even Mamquam. Descending from
the peak we skied northwest across some quite large but happily
frozen avalanche slopes and down to the Corbold road spur. We
had a fun ski down what I would consider the most scenic logging
road around, until we hit gravel and started walking. A few hours
later we ran into two men in a beat up Ford Bronco not far from
Alvin, who were just as surprised to see us as we were them. After
a brief exchange of words they said they would try to find us on
their way back from their ‘business’. An hour later they drove up
from behind and we hesitantly crammed into the truck. In Alvin
we went to the water taxis’ house to find no one home, and our
drunk chauffeurs didn’t expect them back for a week, even though
we had a boat reserved in 3 days time! Fearing they were indeed
gone for a week we decided not to wait 3 days at the hot springs
and took a ride in the beer can truck to Pitt Lake, 4 wheel drifting
and all. At the time this was the scariest part of the trip.
The docks at the north end of Pitt Lake were deserted except for
us and our 2 intoxicated friends. They kindly offered us a ride back
in their small boat, but would be back in an hour after some more
‘business’. During this time we tried every number we knew on
the satphone for a water taxi to no luck. We contemplated walking
to the hot springs (20km) and waiting 3 days until our scheduled
water taxi, but rather than risking a week wait we piled into their
4 seat boat with their dog and our gear. Their only gear was empty
jerry cans and empty Molson cans. The two men, locals on the
lake, ended up being very interesting company—at least until the
conversation turned to how much my 2 trip partners were “worth”
at the logging camp up here. Spotting a rather large knife on his
belt I kept my mouth shut.
The topic changed again a few km from the docks when an
argument broke out over who forgot to refill the gas tank. With
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perfect timing the engine cut out shortly after, and we began the
process of switching the tanks over. Some time later, after a more
important and very thorough search of the boat by our drivers for
a lost joint, the motor started to bring us on our way. Only the
motor didn’t stay running this time. This was also about the time
when we learned that both the truck and boat were not owned by
our drivers but ‘borrowed’ from the docks where they found them.
With the now stoned captain in charge it didn’t take long for
the boat’s battery to die flat with the many attempts at starting
the motor. Over the next hour or two we tried various methods to
start the motor, including using rescue cord from our gear to pull
start it. Again no luck. With the last rays of the sun disappearing
behind the treed hills, our captain tried one last time to summon
any help over his VHF radio. No answer at all, the lake was quiet
for the night. We scanned the rocky shores for a place to camp, but
without even a jacket we convinced our drivers that the best thing
to do would be to paddle back to the north docks.
Two hours of paddling later we were in sight of the docks we
had left hours before. While our drivers discussed whose house
they could sneak into for the night we heard an engine start in
the distance and a shiny steel boat was soon pulling us the final
stretch back to the dock. We then found ourselves, including our
local drivers, their dog and their empties, on a speed boat heading
south with the owner of the Pitt River fly fishing lodge. It was dark
when we arrived at the Grant Narrows public dock, and were welcomed by the not so happy owner of the original boat, wondering
where his boat was. We thanked our two sets of drivers, paid the
second driver, and hiked off into the woods to camp for the night.
The following day we phoned for a ride and were soon enough back
in traffic on our way home.
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anne vialettes, Colin Ferster and I attempted to climb Mount
Howard on the December 5–6 weekend in the year A.D. 2009. We
froze our asses off like nobody’s business and didn’t make it to the
summit because of that. It went something like this:
It was only at midnight on Friday evening that I knew who I
was driving and even where I was going (and definitely not because of Colin, who even drove himself over to my place in the
morning—it was just good ol’ fashioned VOC faff). We were encouraged by a sunny forecast, although it came with a catch: it was
going to be cold—very cold. But how cold could it be? Anne and
I had skied in the Rockies over Christmas before; surely this was
going to be a piece of cake compared with that…
We left Vancouver at about 6 am and got to the Cerise Creek
trailhead in decent time. We then made it up to the Matier-Vantage col in three hours and traversed onto Twin One Glacier.
Mount Howard is the particularly (at least to me) aesthetically
pleasing summit above this glacier, which can be seen even from
the Cerise Creek trailhead on the highway. It had been luring me
for a while, because you get a really good view of it from Vantage
Peak, or from the way to the Snowspider Hut. It is one of those
magical summits tucked away behind a bunch of very popular
peaks, which seem to get very little attention. It’s not that it’s “remote” in any sense of the word—it’s just “one glacier too far” from
the popular honey-pots. And that spins my wheels.
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I suppose Twin-One glacier is somewhat steep and somewhat
gnarly. The final climb to the summit is also described as “Fairley
easy”—i.e., called “fairly easy” in Bruce Fairley’s guidebook. Now
that, as wise men will tell you, can mean a lot of things.
We roped up at the bottom of the glacier and skinned up as
far as we thought it was sensible to keep our skis on. We stuck
to the very far right of the glacier to avoid most of the sections
with open crevasses, but this meant going up rather steeply. After
we removed our skis, we remained roped up, and I broke trail on
foot up the steep, softish snow. As the late afternoon wore on, I
couldn’t help but wonder just how sensible this entire endeavour
was. The wind was really howling—near the lip of the glacier there
was so much spindrift that I had to give up on looking down to see
the others on my rope. My face kept getting covered in cold white
stuff… it was almost like approaching an ice climb in Scotland—
only, if I may say it, colder.
We fought on and just as the light was really fading things flattened out. Then Colin got a bit closer to me, looked at me with a
look I can clearly picture to this day, and said something along the
lines of:
“We have a problem. I don’t have the tent poles.”
My heart sank, but what was there to be done? I continued
leading the three of us up, but now towards a steeper snow slope
where I considered digging a snowcave. In my mind two survival
strategies battled each other—snowcave or snowtrench covered
in the tent’s flysheet, supported with skis and weighed down with
snow. Which option would hurt the least? Would we still be able
to try summitting the next morning?
We regrouped, and I was now faced with telling Anne what I
had just found out. “But I have the tent poles!” she replied. Phew.
Pheewwwww.
Darkness had set in by this point, and with all the flying snow
I could see about two metres ahead of me and no more (with my
headlamp). We were on the very northern edge of the glacier, on
steep slopes angling up to the right hand side ridge, so descending left meant dropping onto the flat glacial plateau. In search of
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Anne Vialettes on the Twin One glacier, shortly before we hit the
‘headwall’ and started bootpacking. Colin Ferster photo
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flatter ground to pitch the tent we descended into the void. We
managed to find ground that was flattish and probing revealed no
holes. We pitched the tent and jumped in as fast as we could—it
was effing freezing.
Taking a crap when it’s –20°C and howling nice, moist Coastal
wind, is an absolute nightmare. Seriously. Next time I’ll spend half
an hour digging a hole and making a big snow wall around it first. I
nearly froze off a few fingers and something else, and dealing with
the t.p. with numb fingers was a disaster. Argh.
The next morning it took us just about forever to get ready. We
eventually roped up and skinned up the glacier to the base of the
summit ridge. As I stopped at the base to take my skis off and put
on crampons and unleash my ice-axe, I looked back and realized
that this was not going to fly. Colin was shaking uncontrollably,
Anne was looking pretty damn miserable, and I hadn’t felt my toes
in a long while. Even though all my insides were egging me on to
go for the summit no matter what, sense forced me to announce
retreat. I’m not really sure just how easy the climb would have
been, and how many extremities we would have lost trying to belay those last few metres of steep rime-covered rock. We’ll go back
in the spring.
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By the time we got back to camp we needed an hour to feel
all our toes again. Then we packed up and skied out. We followed
our tracks on the glacier and didn’t use the rope—some of the
steeper bootpack sections were rather scary, though, and Anne
bootpacked one section down. The snow was really variable—pow
pockets, strange wind-affected sections and some serious, unstable windslab in places.
The ski out from the Matier-Vantage col was OK, I guess, but
the trail sucked monkey balls. Hairy monkey balls. We stopped at
the Shady Tree in Squamish for burgers on the way back. My passenger wanted to give me more gas money than I was willing to
accept. Live to ski another day! Live to climb another day!
Perhaps it’s just my mean human nature, but it was really reassuring to find out that multiple VOC parties failed to summit
multiple high peaks that weekend, all lured by the prospect of clear
blue skies on the Coast in December. Ah, the Coast. I love this place.

Back at the Matier-Vantage col. Twin One Glacier in the
background; our route went up the very far right of it—we even
hit rock under the snow in a few places. Colin Ferster photo
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anne vialettes, Colin Ferster and I attempted to climb Exodus
Peak on the March 6–7 weekend in the year A.D. 2010. Things
didn’t go exactly as planned. It went something like this:
The weather forecast was calling for gorgeous sunshine on
Saturday, and foul weather coming in on Sunday afternoon—although perhaps the “afternoon” was my personal interpretation.
Given this year’s snowpack or lack thereof at lower elevations and
my relatively recent ownership of a 4WD vehicle, I decided to try a
“spring summit trip” even though it was still very early March. Colin Ferster agreed to join us even before we had picked a destination. On Friday afternoon, a quick dusting of old memory recesses
revealed Exodus Peak as a spring ascent high on my hit list. A brief
look at Bivouac.com, a quick peek in Baldwin, a browse through
my pile of topo maps at home and we were set.
We left Vancouver at 6am, paid homage to Tim Horton in Squamish and headed up the Squamish Main. We didn’t hit snow until
the last couple of kilometres before the Branch 400 turnoff, where
we parked and started slogging up the logging road towards Exodus. It was a hot, hot spring day with spectacular views, and my
recently rediscovered blue technical top reminded me of why I had
sworn never to wear it again. Many many kilometres and many
many vertical metres later we hit the alpine on the Dipper Creek—
Carnival Creek divide. The area was absolutely spectacular with
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Skinning up in perfect weather. Piotr Forysinski photo

views of Ring Mountain and Little Ring Peak, as well as the familiar Squamish-Cheakamus Divide, but from an unfamiliar angle.
We reached the last bump in the ridge before the Pemberton
Icefield a couple of hours before dark and set up camp in a nice col.
We had time to carefully plan out a route for the next morning—
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the glacier was more open than we had expected, and we were glad
we had brought a rope and harnesses. We froze our asses off over
dinner, but with a heavenly display of stars overhead.
The next morning we woke up at the break of dawn, aiming
to chase bad weather up to the summit. It was, however, a lost
cause—between my first peek at the outside world when I woke
up and the time we were ready to set off, clouds had come in and
the peak, as well as the entire glacier, had vanished. We skied one
very short run only to conclude that the snow was far from great,
and decided to sleep for a few more hours. This, I now know, was
not the right thing to do.
A few hours later when I poked my head out of the tent again it
was like sticking my head into a milk jug, only that I was very small
and the milk jug was very big. It was impossible to tell ground
from sky, up from down, and near from far. About 15cm of fresh
snow had just fallen, and with the help of the wind had entirely
covered up our skin track from the previous day. I immediately
knew that this meant trouble—we didn’t have a GPS, and the last
few kilometres of the ridge in the alpine were very complex terrain—micro-rolls, wind lips, mini-gullies. Even a GPS would not
have helped unless we had recorded our entire route on the way
up with it. Hoping for the best and following our compass bearing
we headed off into the white, desperately trying to look for any
remnants of our track from the previous day.
There were none to be found, and very soon we were encountering features we hoped we wouldn’t encounter. At one point Anne,
who was leading at the time, stopped suddenly and said that she
was standing on a cornice. No sooner had she spoken the words
when a crack shot along the snow under her skis. We all gasped
for air, but nothing else happened. We later discovered that it was
probably only a wind lip and not an actual cornice, but it was still
very scary.
After this experience we decided that feeling the snow beyond
the tips of our skis was mandatory. We unleashed my 320cm avalanche probe and girth-hitched its carrier- bag onto the loop of
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wire at the end of it. Armed with this device we could sense snow
a staggering 3.2m away from us. If at any point the carrier bag
would sag straight down, we’d know we were nearing a wind lip or
a cornice—and it did many, many times.
At some point we managed to turn by almost 180 degrees between bearing checks, falsely guided by a traversing slope around
a side ridge. This made us very aware of just how hapless humans
are in such conditions—many of our instincts fail entirely when
we can’t see around us.
Realizing that our intended direction was straight down the
slope we were traversing, we attempted to descend this slope in
multiple locations. We initially had no idea if we were on a small
slope or a much bigger one, but soon realised that it was a lot bigger than what we had hoped for. Time after time we descended
for a while, only to hit snow too steep for comfort. We would then
backtrack, traverse, and try again. The fresh snow wasn’t bonding to the previous surface very well at all. We were sending sluffs
down all the time; we couldn’t even tell how big they were. It was
Anne who triggered the first slab avalanche—it went from just below her skis. A moment later the hanging slab above released as
well, but only in front of her. Needless to say by this point we were
scared. Very scared.
At some point we gave up entirely on trying this aspect again,
and decided to go back to what we thought was the top of the
mini-ridge. This involved a bootpack up a slope which had sluffed
as we were coming down it—it was the only part of the steep slope
which we thought was safe enough. When we finally got back up,
we had to make the difficult, but imminent decision to pitch our
tents and wait for better weather. It was getting late in the day
anyway, and we were probably no more than 500m away from our
previous campsite.
Needless to say, we were rather distraught that evening. We
still had a bit of fuel to make water and a bit of lunch food left
over to eat, but we were stuck in a storm high in the mountains
and had no idea for how long. The slopes around us were steep,
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Let’s fish! Anne Vialettes feeling her way in the whiteout with a
probe bag tied onto an avalanche probe as I follow. Colin Ferster
photo
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and very avalanche prone—and we couldn’t even see them! Colin
remembered the forecast as expecting bad weather for the rest of
the week. If only we could get to those trees! They would guide us
down even in the worst of weather. If only we hadn’t slept in!
We made as much water as we could, but didn’t drink very much
and didn’t eat all that much either, silently acknowledging that we
had no idea how long it had to last for. I actually slept relatively
well that night, haunted by the thought of us getting avalanched
off a cliff while desperately trying to ski out after having spent a
week in the tents waiting for the storm to pass, but encouraged
by the warmth and calm of the sleeping bag after many hours of
incessant suspense. Outside, the storm raged.
I woke up at 4am to discover that the stars were out. It had
become a calm and peaceful night, and I could see orders of magnitude further than I had the previous afternoon. The moonlight
cast mysterious shadows around everything and it was really hard
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to get a sense of scale in the almost all-white landscape around me.
I followed the remnants of our skin track from the previous day
away from camp, horrified by how much steeper it now seemed,
and how close we had been to a large cornice (3.2m, I suppose.)
The memory of what we had done the previous day, coupled with
the now partially discernible landscape made me feel rather sick.
I was yet again faced with a hefty decision. I could see clouds
rolling in from the southwest, and wasn’t sure how long it would
be until they arrived, and how the visibility would change when
they did. It was still too dark to see properly, and we would once
again be feeling around for features, albeit in a different fashion.
Was this our one window of hope, or was it more sensible to wait
a little bit until it started to dawn? Should I wake the others up, or
go back to sleep?
I opted for sleeping an extra hour. I still don’t know if that
was the right decision to make, but we were lucky—the incoming clouds stayed high, and by the time we had packed up camp it
was daylight enough to feel like we could see what we were skiing
on. Funnily enough Anne and I both skied off a wind lip, crashing semi-spectacularly at the bottom. We got off the side ridge we
had accidentally skied onto and regained the main ridge. We then
skinned along the main ridge as fast as possible, yearning for the
safety of trees lower down.
The weather, however, wasn’t going to crash on us again. The
high cloud cover partially dissipated, and we were left with glorious sunshine and strong, freezing winds. The snow we were on,
and even our own skis were oftentimes obscured from view by a
moving sea of snow carried by the wind, but we could see terrain
features and navigate through them with no difficulties. We were
surrounded by deadly beauty—the mountains were showing us
their dazzlingly beautiful, yet terrifying faces after teaching us a
lesson the previous day. I was going to kiss the first tree we encountered, but by the time we did I was too excited about removing my skins and skiing the fresh pow pow down to the logging
road.
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It had snowed a lot less at lower elevations, and we easily found
our own tracks in the forest. I was relieved to see the snowline
somewhat above valley bottom, meaning we weren’t going to get
stranded yet again, this time by the car, unable to drive out because of the fresh snow. After a quick wash we drove back to Vancouver and UBC, where Anne dropped Colin and myself off so that
we could make an appearance at work.
It was definitely a very memorable trip. I don’t consider spending an extra night due to bad weather particularly extraordinary,
yet I had never actually had to do it myself, and neither had the
other two. I’m not sure if I feel like I learned any one particular thing from the trip—we hadn’t made any ridiculous choices.
Would I try skiing out in complete whiteout again, knowing how
dangerous skiing in a whiteout can be? Probably, if it meant having a chance to get back down on time instead of an unknown
number of days later. Despite that, I do feel like it was a very important lesson for us all—primarily a lesson in humility.
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…the sun rose, and we could see again. Deadly beauty
surrounded us, and we were free to leave...Colin Ferster photo

Garibaldi
The Worms
ben singleton-polster

early saturday, April 18, 2009, the crew of Rozzy Pedder, Christian Veenstra, Line Lund Veenstra and myself headed up the Rubble Creek switchbacks. Skiing was possible on the road before the
trail head but once we hit the forest, off came the skis and to bootpacking we were bound. Christian convinced Line that the ice was
skiable after about 1.5 km, and Rozzy and I decided that we were
bored of carrying our skis at about the first main switchback (~2.5
km). We got to the outlet of Garibaldi lake and stopped for a short
break while Christian showed us the new kite he had bought and
everyone had a go at helping Christian try to catch some of the
very faint wind. After eating some food, we realized that the hut
was not getting any closer, so we set off across the lake.
At the hut we discussed our options, and it was decided that we
would head up to climb the Bookworms. We could see the route
from the hut in the fading light and it looked easy as could be for
the most part until the final headwall. Christian had brought all
manner of rock gear, however, and we had two 60 m ropes, so how
bad could it get?
We woke at 5 am, left at 6 am and started off to the long ramp
up to the col to the east of the Bookworms. The cloud was low and
obscured the tops of the peaks as we set off with our headlamps
out. We got about 400 m from the hut before the skins started
clumping. We tried to man up for a little while but soon decided to
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get out the pink lady and give’r a good rub. This worked for a few
steps and then the clumping started again, slow at first, but soon
it got bad again so we reapplied a few more times as we started up
the glacier.
Soon after we started ascending the glacier the weather closed
in and the wind started blowing. About this time my level of enthusiasm dropped to mutinous. I wished that others in the group
wanted to go back to the hut but I was unable to start a mutiny, so
up into the whiteout we all trudged to the guidance of Christian’s
compass. I questioned the purpose of trudging uphill in a whiteout to get to a peak that we could not even see, and I had already
seen the view from the top (like the inside of a ping pong ball).
However, I resolved that there was nothing I could think of that
would be better; and since all of the other trip companions were
keen, for the sake of group cohesion I decided to stick it out and
continue. We eventually got up to a place where there were some
crevasses. The crevasses literally came out of nowhere, so since
we had all manner of glacier gear it was decided that we might as
well wear our harnesses and rope up; after all, it was a glacier in a
whiteout. Nobody wanted the article in Accidents in North American Mountaineering to read: “could have been prevented had they
roped up.” And besides, you always feel more hardcore on a rope.
We reached a flatter section of the glacier and stopped to assess the situation. I managed to convince the crew that we should
go back but first we had lunch/second breakfast to eat. We sat
around in the clouds eating lunch until all of a sudden, out popped
the Bookworms literally about 100 to 200 m from where we were
seated. All thoughts of mutiny we abandoned and spirits soared
as we hurried to store our food and head over to bag the peak.
We traversed around some cool wind-lipped features and got to
a col between the nothernmost and middle Bookworm. I proceeded to attempt to climb the northernmost Bookworm while Christian went to see which one was the tallest. Line and Rozzy got out
their down jackets and looked around as well. I was about ¼ of the
way up the peak and unable to find a suitable non-sketchy way,
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The author smiling because he thinks his pink lady candle stands
a chance against the sticky snow. So wrong. Christian Veenstra
photo

when Christian declared that the tallest Bookworm was the most
southern Bookworm [it was later determined that this one was
not the tallest]. And since there is no reason to attempt to climb
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not the tallest peak of the group I descended and we all moved
over to the tallest Bookworm.
It was decided that the best way to climb the peak would be
some sort of mixed climbing/aiding. Rozzy declined to lead the
pitch since she did not have her crampons; however, Christian
was keen, so off he led into blowing cloud. The pro was sparse and
the rock covered in rime, so after about half an hour and 10 m of
elevation gain, Christian was convinced by the ground crew that
the time had come to turn around and go home. Christian was
heartbroken since he thought this was going to be the crown jewel
of his mountaineering career; however, he realized that there was
still a long ski out and a drive back home.
We roped up for part of the descent on the glacier and carefully
threaded our way through the crevasses until we were comfortable and then unroped for the ski back to the hut. Some turns
were had in the sticky snow on the way back to the hut. We quickly
packed up and headed across the lake. Christian had much greater
success with his kite this time and beat all the rest of us by a large
margin. At the head of the lake I had the idea that it would be
faster to just traverse along the creek than to climb up into the forest, so I managed to convince the crew with the exception of Line
that this would be a good idea. So off we trucked. In retrospect
the route along the creek was sketchier and not any faster than
the trail. The switchbacks were their usual nasty selves and discussions were had about skiing the barrier; however, it was decided
that we would be best just to stick to the tried-and-true trail.
We arrived back at the car after the required bootpack and
drove home. Good classic clean Type-1 fun!
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North Creek
Ski Traverse
Ascents of Mts. Sampson and Thiassi
jordan best, bram van straaten

& lee

wasilenko

jordan best, Meghan Anderson, Lee Wasilenko and Bram van
Straaten went to the North Creek area for a four day ski mountaineering trip over the May long weekend. The plan was to park at the
North Creek East Main logging road, head up North Creek, climb
Thiassi, head over the Boomerang Glacier to Mt. Sampson, and ski
out south towards the Upper Lillooet Branch 1 logging road.

Day 1
After an early wake-up and a long drive we finally got to the turnoff at the Upper Lillooet FSR with Branch 1. We first decided to
head up the North Creek East Main FSR to check out the snow
situation. Jordan’s truck easily made it to the top, except for one
little incident with a boulder that took out the exhaust. Guess we
should have rolled the boulder off the road. Oops! The good news
about the road was that we could drive all the way to the end...the
bad news was that we couldn’t really see snow anywhere near. So,
after some discussion, we decided to drive down the logging road,
and head up to the top of Branch 1 and go for the steep approach
to Mt. Sampson, hoping to hit snow sooner. This way we would do
the same traverse, but in a counter-clockwise loop, ending up in
North Creek.
While driving up Branch 1 we were stopped by some big logging
trucks blocking the road. Bummer. So we parked the car, strapped
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our skis to our packs and got ready to leave. Jordan decided to put
toothpaste on his face instead of sunscreen (both were in a similar
container), wondering why the white substance smelled so much
like mint. Lee and Bram basically stripped down to their underwear because it was so hot (as in the weather, not the persons).
The upper part of the road was fairly grown in with alder, so
we opted to walk in the clearcut instead. This was not so pleasant
when having lots of exposed skin, but preferable to overheating.
From the top of the clearcut we thrashed up the steep burned forest to finally hit snow at about 1600m.
From here things were pretty easy. We skinned up until we hit
the top of the large south-facing slope, and dropped down a steep
and corniced couloir. From here we only had one final skin-up to
get to the glacier south of Mt. Sampson.
After reaching the top of the glacier we had a look at the easiest
route up Mt. Sampson. There was a big rock band in between us
and the summit, so we opted to ski down the glacier and face its
terrible death crust. We stopped at the treeline and setup camp
there. Lee managed to lose one of his tele skis after dodging a big
rock and bailing on the descent to camp, so he had to do some
bootpacking and wallowing to get it back. As if a 1500m ascent
is not enough for one day...After a nice dinner we all went to bed.

Day 2
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Waking up early to poor visibility and a low ceiling, we decided
to push up the South face of Sampson anyways. The route up the
South side is technically quite easy. We skied the first vertical half
with ski crampons on in bullet-proof snow, before kicking steps
up the second half. The wind was howling at the top and there was
zero visibility, so we quickly turned around and moseyed back to
camp.
After a spot of soup in camp, we packed up and headed north
to the Boomerang glacier. Thanks to glacial recession there was
now a steep and somewhat tricky descent to get onto the glacier.
A fun experience in the fairly flat light, but we eventually figured
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it out. Westward travel on the relatively flat Boomerang glacier
was totally socked in (insert milk bottle, ping pong ball, peas soup
etc. analogies here). The valley is fairly narrow and we could hear
rumbling avalanches on all sides. For a while we took turns throwing objects like our ski poles in front of us before retrieving them
so we could get a handle on what was beyond our personal little
worlds of Gore-Tex. Eventually Jordan spotted a pair of animal
tracks (wolverine?) that gave just enough contrast for us to follow
them without feeling like we were about to jump in a crevasse.
We eventually hit tree line in the upper North Creek drainage,
and swung north before setting up camp above the pass between
the North Creek and Hurley drainages.

Day 3
After an early rise
we set off for a long
day to climb Thiassi.
We climbed up the
NW branch of North
Creek before swinging NE and dropping
onto the McParlon
glacier for a slow
glide to the snout
of the glacier. We
then climbed steep
moraines, and eventually the pocket glaciers that rise below
the granite walls of
Thiassi’s Southwest
face. We gained Thiassi’s East ridge via a
short boot-pack up a Jordan on Thiassi ridge. Bram van Straaten
couloir. The weather photo
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was finally going our way, with the sun shining and the clouds revealing more and more surrounding peaks.
The east ridge of Thiassi is a fabulous route. There is just enough
room for a set of up tracks, with lots of exposure on both sides. A
few small sections of easy scrambling saw us on top of the sub
summit. The true summit is slightly higher and very close, but requires some class 4 moves that looked a little hairy. So we enjoyed
our lunch and took in the fabulous views, with most of the BridgeLillooet divide below.
The ski back to camp included some pretty decent turns, and
took far less time than expected. Bram’s broken sunglasses decided they were sick of being resurrected with more tape and were
trampled under ski. It was extremely hot on the McParlon glacier
on the way back. Arriving back in camp around 3pm we were surprised at how short the day had been. We lounged around in the
sun, thought of loved ones and told old stories while taking in
stunning views of Mt. Philistine. After a big dinner we got a good
night of sleep.

Day 4
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We awoke to wet snow flurries, less than stoked with the understanding that the snow would quickly turn to rain as we headed
home. After packing up camp we skied the initial few hundred metres down to where the Boomerang and North Creek meet. Travel
was fast and we began assuming we would be at the car in no time.
Since it was now raining substantially, we were in no mood to explore the area to find the BCMC’s North Creek Cabin. We crossed
to the East side of North Creek and skied through open forest,
slowly losing elevation. At around 1100m the real battle began, as
the “trail” crossed the first of many large steep avi paths choked in
gnarly slide alder.
Travel was agonizingly slow and we eventually resorted to carrying our skis in various manners. Jordan found the “firewood”
method particularly useful when the alder was thick, but the “throw
and retrieve” approach certainly had its place in certain spots. We
were eventually able to strap our skis to our packs and crash our way
through the bush towards the alder-free Promised Land.
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After a final and brutal climb up the steep slogging slash to the
North Creek East Main road we knew we had it in the bag. The
road was washed out a couple of kilometres down, so we hoofed
our packs to the wash out. Bram and Jordan left their packs and
went to retrieve the truck. Lee and Meghan stayed behind to
make friends with some deer, by staying absolutely still for a good
ten minutes while the deer’s curiosity got the better of them. They
came within three feet of them before deciding that they were not
that interesting after all. Jordan and Bram were not so relaxed;
they were banging up another steep cut-block to a branch road
that connected to the Upper Lillooet Branch 1 where we had left
the truck. Without packs the distance was covered quickly, and
soon gear and group were reunited and on the way to beer and
burgers in Whistler.
All around a great trip for all.

The group, happy to have finally escaped the alder and be on the
logging road. Bram van Straaten photo
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Variant of the
Squamish-Cheamus
Divide
meghan anderson
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this is a trip report for beginners and lessons learned of what not
to do.
With such little snow last year (2009), I thought it would be
best to stay off the big glaciers and that this might be a good time
to do the Squamish-Cheakamus.
Normally the traverse starts in the Callaghan valley and goes
south, finishing in around Roe creek but you can enter and exit
the traverse at many points and extend the traverse. Given the
crusty slopes everywhere except for the north aspects I decided
we should try this traverse going north instead so that we could
hit more powdery slopes going down. We had 6 days so I figured
we could also extend the traverse by starting at Tricouni and getting more summits in along the way.
Participants on the trip were myself, and Tony, a climber from
England. One important thing should be noted; I had never led
such a long ski trip before, so this meant the ski trip was a wonderful learning experience!
Tony and I set off mid week on February 17th from Vancouver
and started the traverse from Powder Mountain Cat (PMC) skiing
on Chance creek FSR. Tony was the only other person I was able to
convince to go on a ski tour with me. He was new to telemark skiing and had not really played in snow before coming on exchange
to UBC in September. I don’t think he knew what he was really
getting himself into.
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The employees at PMC were nice and told us of their old cat
road from which we could access Tricouni. We followed their directions and at about noon we were up in the valley between Cloudburst and Tricouni. I didn’t realize this though since I didn’t know
that there was a road that went up this valley from Chance creek
FSR. I thought we had gone off on some variant of Roe Creek FSR,
which was my original plan. I suspected something was off so I
checked my GPS. My GPS confirmed that Cypress should be the
North and thus Tricouni to the south. I decided to trust the GPS
even though I wasn’t too familiar with using it yet. From what I
knew if we wanted to access Tricouni from the south we had to
go up from the Squamish FSR, which wasn’t really an option mid
winter with a 2 wheel drive car. This was mistake number one that
I made, err I mean my first learning opportunity.
We had lunch and started heading up what I thought was Tricouni but was really Cloudburst. Lucky for us after about an hour
we ran into a snowshoer who we had met earlier on the way up.
He said he was surprised to see us, as he figured we should be on
the other side of the valley! I said no that’s Tricouni (pointing to
Cloudburst). The man shrugged and said well, you are the one
with the map. Tony and I skied off a bit and sat down to take a
closer look at the map. We then realized we had started off the
tour in the wrong direction! We quickly turned around and started heading back down Cloudburst. On the way we looked at a
ridge that had been clearcut in front of us. The ridge looked like
it could give us good access to the summit of Tricouni and it was
right in front of us so we didn’t need to wander off elsewhere.
We got down and headed up the logging road that would give access to our ridge. We had to stop part way up to apply some wax
to the skins since the snow was warm, heavy and sticky. I went
to pull the pink candle we were using for anti-globbing wax out
of my pocket but didn’t find it there! We had left it back at the
point where we confirmed we were heading up Cloudburst and
not Tricouni. Damn, another problem already! I decided it was
worthwhile going back to look for it since we would be spending
the next 5 days skiing up south facing slopes with warm, sunny
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weather. Half the day was wasted and we ended up camping just
below the top of the ridge.
The next day we worked our way up steep and icy slopes to the
top of the ridge. When we got to the top we were able to look up
towards the summit. We noticed it would be impossible to continue along the ridge. The ridge wandered, was long and led to steep
rocky points. There was this nice looking valley below us though
that we probably should have followed from the start. Mistake
number 3, I should have yet again looked at the map to see if the
ridge really was a good option. We carefully made our way down
into valley off the steep, densely treed slope. Going up the valley
ended up not being that ideal either. There wasn’t a lot of snow
cover and the river was still open in many sections and we had to
sidecut the steep hill side beside the river through the trees. No
one,but a lonely cougar, had walked through this valley recently.
After a long ski up we made it to the summit of Tricouni which
was easy to summit in the winter and didn’t involve any scrambling. We were able to ski straight up (well this is what I had
thought at the time, after returning to Tricouni on a scrambling
trip I realized I had never before been on the true summit! Guess
I still hadn’t figured out how to read a map).
That night we camped on the ridge that goes from Tricouni to
peak 6575. In the middle of the night Tony woke me up and asked
me what I thought about cougars coming into camps. Tony was
convinced there was one outside the tent rummaging through the
rucksack and eating our food. I listened. It did sound like there
was an animal going through the plastic food bags and that there
was a large animal walking around in the snow. We decided there
was nothing we could do. We had nothing to arm ourselves with
inside the tent so if there was a cougar outside we just had lie low
and wait it out. This provided a good excuse to sleep more and
wait until it was sunny outside, canceling our early start. When
we crawled out of the tent, sure we couldn’t hear anything from a
possible cougar, we found no footprints, no torn up food bags. It
had just been the wind.
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After sleeping in we skied off and had the privilege of skiing
down a nice run from the col. The run naturally finishes on a small
lake but we decided to save elevation and cut across on a nice looking bench. I started heading across the bench but it became very
steep and icy and so I stopped and asked Tony if we should continue across. Tony offered to go ahead thinking that with his heavy
weight he would better be able to break through the ice. After a
few feet of attempting to cut across the icy slope Tony slipped and
barely managed to self arrest with his pole before falling off the
cliffs. I threw him the rope to get him back up safely and we set
up a running belay to get us both across the icy slope instead of
taking the easy option to back off and ski all the way down to the
lake. We skied up to Cypress and boot packed it up the last part to
the peak since it was too steep for skins in sections (in retrospect
I am not sure that we were ever on the real summit here eitherbut with the GPS I had confirmed it). We came back down and
contoured around and up to the Northern ridge of Cypress where
Powder Mountain Cat skiing operates. It was still tricky getting
around with steep icy slopes. We didn’t make it all the way to this
ridge where PMC is before we had to set up camp for the night.
The next day we gained the ridge and were able to follow the cat
ski track along. It was our third day and we hadn’t made it very far.
We were travelling about 2 km a day! We skied along the ridge, not
making it as far as Fee, avoiding large cornices that had formed
along the ridge and any more possible icy slopes.
The next day we continued along but we were running low on
fuel and water since I was having trouble keeping my stove going
the night before. When we ran into a group of snowmobilers we
asked them if they had any spare water. One snowmobiler passed
us a bottle of water, another offered us a juice box and a hand full
of trail mix. I didn’t want the trail mix but I took it anyways as to
not be rude. They seemed to feel sorry for us. They buzzed off to
shoot their extreme snowboarding film and we continued north.
A few minutes later the snowmobilers came back, they couldn’t
find any fresh snow. Another snowmobiler passed us two bottles
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of Gatorade, a large bag of trail mix and a banana! Again I didn’t
want the other stuff since it would only add weight to our already
heavy bags, but the snowmobiler was just trying to be nice so we
took what he had to offer. I have always tried to stay away from
Gatorade and I never thought I would drink it for the first time
on a six day ski tour. We made it past Fee to the top of the valley
where snowmobilers access Brandywine and set up camp.
That night I was still having problems with the stove and we
ended up eating a half cooked meal and I didn’t get any water melted. I played around a bit with the stove but didn’t get anywhere. To
melt a bit of water we filled all our water bottles with snow and
slept with them in our sleeping bags. Altogether we managed to
melt less than 250mL of water this way! It was looking like we
might have to ski out and end the ski trip early. Luckily I managed
to get the stove working though after playing around with it some
more. I melted a bunch of snow for us and heated up some leftovers for breakfast. I managed to convince Tony that we should
continue and that we could still make it towards Powder Mountain that day despite our late start. Once we were on the glacier
it would be easy skiing. Tony was a little sick of carrying around
a fully loaded 70L pack on tele skis. That day we made good progress. We didn’t have to break trail at all and followed snowmobile
track all the way. Once we got to Cayley we were on the glacier
where it was more flat and we could travel at a good pace for once.
We summited Powder Mountain, who’s peak is so flat and round
that we couldn’t be sure where exactly the true summit was.
That night after talking to some more snowmobilers we decided to camp on top of a ridge above the Callaghan Valley, West
of Journeyman peak. This would put us in a good position to ski
down the next without worrying too much about the white-out
conditions we would probably have on the last day.
On our last day clouds had formed in the sky for the first time
and it was snowing as we made our way down to Callaghan Country lodge. It was a really nice ski down and I managed to find some
nice pockets of powder amongst all the ski and snowmobile tracks.
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Tony, new to telemark skiing was having a very frustrating experience though as he wasn’t able to complete a full tele turn without
falling. He was horrified that this was probably the best snow he
was going to see but he couldn’t enjoy it. Once at Callaghan lodge
we followed the groomed trails all the way out. This took a long
time since they were so flat! In higher snowfall years it would be
better to just take a bearing and ski down through the trees.
The staff at Callaghan Country were very nice and let us smelly,
wet backcountry skiers sit inside and have some lunch while we
tried to sort a ride out to the highway to go and get Tony’s car
which was back at Chance creek FSR. Tony was able to hitchhike
back with some cross-country skiers to the highway and then to
the turnoff of Chance Creek with a snowmobiler. Tony came back
to pick me up and we headed to the Brew Pub for a well deserved
beer.
Since I didn’t have half ropes we used a full climbing rope which
was pretty heavy for this trip. In the end we only used the rope
and glacier equipment once to get across the icy slope. Glacier
equipment was not needed since we just followed the snowmobile
tracks the whole way.
Overall I made a lot of mistakes, mostly with the GPS unit and
not spending time to really look at a map. I find this funny because
in theory I knew better but I didn’t put this into practice. Also we
lost a lot of time by trying to ski along the ridge in the winter. In
the summer this is possible but in the winter it is much easier to
stay in the valley and only ski up to the summits. I learned a lot on
this trip and even though it was a total gong show for a trip it was
still really fun and I hope Tony will still be willing to go on another
trip with me or that this article doesn’t scare others completely
from going on any trip with me!
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Garibaldi Summit via
Brohm Ridge
The Great Elevation Gain Bang
lee wasilenko
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on friday, May 1st, 2009, Colin Vincent, Laura Morrison, Ran
Zhang and I took a trip over to Garibaldi via Brohm Ridge. We had
planned on a leisurely 3-day trip to climb Garibaldi and perhaps
Dalton Dome, or do some skiing. I did some research on the approach routes and current conditions by searching the inter web
and making some phone calls. One of my phone calls was to the
Black Tusk Snowmobile Club, which maintains the chalet on
Brohm Ridge and grooms the access road in the winter. On the advice of the one of the colourful characters in the Black Tusk Snowmobile Club, Curly, we took the “Cat Lake” road up to the trailhead
and got to the 5km mark before the snow stopped us. Colin tried
valiantly to coax his 4Runner a little farther, but upon seeing the
next icy switchback, we decided it was time for the skis. We were
skinning by about 8:45 and had to take our skis off to cross the
dirt patches only a couple times. It was a bluebird day, and by
10-ish it was already extremely hot, so we stripped out of the ski
clothes, lathered on the sunscreen and slogged onward. The road
is groomed by the snowmobilers and although it was still icy, it
was very easy going. The nice grooming fooled me, and I continued
right past the shotgun-blasted Brohm Ridge FSR left-turn sign and
continued going straight on one of the spur roads. Luckily the loss
of elevation tipped us off that something wasn’t right, so we quickly retraced our steps and headed up past the concrete mid-station
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of the failed old ski hill. The wind at the top of the col before the
snowmobile hut had my nipples pretty hard but I still had it better
than Colin who had fallen on the ice earlier and made mince meat
out of one of his nipples. Some more of the ol’ up and down and
we were at the snowmobile “hut.” This place is huge!!! There were
some sledders there working on the place, so we chatted them up
and had lunch in the chalet. The chalet is 10,000 sq ft and sleeps
60 people! This isn’t Sphinx; the sledder den comes complete with
stereo, pool table, massive kitchen, stellar views of Tantalus to the
east and Garibaldi to the west. The sledders were very friendly and
more than a little impressed at our plans to climb Garibaldi by ski
with heavy packs and no beer or stereo to entertain ourselves with
in our tents!
We headed up to Brohm Ridge for some more up and down and
faffed around trying to find the easiest way (“easiest” here being
defined as “most up with littlest down” since we were pretty sick
of the elevation gain bang already). Dodging some flying sleds on
the ridge, we hit another big elevation loss as we tried to traverse
the icy north slopes that led to the final climb into Garibaldi Park.
Finally we reached the park and met with that pesky wind coming
out of the interior. At least we were getting good views of the park
and of the Garibaldi massif. We even got to see a BIG ice fall crash
down from a safe distance! Ran got some photos of the debris but
narrowly missed some shots of the event. We roped up when we
hit the glacier and the last climb up to the snow field on the north
side of Garibaldi. I think the elevation was about 2200–2300m
here. The pesky unrelenting wind was freezing us all through and
through, so we began digging a big pit and building a wind wall for
our tents. It was about 8 pm by this point, and we were exhausted
and hungry, but we all stopped to take in a beautiful sunset before
cowering behind our wind wall.
digression: I went off and dug a latrine pit with a great sunset
view and had an idea: why not use your skis as a toilet seat? The
idea was to straddle the pit with a cheek on each ski so I dug the pit
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with this in mind. Colin was the first to try out the technique the
next morning and his report was positive. He suggested leaving
your skins on for extra comfort. I tried it next and found that the
cables on tele skis make for excellent “oh shit” handles. Holding on
to them also reduces the likelihood of any unfortunate errors in
trajectory prediction. Despite the “oh shit” handle advantage, we
agreed that AT skis were better suited, so my recommendation is
this: although etiquette seems to demand you use your own skis
for such a delicate task, don’t be afraid to ask your AT-wielding
friend to lend you his! Dry skins are a welcome addition, too. Anyway, it was the most comfortable crap I’ve ever taken in the wilderness, but back to the TR...
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We had dinner around 10:30 and were all passed out by 11. By our
estimation the snow was not going to thaw early, so we decided
against the alpine start in favour of a good sleep.
We were up at 8 am and headed off to climb the last 400m to
the summit at probably around 9 or 9:30. We skinned roped up
until the steepness and iciness of the slope stopped us at around
2500m. We kicked steps up to the bergshrund. The ’shrund was
pretty filled up, so we didn’t have to much trouble getting over it
belaying each other one at a time. From there the slope was about
45–50 degrees, and the snow was pretty good: faceted but with
two crusts so we punched through but didn’t sink too far before
we had some solid footing. Colin kicked some great steps. We were
unroped and went carefully to the summit. I think we reached it
around 12:30. View was a little grey and the ceiling was dropping.
Ran and I both tried to recreate Don Funk’s excellent photo of Atwell and Howe Sound but failed miserably in the rolling white-out.
We had some food, took some photos and made a gloating phone
call to Bob Lai who had to bail on the trip due to a sore back.
We bailed off the summit pretty quick once the snow started
falling and we downclimbed unroped, slowly and carefully, to the
’shrund. We belayed each other but pretty much all just jumped
over the ’shrund and landed (some not so gracefully) on the other
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side. There was another group behind us who caught up to us as
we crossed the ’shrund. One of them brought his snowboard and
decided the easiest way across was just to air over the ’shrund. It
was a rolling white-out, but luckily when we got to our skis we
could see well enough to just ski back to camp. The snow was
pretty hard and icy and not great for skiing but not the worst either. We had completed our main objective and although we had
planned to stay a third day, the deteriorating weather and poor
snow conditions helped us opt for burgers and beer at the Shady
Tree followed by warm, wind-free beds in Vancouver instead. We
packed up and had lunch while again cowering behind our shelter,
hiding from the freezing wind.
On our way out we hit a white-out at a key navigational point.
Visibility was less than 10 metres. Eventually after much discussion and careful route-finding, we made it back to Brohm Ridge
for some more elevation gain bang. The snow had turned to wet
slush, which actually made the otherwise icy road not too bad to
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ski. The dirt patches had grown considerably since yesterday, so
there was a lot more walking to be done. At 6km it was all walking, but luckily we ran into one of the BTSC members working
on the club snowcat and he drove us to Colin’s 4runner at 5km
while telling us much about the proposed ski resort development
on Brohm Ridge and why the BTSC is very against it. Seems they
have a good case and hopefully will have some success preventing
another failed ski hill on Brohm Ridge.
We had beers and burgers at the Shady Tree and headed back to
Vancouver arriving about 10:30pm.
We certainly didn’t break any speed records, but it was a great
weekend with a Sunday for sailing to spare!

Lee on the summit. Ran Zhang photo
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The Snow Camp Mtn.
Trip Report
marek labecki

& michael

boni

date: January 30th, 2010
destination: Snow Camp Mtn. (1980 m)
participation: 12 people from the North Shore Hikers, the British Columbia Mountaineering Club and the Alpine Club of Canada; 7 people summitted Snow Camp
leader: Alastair Ferries
route: From the Strawberry Flats parking area at ~1375 m elevation, we ascended the ridge to the south (Skyline Trail Lightning
Lake branch), with its prominent unnamed peak which was the
highest point on this trip (2006 m). From there, we followed the
ridge westward over three more bumps and Despair Pass to the
summit of Snow Camp Mtn. On the way back, we descended to
the creek drainage north of Snow Camp, crossed the creek to its
east side, then crossed Nepopekum Creek at the bottom of the
valley to reach the Three Falls Trail, which was followed back to
Strawberry Flats.
cumulative elevation gain: 1450 m
total distance: 16.8 km
ascent time: 5 h 45 min
total time: 9 h 30 min
weather: cloudy with a few short clearing breaks, spells of light
drizzle
snow: stable, slightly wet at lower elevations, some crusty sections on the ridges
equipment: hiking poles, snowshoes; crampons and ice-axes not
used
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Route on the Snow Camp Mtn. trip. Marek Labecki map

From: michael boni
Sent: Sunday, 31 January, 2010 15:53
To: ‘Marek Labecki’; ‘Alastair Ferries’
Subject: Snow Camp Mnt Trip Report missing details...
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Marek thanks for everything yesterday.t
I have to say your trip report is lacking in some details. Did you
consult with our coordinator, Alastair before writing this? Some
important facts were missing. The following should help out your
memory.
The group was a collection of members from various clubs like
the ACC, BCMC, CIA, CCP, KKK and of course the NSH and even
the IGA. It was made up of an odd lot with various backgrounds
that made the day a fun loving outdoor adventure.
There is no mention of the fact you told me to take the steepest route possible up to the first summit to keep everyone honest.
If I recall correctly you said these were instructions from Alastair
who was coming up behind everyone else while trying to hustle
the new female hikers.
It was of interest on our decent you were leading (breaking
trail for the entire way which was much appreciated) and we came
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across the first group’s snowshoe prints. You bent over like this
was a John Wayne Cowboy movie to touch the prints and deducted that the group must have passed by several hours earlier.
Chances were good, I think you said, Alastair was probably taking
the first group on some random bush waking route to kill time
until we all met up again.
In addition, after bush waking for endless hours in the dark
you pop out on some cross country ski run and there is Alastair
and company sitting around relaxing like you two expected to converge there the entire time. I held up my end by not telling anyone
you rally did not have a clue where you were going the entire time
and we just ran into each other because you were both lost. It was
just random. Just want to get that fact out there so the record is
strait.
Also, there is no mention of a very heavy discussion on our return drive to Vancouver about cats not able to digest Christmas
tree tinsel. The point made was that when cats swallow tinsel it
just comes out the other end completely intact and is dragged
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around the house. If I recall correctly one participant in the discussion knew this was true due to the fact that her cat once woke
her by dragging tinsel over her face. Don’t be appalled by me, I am
just the messenger filling in the missed details from your report.
All this says how serious the group had to be. To meet at some
remote gas station at 6 o’clock on a Saturday morning with total
strangers for a walk in the park shows just how dedicated to our
cause we were.
The above are important omissions from your report that
should be added for the record. If I missed any other important
details you are probably hallucinating or are just suffering from a
brief brain bubble.
All the best,
Michael
***
From: Marek Labecki
Sent: Sunday, 31 January, 2010 17:39
To: ‘michael boni’
Subject: RE: Snow Camp Mnt Trip Report missing details...
Dear Michael,
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I stand absolutely corrected and accept your constructive criticism.
Thank you so much. I was simply rushing to get the stuff posted,
sure no excuse for the lack of meticulous detail perfectionists like
you wish to see in a proper report. My apologies. And many thanks
to you for your big share of trail-blazing and for kindly letting me
use your famous ski goggles you had with you on Everest—they
surely saved me from an eye paralysis!
In your valuable feedback message, quoted below, you raise
some important issues and list valid points. Let me try and address a few of them.
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1) “ACC, BCMC, CIA, CCP, KKK and of course the NSH and even the
IGA...”—One person was wearing a Man Utd hat, so MI6 might
have been involved, too. I’m still checking.
2) The cats vs. X-mas tree tinsel discussion regrettably escaped
my attention. This may have something to do with the fact that
we travelled in different vehicles. I also suspect that the bug I had
planted in yours must have been accidentally dislodged by your
gear.
3) “You bent over like this was a John Wayne Cowboy movie to touch the
prints”—Actually, I was smelling them. It’s a known Indian trick,
also familiar to cowboys, I can teach you.
4) “bush waking”—You use here a novel form referring to the fact
that bush that is asleep should be awakened, which is perfectly logical. The traditional form, “bushwhacking,” does not clearly convey
this idea.
5) “our decent”—This is a wonderful linguistic trick on your part,
stressing the fact that it was decent people who were descending—
and I cannot agree more!
6) “you rally did not have a clue”—An abbreviated, and therefore
more efficient, expression. The traditional, long form would read
“you really did not have a clue.”
7) “record is strait”—Again, a novel form showing that you keep up
with modern times. The less efficient, obsolete version would be
“record is straight.”
One more crucial detail, omitted by both of us, is the fact of
carrying an igloo-making device with us, to be used in emergency
or if we had time to kill. Neither of these cases arose during our
trip, but having this piece of equipment handy demonstrates what
an experienced and well-prepared group we were.
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With best mountaineering greetings,
Marek
***
Marek Labecki is a former VOC member and UBC student, now
a member of the North Shore Hikers and the British Columbia
Mountaineering Club.
Michael Boni, by his own words, is “just a tourist.” He is a North
Shore Hikers member and also a guy who has climbed Vinson, Elbrus, Kilimanjaro, Denali, Aconcagua (twice), reached the south col
on Everest, and is planning to go to Carstensz Pyramid this year.
The article above is a composite of Marek’s authentic trip report
and the subsequent email exchange between him and Michael.
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The Parking Heap at Vantage. Ran Zhang photo

Justin Hall racks the gear on the third pitch of Diedre. Lewis Kitchen photo

Geoffrey Martin jumps across a moat on Alpha in the Tantalus while Nick
Gobin belays. Veronika Schmitt photo

Nick Gobin crossing the infamous Squamish River Tyrolean to get to Lake
Lovely Water. Ran Zhang photo

A beefy rack for Fantasies and Fairytales on the west face of the South
Nesakwatch Spire. Richard So photo

Colin Vincent enjoying the breathtaking view in Vantage, Washington. Bob Lai
photo

Sky Route in the Trees
maki sumitani

the rim of a fountain, a curb on the edge of a sidewalk, a bench in
the park…when I see some kind of “elevated platform,” I tend to
want to climb up on it. A strong tree that has branches within my
reach is not an exception.
In the summer of 2009, I arranged to meet with my relative
Yosshi on Mt. Rokko. Yosshi is my father’s cousin and a father
of four kids, and to me a great teacher for enjoying the outdoors,
especially tree climbing. It’s amazing to think that Yosshi who is
close to retiring age, with his gray hair and a thin, frail looking
body, is a current boy scout leader and an active climber. He also
has a tool room that is almost like a mini hardware store, equipped
with a variety of wood and metal pieces, hammers, knives, and
other tools, and a table-size drilling machine. Often times if you
need something fixed, whether it’s replacing a broken light cover,
repainting the wall, fixing a broken bike, or rebuilding a rotten
fence, he’s the person to ask.
But there’s much more to his great tool room and willingness
to turn ideas into hands-on work. In 2007 and 2008, Yosshi and
I were staff members in a summer camp building play equipment
with young children. The school is located on Mt. Rokko, and we
helped students come up with ideas for what to make in the area
surrounding the school. We built hammocks, swings, and slides
with ropes and bamboo, and built a climbing wall up along the pillars supporting the veranda.
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One other project involved the kuuchuu kairou (“the sky corridor”), a rope pathway made by passing ropes between trees. Two
separate routes were complete after the 2007 and 2008 summer
school terms. So this summer, Yosshi and I decided to fill in the
gaps to connect these two routes. Once completed, the sky pathway would start from one metre above the ground and lead up to a
height approximately three stories high. From this far end of the
route, you get a spectacular view of the city of Kobe.
Yosshi was a busy person at the beginning of July. I was a busy
person. We had two days to complete the project. We also had the
worry of rain.
The first day, work was slow but fine. After experimenting with
some rope work and reviewing our plan, we went out and passed
a rope across a high branch, with just two looped ropes attached.
We would have to drop the whole rope down each time the rope
was caught in the wrong branches, so it was a tedious job of going
up and down the top-rope, removing branches that were in the
way. Despite this repetitiveness, I found it fun enough to prusik
through the branches, and became faster as I worked up higher
each time. It also turned into a challenging puzzle to figure out the
best way to untangle the rope in the least number of steps.
The second day, Yosshi tied in as well to get up in the trees.
Yosshi’s throwing skills were tested as he passed the end of the
rope to me in the other tree. He was mostly successful, but at one
point I had to push myself out to reach a rope stuck in the branches 2 metres away—one leg pushing against the side of the tree.
We were working in fog as we secured the ropes tight between
the trees. Luckily, the rain started just as we set foot back on the
ground, after our test run. Here is the great part of being the one
that made the path—I could be the first one to cross this new sky
route.
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Meager Obelisk
The Hard Part is Getting There
christian veenstra

with the new bridge constructed and access to the VOC’s Harrison Hut restored the choice for where to hold the annual mountaineering camp seemed obvious (note: this took place in 2008; as
of fall 2009 a massive landslide took out the road, again). The task
then, browsing bivouac, became what to do in the area. With not
one, but two rope guns in the party it seemed that something interesting was in order. With some pictures and a little beta from
bivouac the Meager Obelisk seemed like an obvious choice for
Phillip, Piotr, his girlfriend Anne and myself. My wife decided that
climbing short, isolated pinnacles was a fairly strange thing to do,
so she went off to climb Overseer.
It was obviously aesthetic, but it seemed a little easy at just
a half pitch of 5.8 and we weren’t quite sure where it was—only
North of Two Doctors. We decided to make a day of it and approach by walking up the La Flume glacier, take a quick detour to
the top of Kremlin, then approach over the summit of Two Doctors, from where finding the Obelisk would be easy. Following this
plan was fairly straightforward once we’d decided that a big glacier
wasn’t shown on the map (what do you expect—it’s BC)—the glaciers were all straightforward hiking and so were the peaks. Finding the Obelisk was a little harder though.
Heading North from the summit of Two Doctors we eventually
found the Obelisk just as it looks in the photographs, except we
were at the top of the cliffs looking down on it and the cliff bands
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Anne Vialettes working the bergschrund problem. C. Veenstra photo
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were much longer and higher than I would have imagined from
our map, where they basically don’t appear at all (again, I should
have expected this—although on google maps terrain you can see
it better). After faffing around trying to find a route down and
around we eventually just rappelled a short distance from somewhere we could scramble it into a single rope length. Of course the
rope tails slid off the glacier, into the ’schrund and tangled around
a pile of sharp rocks so this took longer than it should have. It
would have been faster to walk the kilometre or so around the
cliffs, or simply approached from the North in the first place.
Approaching the Obelisk itself was interesting as well. It was a
big snow year, but by late August the choss pile the Obelisk pokes
out of wasn’t in very good shape. An interesting but straightforward
’schrund led to a pile of sharp rocks interspersed with dirt and much
steeper than the angle of repose. We eventually made it to the top of
the chossy ridge, and belayed over to the base of the pinnacle. Piotr
came across last and knocked off a pretty big rock, which sent off
an amusing racket, numerous smaller rocks, and a maniacal laugh
from Phillip.
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Once at the base the climb was pretty straightforward...at least
for me, since Phillip led it. We were surprised to find that you
could see out the other side of almost every crack, but the exposure didn’t feel bad at all since the climbing goes up a corner. The
top is a neat place, high above the glacier on almost all sides, but
felt a little crowded with the four of us, a tree and a cairn.
A few months afterward I got an email from one of the first
ascentionists, Paul Adam—he’d seen our photos online and was
very curious about how it had gone for us. These pinnacles don’t
get climbed very often, and he was stoked to see that somebody
had been back there since he and John Clarke (two premier “exploratory” coast mountaineers) had convinced Randy Atkinson
and Dean Hart (two premier craggers from Squamish) to head up
there in 1991. There’s a humorous account titled “Oil and Water”
in the 1996 CAJ about this odd matchup.
Overall it was a very worthwhile excursion to a pretty unique
place, and a neat thing to do if you’re up at the Harrison Hut and
have some gear. It deserves a third ascent.

Philipp Zielke leads up the Obelisk. Christian
Veenstra photo
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Escape from Yak Peak
jeff mottershead

Preamble
after getting fairly burnt out doing the whole grad school thing,
I decided to do an about-face and do something fun and hands-on.
I ended up fixing rides at the PNE and got to know a dude from
Ontario, Mike Leishman. Before I really knew Mike, he had asked
some questions about rock climbing, the kind that made it clear
that he’d like me to take him climbing. I’d initially blown him off
because he seemed to be happy working with this complete dinkus,
and I didn’t want any part of that scene.
A few months later I saw things a little differently. Mike had
proven himself to be a real stand-up guy and also very tough. We
spent some time working on a sheet-metal building for storing
all the stuff for the new haunted houses, all during a heat wave.
When things really got cooking and other people were slinking off
to the shade, Mike and I would be the only ones still working on or
under the roof. I also found out that he didn’t enjoy his time with
the aforementioned dinkus but just handled it better than I would
have. I offered to take Mike climbing, and he jumped at the idea.

The Internet Attempts to Kill Us
106

A day before we were going to head out, the weather in the Lower
Mainland area turned to bullshit, so I started looking at Bivouac.
com and ClubTread to find somewhere relatively nearby that wasn’t
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scheduled for rain. Eventually I settled on a route up Yak Peak, near
the Coquihalla summit, called Speedway. RockClimbing.com and
ClubTread both agreed that the route was eleven or twelve pitches
of mostly naturally protected rock that was mostly really easy with
a couple 5.8 moves near the top. It had apparently been done with
no bolts by Fred Becky, but someone who thought they were doing a first ascent retrobolted it. Allegedly it was third-class from
the top of the climb to the summit of Yak, although most people
just rap the route. Bivouac.com gave an elaborate description of
the trail from the highway to the top of Yak which described in
some detail going up the ridge of Nak, going along the col between
Nak and the false summit of Yak, and then along the col between
the true and false summits of Yak. I printed out a topo, the route
description and took two ropes. We could either rap or walk off on
easy terrain. It seemed as though it should be fairly difficult to epic.
What we didn’t know was that almost everything that the Internet
told us was a vile deception and that we would have been way better off if we had no route “information” whatsoever.
The climb itself was a little different from what I’d expected. After a couple hundred metres of easy bushwhacking, a fairly moderately angled slab sloped up for hundreds of metres above us. I
looked and looked for bolts and eventually noticed two about 60
m up; there were no bolts or any chance to place pro the whole
way up—just a pair of bolts at the top of the first pitch. It was
very easy though so I didn’t have a problem leading it. The bolts
themselves were not stainless—fairly rusty—and the hangers
spun, which I didn’t like so much. While belaying Mike up I looked
for bolts up ahead and didn’t see any before the next anchor. The
third pitch delighted by having a bolt in the middle of it. I liked
that, but when I got to the anchor I had a horrid surprise—one
bolt was heinously rusty, the hanger was totally loose and the
bolt wiggled back and forth a horrendous distance in its hole. The
other one was slightly worse in that it was broken right off. After a
bit of humming and hawing I explained to Mike that we would be
simul-climbing, since I could see (for the first time) a place to get
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gear in. I’d be able to reach it before Mike unclipped the bolt midpitch, so we’d always have at least one reasonable thing keeping us
from hitting the ground if we fell.
After I placed some pieces I could trust, we got quickly to the
next anchor. It had a rusty bolt and a stainless one, so that seemed
good enough. The next pitch got notably steeper, maybe 5.6 or
so; I failed to find a single bolt on the pitch and there wasn’t any
feature that would reasonably take pro. It was rather unnerving.
I don’t think
it got any harder
than 5.6 up to the
top of the climb. It
certainly felt harder
than that because
the runouts continued to be boggling; luckily most
anchors had one
stainless. All the
hangers spun, but
at least the bolts
themselves weren’t
super-wiggly.
When we got to
the top the clouds
were
approaching but we didn’t
have any reasonable choice but to
continue to the
summit. Rapping
down would mean
betting the whole
farm on that one
Mike at the top of the fourth pitch. Jeff
decrepit
bolt at the
Mottershead photo
third anchor.
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At this point, the Internet hadn’t really lied to us yet. It failed to
mention the runouts, but we hadn’t faced any all-out murderous
deceptions. This ended in about 30 m, when the spot of trees at
the top of the climb thinned out and left a 50-m corner. There was
no other choice, as you could see steep featureless slab for at least
a hundred metres on either side. The corner itself would probably
be 5.8 or 5.9 clean, but with the crack needing excavation before
placing pro and the rock being covered in loose crystals, it was a
terrifying ordeal. After groveling up it, we were faced with four or
five pitches of alternating bands of high-angle 5.8 bushwhacking
and 5.4 rock. As we were heading up, the clouds rolled in and reduced visibility to about twenty metres.
When we got to the summit, it was near dusk, we were almost
out of water, and my clothes had sprouted a lot of holes. We reread
the trail description in the failing light and attempted to negotiate the col between us and the false summit of Yak. It was fairly
steep and I thought that if I didn’t know for sure that there was a
good trail this way I’d definitely be headed the other direction. To
climber’s left of Speedway was a line of trees that went all the way
to the valley floor, it was steep and had short bare sections but
with two ropes rapping it would have been no problem.
By the time we got to the false summit of Yak it was totally
dark, and all we could see was the ground and fog right in front of
us, which was well illuminated by our headlamps. We attempted
to continue to Nak as the trail description told us to but we were
confronted with cliffs we couldn’t see to the bottom of. There was
certainly stuff we could have rapped off of but I didn’t like the idea
of rapping into the total unknown.
After backing down and doing a very circuitous journey through
steep, bushy terrain, we got to some sort of local maximum. My
best guess was that we were on Nak. We were actually on the
false summit of Yak again, but up a different line. We’d circled the
summit in a fog, both in the literal and figurative sense. We still
couldn’t find a good way down. According to the trail description,
we just had to go down the obvious ridge. The topo made it seem
as though it should be fairly obvious too. It probably would have
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been pretty clear that we hadn’t gone anywhere if we’d had decent
visibility, but that wasn’t the case.
Mike and I had a little talk about what my wife and his girlfriend would like. We were pretty sure that they wouldn’t want
us to get ourselves killed, but as long as we were alive, they would
probably want us to suffer and not sleep, since they were undoubtedly suffering and not sleeping. We thus decided to keep on trying
to find a safe way down and not stop until we found one, even if it
took until the sun came up.
We thus spent the bulk of the night trying to find a line down
what we thought was the ridge of Nak. We were actually just farting around going up and down this triangle of trees that goes
partway down the cliff between the true and false summits before
ending in nothing. If we could have seen anything, it would have
been pretty obvious the first time we got to the bottom of the
trees that it wasn’t going to work, but as it was, we had hopes of
finding a better line if we went ten metres more along climber’s
right and tried again. We did this for most of the night, and finally
after we couldn’t go any farther right, we ended up on the false
summit of Yak again.
At this point we decided we weren’t getting anywhere going forwards, so we went backwards. This led us to familiar terrain and
the ball-crushing realization that we’d just been dicking around
trying to find a third-class line that definitely did not exist. It was
also starting to become clear how badly the Internet had lied to
us; negotiating the col between the false summit of Yak and Nak
involved a really big cliff. We were pretty hungry by now but too
thirsty to think about eating.
I decided that the thing to do was to go back to the true summit
of Yak and head the other way to the line of trees that we could rap
down. I saw it with my own eyes. There was nothing the Internet
could do to make those trees not exist.
On our way back along the col between the true and false summits, I saw a cairn. This was the best thing that had happened all
day. We quickly found a trail that led down away from the highway.
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The trail markings, features and terrain were as the Internet described, but the broader overview of the route was astronomically
wrong. Rather than going along the cols from summit to summit
to summit and then down the ridge of Nak, the trail went down
the col from the true summit, then turned left and circled back
around to go between Yak and Nak, down the valley, not the ridge,
to get back to the highway.
We eventually found water when we were about halfway down.
Shortly afterwards, the trail started going over a talus field, and
we weren’t able to figure out where it went. We were below the
cliffs and below the clouds now and could see the highway, so we
didn’t have qualms about just bushwhacking to the highway. We
ended up more or less rolling down a fairly unpleasant avalanche
gully all the way down to the highway.
We drove to where we got cell coverage and were both read the
riot act by our extremely worried spouses. When we got to Chilliwack, Mike said that he was too tired to drive, so I took over. I
thought I was fine. In retrospect, I should have known that even
if I was still pretty on-edge after the night we had that I’d still be
dumb from the lack of sleep.
Things seemed fine until we got to the morning traffic jam
in front of the Port Mann. Cars would slowly accelerate from to
about 20 km/h and then come to a sudden stop. This happened
again and again. On one of the sudden stops I was just too slow
getting my foot on the brake and clonked the dude in front of me.
This wasn’t a big hit by any stretch, but it cracked two plastic bumper covers and Mike’s headlight. In the aftermath I found out that
Mike didn’t have collision insurance, just liability. All told, making
everything right cost me about $3,200, of which $2,016 was the
increase in insurance premiums that Mike will be charged for over
the next three years.
When I hit the dude, Mike woke up and asked me what happened. When I told him that I’d just screwed the pooch and
rammed the dude in front of me because I had no business being
on the road, he just told me not to worry about it. That wasn’t an
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A view of Needle from near the top of Yak. J. Mottershead photo

instruction I could follow, but I was pretty impressed that he gave
it to me. The dude I hit had a brand new car and made sure that I
knew what a dumbass I was.
In retrospect, the Internet really is entirely responsible for
most aspects of the alpine epic, as looking back I don’t really see
any of the decisions we made being bad, given the information
that we had. In fact if there was no trail and no Internet, we would
have just headed off down the tree gully to climber’s left and been
just fine. What I have to take full responsibility for, though, is
my decision that I was good to drive. I guess being let off with
a $3,200 warning is a pretty minor punishment compared with
running someone over or something. In the end, long after I pay
off the loan I had to take out, I’ll still be looking back and kicking
myself for taking the wheel.
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Scott Webster is a God among Men
A few weeks later I decided that the responsible thing to do would
be to go back to Speedway and replace all the bolts. I decided not to
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ask Mike again because it would be pretty lame to have your first
and second climbing days both be on the same route. I put out a
general call on the VOC message board and got Paul Lanfranchi to
be my accomplice.
We drove to Yak and got out of the van at the rest area. I started
to put on my boots, and Paul let me know that he didn’t bring any
boots and just had a pair of light hikers. I assured him that he’d be
fine but that he’d get some stuff in his shoes.
Paul and I started out fairly early and made good time to the
bottom of the climb, despite the enormous amount of gear that
we had in tow. All told we had two ropes, a hammer drill, a pail of
Rockite cement, a few spare bits, a hammer, a ¾" drive ratchet and
socket to break off the old bolts, a wrench and a big bag of bolts
and hangers.
I led everything with the drill on my back so that I could make
real anchors before belaying off of them; we’d remove the old bolts
and patch the holes on the way down.
The climbing was pretty easy and the stances were good, so putting in the new bolts was not stressful at all. Everything seemed
to be going awesome by the time we got to the top and we started erasing the old bolts. We were tightening the old ones until
they snapped off, driving the old bolts into their holes, filling the
holes with Rockite and jamming crystals of granite into the Rockite. This procedure does a really good job of making the old hole
look as if it never existed. Normally when I do this I find the ¾”
drive ratchet really handy because it’s pretty easy to bust up your
knuckles trying to snap off bolts with just a wrench. Here, though,
it wasn’t needed. The bolts were coming off as if they were made
out of butter. Most of them needed just a mild pull with a wrench
and the rest was nothing more than a dirty look. One of them, the
one beside the one I discovered broken off when I went with Mike,
sloughed off under the weight of the ratchet.
The process of filling the holes with Rockite is a bit of a test of
patience because it sets very quickly, so that by the time you rappel a pitch you need to mix up another batch. I’d brought a bunch
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of little plastic tubs from my recycle bin and a bunch of mixing
sticks for this purpose, but handling the dry cement, wet cement,
several containers of cement that was too hard to use but still wet
enough to make a mess, water and a bunch of stir sticks while on
rappel wasted a bunch of time.
Also, a bucket of Rockite is really heavy.
When we got to the bottom of the climb, things still seemed
awesome. We’d done everything we wanted to without any sort of
disaster, despite grim predictions from Seth Adams, and still had
an hour of light to get back to my van.
The bushwhack down wasn’t terrible, but it wasn’t a cakewalk,
either. I somehow got us on a different line than we had taken up,
and instead of going through mature forest at a moderate grade,
we were hacking through newer bush in an avalanche gully. This
put a lot of holes in my clothes. The steep descent got us to the
elevation of the highway well before we actually got the highway. The flat area separating us from the highway was marshland
surrounded by thorns. We tried to tread a fine line between the
thorns and marsh, but we got a fair bit of both.
When I had told Paul that his small hiking shoes were going to
get some stuff in them, I was meaning some twigs and dirt. As it
turned out he got both of them filled with stinky marsh slime. He
was really a good sport about it, but I still felt kind of guilty with
my dry feet and tall waterproof boots.
We arrived at the van before dusk. I congratulated myself for
not epicing and reached into my pocket to get my keys.
The astute reader will of course ask why I had them in my pocket instead of a safer place in my pack. The answer is that I was using my haul pack for the climb. I wasn’t actually towing it up, but
it was getting abused enough I didn’t want to use my good one. I
was opening it all the time getting stuff out, and it just has one
pocket in the lid, which had all the small stuff like bolts and drill
bits in it, and it doesn’t have a key holder. I was in and out of this
pocket all the time, and I didn’t want to drop my keys off the climb
while doing so, which is why I put them in my pants pocket. My
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pants were cargo pants and the top of the pocket buttoned shut,
so I didn’t worry about it.
When I reached into my pocket I didn’t feel any keys. I soon discovered that the brush had ripped the bottom of my pocket open
and dumped my keys into the wild. I didn’t have a spare cached
under the van or anything, either. I was really impressed with
Paul’s reaction. Not only did he not whip it out and pee on me; he
didn’t express any anger or resentment of any kind.
We found a pay phone at the rest area, and I called Scott Webster and informed him that he was driving out to near the Coquihalla summit with a pair of keys late on a Sunday night. He clearly
wasn’t stoked about that but didn’t complain a bit. That wasn’t a
surprise. That’s why he’s the raddest.
After the initial elation that we were being rescued wore off, we
settled into waiting for Scott to arrive. I was wearing enough for
me to survive a night outside but certainly not enough to enjoy it.
Fortunately we met some climber whose boyfriend was stuck up
on Yak too, and we talked our way into her car. She was nice, and
three people in a compact car made it pretty warm. After an hour
or so, though, her boyfriend staggered out of the dark, and we
were left out in the cold again. Before we could really start to feel
sorry for ourselves, though, we noticed that there were a couple of
poor bastards stuck somewhere between the top of Speedway and
the summit. We watched their headlamps for a couple hours and
concluded that Speedway was definitely cursed.
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Where’s Old Settler?
richard so
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i’m not really supposed to reveal too many details here because
some of them are too embarrassing, but I’ll try my best to keep you
entertained. You could ask Ben Singleton-Polster, Adam Palmbad,
Bram van Straaten or Chris Barrington-Leigh too, but they might
not admit to having come on this trip. Hopefully I won’t deter you
from climbing one of the best easy alpine routes in southwestern
British Columbia. Bram pointed out that for this trip, the amount
of time spent on bushwacking was much greater than the time
spent on scrambling, which was still more than the time spent
climbing. The joys of the Coast Mountains.
I have to admit, I’m terrible at long term planning. Most of the
trips that I go on are usually last minute, like this one. I definitely
see a reason to have big trips planned well in advance, but I find
that the weekend warrior trips are best organized on a Thursday
or Friday night. The forecast will be the most accurate and there’s a
low chance of people bailing. Spontaneity is good. The final details
of this trip didn’t come until 11pm Friday night at a raging house
party where the four (Chris was being responsible and stayed at
home) of us decided to hike and camp below Old Settler on Saturday, and then climb it on Sunday. The Old Settler is a relatively low
elevation peak east of Harrison Lake, but it makes up for its lack
of height with a sprawling summit massif, complete with several
subpeaks and numerous rock routes on its buttresses and face.
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Saturday morning came too soon, as they do after most good
parties, and we headed out into the Fraser Valley in search of alpine rock. Due to our last minute planning, and various levels of
hangovers, we forgot a few important items. Namely, a GPS and
a map for figuring out the Talc Creek road system. Our best substitute was a photo of a map, viewed on the LCD of Bram’s digital
camera. We wandered for three hours that afternoon around the
various roads on Talc Creek trying to figure out where the correct spur was. With a feeling of disappointment as dusk fell, we
slogged back to the car, with the plan to sleep at the car, and then
turn our casual two day trip into a more strenuous daytrip up to
Old Settler. In hindsight, the correct road is not that hard to find
once you know where it is, or if you had the UTM coordinates. I
promised myself that evening that I would carry a GPS for future
trips whenever coastal logging roads are involved.
The next morning, we found the correct spur, and thrashed up
the dew-covered alder, leaving us completely wet by the end of
the road. If we had done this trip a few years earlier, I’m sure we
would have found the correct spur leading to Old Settler without
a fuss, but the overgrown slide choked spur just didn’t look right
on the first time around. Despite the clammy dewy conditions in
the slide alder jungle, we were still happy to be on our way. After
picking our route through some steep forest, we walked past the
shores of Daiphy lake, a small but beautiful turquoise lake with
some sandy beaches which looked dreamy compared to our roadside chalet the night before.
Our objective was the West Buttress of the South Peak of Old
Settler, one of the top six classic alpine climbs in southwestern
British Columbia according to Don Serl. In case you’re curious, the
other five are suppose to be the Tuning Fork on Mount Bardean,
Springbok Arete on Les Cornes, Yak Check on Yak Peak, Life on
Earth on Mount Habrich, and the Northeast Buttress of Slesse
Mountain. The west buttress is about 400m high, but there’s probably 600m of climbing when you count all the low angle rambling
that you do. The route definitely lived up to the hype, solid olivine-
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rich rock the entire way up a low-angle buttress, divided by massive ledges that some helicopter pilots might even land on. There
are a lot of possible variations on the route as it’s one big rounded
buttress; going climber’s left generally made things easier. Bram,
Chris and I simul-climbed the lower two-thirds, and solo-ed the
last third, reaching the summit shortly over two hours. There’s
only a few low-5th section on the route, and with some careful
route finding you could probably bypass them.
Feeling optimistic about the time, we traversed over to the
North Summit and beyond instead of descending back down to
the lake via the south ridge. After some exposed downclimbing
and then some enjoyable 4th class sections, we reached the main
central summit with a helicopter pad on it. It’s quite confusing
looking at the numerous peaks on Old Settler, there’s the North
Peak, the three Central Peaks, and the South Peak. After scrambling up all the Central Peaks, we crossed the contact zone—a
massive yellow band of loose rock and dirt-—and continued onwards to the highest North Peak. With the smoky haze due to
forest fires, it was pretty hard to see anything. We could barely
see nearby Urquhart peak, and only the top of most other peaks.
We didn’t make it very far down the northwest ridge, probably
just less than halfway to Unsettler, a lonely peak at the end of the
ridge. The rock quality was deteriorating to some kind of friable
metamorphic igneous rock, we were running low on water, and
the day was getting shorter. Hoping to avoid an epic, we turned
around, climbed back up to the North peak, and back down to the
contact zone. It wasn’t very much fun descending the chossy contact zone, but at least it’s mostly traversing so you can’t quite impale your partners with rocks. Daiphy lake taunted us the whole
time down the scree descent. We were running low on time, but
went swimming in the lake anyways, numbing some of the pain
from the scree descent. On the way back through the meadows,
the blueberries, huckleberries, and thimbleberries were delicious
and abundant, further slowing our pace in the soft evening light.
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Bram van Straaten and Chris Barrington-Leigh scrambling north
along the Old Settler skyline. Richard So photo
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It turns out that finding a spur road along an alder-choked
logging road in the dark is much more difficult than in the daytime. We ended up missing the first turnoff, and trashed along
the road until we realized we had gone too far. Its not much fun
thrashing through slide alder by headlamp, unless it’s set to strobe
mode and then it feels like a dance party. Try it next time, it might
just keep you entertained enough to tolerate missing the correct
turnoff. The idea of doing an open bivy spooning each other for
warmth didn’t quite appeal to any us, so we continued thrashing
down the road until we finally found the car, maybe only an hour
before midnight.
Looking back on this trip, I think I only remember how good
the rock was on the route. The Old Settler is a great place to spend
a few days, and a camp at the shores of Daiphy lake would allow
you to climb a few of the high quality routes here. However, you
should definitely ask around for recent road conditions before you
try this trip to make sure that the road is open. There were also a
few sections on the road requiring a high clearance vehicle with a
bit of power. Be prepared. Trust me, hiking logging roads isn’t fun.
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Caramba Crags
jeff mottershead

An entirely serious preamble
you can’t have real adventures off the beaten path without getting busted up a little from time to time. At least I can’t, anyways;
maybe if one were less clumsy…
Regardless, the one thing that I really don’t want to bust is my
head, because those don’t really grow back nearly as well as most
parts. I’ve certainly seen plenty of instances where even during
“safe” climbing where there is “no risk of rock-fall” that something
comes off or the leader clonks his or her head on stationary rock
as he or she is falling. I saw some guy pull off a toaster-sized block
at the crux of Neat and Cool, for instance. His helmetless belayer
missed catastrophe by about two feet. I’ve certainly clonked my
head while falling and been really happy to have a helmet on.
My policy is to always wear a helmet when climbing and only
to climb with people who either wear helmets or will wear one
I give them—not only do I not want to be belayed by someone
unconscious, but I’d feel terrible if I were involved in wrecking
someone’s melon.
During the following mess, I discovered only after hiking all
the way to the base of the climb that Sarah Long didn’t bring a
helmet. I had assumed, incorrectly, that she’d be bringing one for
herself. I went ahead with the climb, because it seemed like too
much of a pain in the ass to go all the way back and try to scrounge
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up a helmet. I gave her mine because I was more concerned about
dropping a rock than falling, given that the climb was A1/5.8. Despite giving myself a royal beating, I didn’t get a significant head
injury. This was just dumb luck. I’ve vowed to just go back and get
a helmet if I screw up again and end up at the bottom of something with one helmet between two people.
Anyways, that’s my serious stuff. From here on it’s strictly cartoon violence.
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Every time I write a totally idiotic trip report, I get an email from
Sarah Long telling me that it made her day. She’d expressed an interest in going on some sort of outdoor adventure with me, but
time was running out, as she was going to leave Vancouver permanently in a week. I got her scheduled to “climb something” on
Saturday, May 17. During the trip planning we had the following
conversation:
Me: So are you looking for a normal day climbing, or do you
want to make a TR?
Sarah: Well, I haven’t climbed since Smith Rock (November), so
I’m going to suck…
Me: That doesn’t really matter. There are easy and hard adventures and there are easy and hard non-adventures.
Sarah: I’d like an easy adventure.
(There is this climb in the guidebook, Caramba Crags, 5.8, A1,
which I’d been thinking about for years, with the following description: “…It is worth pondering that when the first ascents were made,
the climbs were considerably less vegetated than they are today… An
adventurous and rarely climbed route up the broken ramp-like wall
that denotes the right edge of the Sheriff’s Badge. Hike up Caramba
Terrace until the steepness of the Badge on the left relents and becomes bushy. After a couple of pitches of steepish rock, involving
some 5.8, trend up right, then back left for three pitches. At roughly
mid-height on the wall, take a lower line (tension traverse) on the
left, thereafter a rising diagonal line eventually meets with the Acrophobes on the Angel’s Crest.” I read it to Sarah)
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Sarah: That sounds perfect.
Me: You realize that you’ll have, and I really mean this, dirt
coming out of every orifice…
Sarah: That’s fine. (Note: be careful what you wish for.)
I was pretty excited. Although it was definitely asking for a
thrashing, that really is what I was looking for, and it seemed that
Sarah was on board with that.
I picked Sarah up at 6 am so that we could have some chance of
getting through what looked like a first-class ordeal before it got
dark. The guidebook gives a distance from the Apron parking lot
that you should look for the trail from. We didn’t take the right
trailhead because my lying trip metre lied to me and told me it was
too far to be the correct trail. I’m not exactly sure why I believed
my trip metre, since it’s been unreliable before and nothing else
on the van works properly either. We started heading down this
bouldering trail that quickly faded to nothing. After an hour of
thrashing we got to the bottom of Caramba Crags.
Looking up at it was sort of disappointing. It didn’t have the
big trees that you’d want for a vegetation climb—just little pieces of crap sticking out of dirt patches. Worse yet, someone had
“cleaned” the first pitch at least by chopping off some of the bushes,
leaving big dirt patches with some dead sticks protruding from
them.
There was also a fixed line. It didn’t look so bad, but there was
a big core shot right near the ground, and I couldn’t see the top of
the rope because it went over a ledge. For all I knew there was a
huge core shot there and it was tied off to a clump of grass. As a
result I decided to just pretend the rope didn’t exist and just climb
the route.
The guidebook didn’t say where on the climb the A1 pitch was,
presumably because it didn’t know, but it sure looked like it had
to be the first one.
Pounding up the first 15 metres or so was really A1—a piece of
cake. Once I got a ways up, though, things started to deteriorate.
Not only was there a lot more bush and in some cases way too
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much dirt to attempt to dig it out on lead, but there was a lot of
unsound rock.
After resorting to squishing a knife blade into a dead and
mushy tree root, I made a couple of not-so-sketchy progressions
before ending up under this large clump of dirt with a minuscule
cedar in it. The only crack I could possibly use was behind more
than a foot of dirt and roots, so I slung the cedar and from the top
step of my ladder pulled up into an alcove atop the dirt pile. The
rock in the alcove was a total disaster, and I ended up putting in
a cluster of angles, all of which were totally marginal. Eventually
I put enough weight on them to dangle myself down enough to
retrieve my ladder and started going up again. I got a decent-ish
blade in and back-cleaned my angle nest, which really didn’t take a
lot. From my blade I put in another angle as high as I could reach,
from the top step of my ladder, moved to the angle, back cleaned
the blade and then was confronted with another conundrum.
There wasn’t too much rock above me before this bear-sized clump
of dirt started, and what rock was there was not so great anyways.
About two-thirds of the way up the dirt clod was the remains of a
spindly little bush, cut off about four inches from the base. There
was a rap tat on it.
I really, really didn’t like the idea of trying to use the remains
of a tiny bush as a progression step, but I thought that if someone
(and presumably their partner) had the nerve to rap off it (about
45 m from the deck) then I should be able to get up the nerve to
pull on it. On tiptoes in my top step I could just clip the rap tat.
It was totally crusty and decrepit, so after a couple steps up I put
my own sling on the stumpies, and in a terrified stupor, clipped my
rope in. (Yes, I am that dumb) I put a ladder on my own sling and
started up it when the stumpies started to crack. I desperately tried
to get all my weight moved onto the dirt and clawed my way up. I
found myself flopped onto the top of the dirt clod, one fist jammed
between the dirt and the wall where it was starting to separate (!)
and the other hand stuck into the dirt after a number of desperate
and somewhat painful straight-finger impacts (self-axe).
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From beached-manatee position, I tried to get an angle in
above the dirt pile. Then all of
a sudden there was a series of
rapid, muffled popping sounds.
I knew exactly what it was: the
dead roots that went into the
crack behind the dirt, and thus
held it onto the wall, were busting off. I let out a hearty “Oh
fudge!” (or something to that
effect) and began a complicated
fall.
It started with the massive
dirt clump peeling off, starting
at the top. As it tipped over, I
ended up underneath it. I fell a
long ways, as I was at least 3 metres above my last angle.
I had almost stopped when
the dirt clump, which was still
clipped to my rope, slammed
into me, thereby pulling my angle. The dirt clump lost a lot of
weight during this hit, sending a
shower of dirt and chunks down
to Sarah.
The two progression pieces
before my angle had been back
cleaned, but that was just as well,
because they never would have
held anyways. Consequently,
when the angle pulled, I suddenly had an extra 8 metres or
so of loose rope (about 2 metres
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per progression step for two steps,
times two lengths of rope).
Now, I didn’t fall the 8 metres
all at once; I hung up on the little
cedar that I had clipped by my rack.
I wasn’t there too long before
the rope went taut, owing to the
falling dirt ball being clipped to
my rope, and my right shoulder
popped out if its socket.
The impact caused the dirt
clump to shed a lot of itself, sending another shower onto Sarah.
With my shoulder out of the way,
my rack slipped off the cedar it was
caught on, and I was falling again,
being pulled down by my rope towards the still-falling dirt clump.
I wedged head-first into it, with
my face very near the rock. I was
folded over backwards as the rope
continued to pull me down into
the dirt clod. This is how I came
to rest—wedged into the dirt clod
and folded over backwards, unable to extract my head because
it couldn’t go forwards without
bumping the rock.
For what it’s worth, the dirt
clump shed a bunch of weight when
I hit it, sending another shower of
debris onto Sarah.
In all, it was at least a 20-metre
fall. The spindly little cedar that
eventually stopped me was about 7
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metres from where I started to fall,
which would give a 14-metre fall,
but Sarah went for a real ride, and
the rope got a lot longer, too.
At this point the astute reader is
probably questioning the believability of this story. Fortunately, I had
the presence of mind to get Sarah to
take a picture.
“ Jeff are you OK?!”
“Yeah...How are you doing?”
“I’m all right...”
Sarah didn’t really buy that I was
in one piece.
“Are you sure you’re okay?”
“Yeah...Wanna get the camera out
of the haul bag?”
“Nooooooooooooooooooo!”
“Well, I want you to.”
“OK...”
At that point Sarah started
laughing an awful lot. At the time I
had assumed that she properly understood the humour of the situation, but after finding out that she
really thought I’d died for a moment,
I think it was probably more an expression of relief.
I was lowered down to the
ground. During the process I flailed
around and got somewhat more
disentangled and dropped a fair bit
more dirt onto Sarah.
After I completely detached myself from the remains of the dirt
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clump, I took
all my clothes
off and emptied
the dirt out of
them. It was
amazing
just
how much dirt
had penetrated
into everything.
I dumped a lot
out of my underwear and had to Caramba Crags attacks. Sarah Long photo
empty all my pockets, even the ones where the flap was buttoned
down. I indeed had got dirt into every orifice, although the ears,
eyes, nose and mouth were more fully stuffed than the rest.
After that we decided that we weren’t hardmen and that we’d
better just go to the Smoke Bluffs. I retrieved all the gear, and we
got the hell out of there. We ended up on the real badge trail on
the way back, which was really nice. A metre or two from the road
was this sign that said it was indeed the badge trail, which made
me feel a lot dumber for starting on the wrong trail.
We went to Climb-On, the Squamish climbing gear store, and I
filled Dan, the owner’s sink with dirt while he laughed his ass off.
After doing a couple climbs at the bluffs, we decided that we
weren’t really even remotely hardmen and went to Sugarloaf in
Murrin Park and bagged some sweet 5.4 action. In most climbing
areas they’d call that 5.0, but it seemed fairly appropriate for our
ability level. When we were finished, we discovered that the park
gates had been closed for the night and that were locked in, which
was a fitting end to the day.
A day later my shoulder had seized up to the point where I
needed help to get out of my shirt, but it’s recovered nicely since,
and I’m starting to get the itch to knock off Caramba Crags now
that the sketchy place has had the dirt removed.

Climbing the
Nesakwatch Spires
richard so

some of the best alpine rock climbing in southwest British Columbia can be found at the Nesakwatch Spires. It’s been described
as a mini-Bugaboo by some friends, but it doesn’t seem like many
people climb here. Nick Elson and I were the only ones there on
this weekend.
A steep approach through a steep cutblock and then granite
slabs, leads to an amazing bivy rock, with unobstructed views of
Mount Slesse. The enchainment of the North and South Nesakwatch Spires, and Mount Rexford makes for a great alpine outing over solid rock, while steeper routes can be found on the west
face of the South Nesakwatch spire. Over the two days, Nick and
I climbed the Ensakwatch Enchainment north to south via the
southwest ridge of the north spire, and Fantasies and Fairytales
on the west face of the south spire. The Echainment is a classic
route, while Fantasies and Fairytales is a new route established by
Craig McGee and Lori O’Hare.

Saturday, July 4, 2009
The approach starts with a drive up the Nesakwatch Creek FSR,
which may be in rough shape depending on when you go. Loaded
with overnight packs, it was a slog up the steep Rexford trail. Nick
was in much better shape and was barely breaking a sweat. We
left the car shortly after 8am, and arrived at the bivy rock around
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10:30am. The bivy rock is really quite awesome, a massive flattopped boulder with space to fit several tents. There’s even an optional boulder-problem with a V0- mantle. Perfect way to warm-up
for the climbs ahead. Granite countertops for cooking your dinner
on-what else could you want?
The original plan was to climb Dairyland, supposedly the best
route on the West face of the South Nesakwatch spire on Saturday,
and then climb Fantasies and Fairytales on Sunday after having
scoped out the descent and the rock quality. But the enchainment
of the North and South Spire, and Mount Rexford was just too
tempting with the nice weather we were enoying. The usual Ensakwatch enchainment goes up to the North ridge of the North
Spire, down the South ridge, up the North ridge of the South Spire,
a rappel down the South spire, up the Northwest face of Rexford,
and then back down the West ridge.
We opted to climb the Southwest ridge of the North Spire
instead of the north ridge, since it looked steeper and better.
This was a really good moderate route with some great rock and
good cracks. We climbed it in about 5 long pitches over good 5.9
cracks, and some simul-scrambling. We tried to climb features
which would allow us to stay on the ridge crest, but there were
many options on either side. The descent down the South ridge
was straightforward, avoiding some loose-ish blocks on the ridge.
But I should have changed into my approach shoes, as I ended up
blowing out the rubber on my right sole.
We scrambled up the first half of the North ridge of the South
Spire, and then simul-climbed up to the base of the heinous offwidth block. The climbing up to here was really good on some perfect handcracks followed by some easy chimney moves. I ended up
getting a lot of chimney practice that weekend, which was much
needed. The summit block is a solid 5.7 offwidth squeeze chimney.
There’s no protection at all, unless you drag up a big bro. There was
a loose chockstone near the bottom which you could sling, but
Nick almost pulled it out when he grabbed it. Nick ended up slinging a cordelette around the flake at the top, and lowered off so I
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could top-rope it. Apparently the trick to retrieving the cordelette
is to flick it off with the rope. Easier said than done.
A few cairns mark the way down from the summit block to the
rappel block. One steep 30m rappel took us to the base of the col
separating the South Spire and Mount Rexford. The Northwest
face of Rexford didn’t look good at all from the base. Nick, who’s
always on his A-game, started climbing up towards a rap tape that
we saw higher up on the face, and I followed him. We ended up
scrambling 4th class terrain the whole way up to the false summit.
If you roped-up, you would have had to be very careful with the
way the rope runs due to all the belay-slayer material up there. A
little more low-fifth climbing took us to the true summit.
The descent is down the pleasant West ridge, with some nice
rambling on heather
and granite boulders. A few cairns
marked the way
down into snow
gully, which would
have been quite casual with boots and
an axe, except we
only had approach
shoes and rocks.
We were back at the
bivy rock around
4:30pm, just in time
to nap in the sun
and swat at countless
mosquitoes.
What a great day
in the mountains! I
Nick Elson prepares to enter the chimney
would definitely recon Fantasies and Fairytales, a spectacular
ommend doing the
route on the west face of the South
enchainment. After
Nesakwatch Spire. Richard So photo
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that long day, Nick and I ate and drank as much as we could, getting water from a stream running underneath a nearby boulder.
I watched in awe as the sun slowly set over the Chilliwack valley.

Saturday, July 5, 2009
We woke up to a bluebird morning with some high clouds. It would
be a while before the sun hit the west face of the South Nesakwatch
spire, so we took our time getting ready. I don’t think we even left
the bivy until 8am. Nothing compared to the alpine start needed if
you wanted to be the first party on Diedre on a sunny Saturday. No
lineups here. The west face was only a few minutes away from the
bivy rock; it almost felt like we were just approaching a route on
the Apron, with the addition of snow and boulders.
I’ve added below the description that Craig McGee wrote in the
new routes book at MEC (a very handy resource), and I’ll just add
a few comments here and there on what we climbed. I thought
some of the pitches were so good that it would be worth describing in detail. It was some of the most sustained climbing that I’ve
done in the alpine or at Squamish. A route to remember, with several memorable pitches. Nick described it as being “sensational,”
and I’m sure you’ll agree with him once you climb this route.
“P1. 5.8 50m. Start at the base of a giant corner/flake system of
the right side of the face. Climb up to the base of corner (many
ways). Large corner has vegetation in it.”
The start of the route was fairly obvious to find. Walk up the
snowfield (or talus later in the season) towards the face, just to
the right of a massive chimney system. I took the first pitch, since
it might have been the only pitch I would lead on the route. The
pitch ends at the base of a perfect square chimney. Nothing too
hard, but a good warmup for the burl-fest in the pitches to come.
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“P2. 5.10+ 30m. Start up hidden chimney to the left (finger crack
in the back). It slowly widens from finger to hands on the left,
belay where it’s possible to step back right at top”
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I decided to take this pitch, since the chimney looked amazing,
and I thought I might make it to the anchor. The chimney is as
good as it looks, with perfect fingers and thin hands in the crack
on the left. I climbed the chimney for about 20m until it ended,
and was faced with a steep thin-hands-to-hands crack on the left,
or a blocky crack ending in tips on the right. At this point I realized I hadn’t done the hard climbing of the pitch, and I didn’t have
the right size cams (0.75 camalot) to protect the 5.10+ jamming
since I sewed up the perfect chimney below. I ended up belaying
Nick up to bail me out.
“P3. 5.11– 30m. Step over and stem/layback up a left facing corner. (fixed nut at crux, start). When corner becomes vegetated
(20m), step left and up to sitting belay on flake. “
Nick ended up linking the remainder of Pitch 2, and Pitch 3 as
described above. The thin-hand crack was burly, requiring some
solid jamming and liebacking. After the crack, the route goes up
into another chimney before stepping out into the thin and delicate crux corner. Nick said I should have led it—”right up my alley.”
I’m not so sure about that; it was pretty tricky. You either stem or
lieback up a corner tips crack, with only an RP and a crappy fixed
#3 nut below. I watched as the RP pulled out with rope drag from
higher up. But Nick had better gear by that point.
“P4. 5.11+/5.12– 50m. Step out right and climb the long awesome finger crack splitting the headwall. 5 fixed pins, no hard
crux, but sustained. Awesome! (could pull on pin and make it
easier 5.11a?)
Variation: on the FA, we climbed up left from the belay to
the next corner system to a short chimney to join P5, 2 pitches
1st 50m 5.10 wide (4”) 2nd 20m 5.10 chimney”
We were fully committed to climbing the crux pitch, as we
didn’t carry up the #4 camalot for the easier variation. I looked
up at the intimidating tip crack splitting the headwall above, just
as Nick said it might be a bit too much for us. Nick cruised the
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first half of the route on a gradually steepening finger crack, but
once he moved past a bulge into the tips crack, the battle really
began. A full 50 metre pitch of 5.12– sustained and desperate tips
crack. (purple tcu and blue alien) Every so often I would hear Nick
swearing as he reached one of the pitons, only to discover that the
freeze-thaw had taken its toll on it. It would move with just the
weight of the rope, let alone a lead fall. Bring a hammer up. And I
think it would be mid-11 climbing even pulling on the pitons since
there was hard climbing above them. Somehow, with a tight belay
from Nick and desperate smearing, I reached the belay. Pretty inspiring to think of the first ascent of this pitch.
“P5 20m 5.10+. Traverse an amazing 2 inch foot rail out left, and
step over into an unprotected chimney and then back up and
right. Belay at the base of large chimney on a ledge. Pitch ends
10m above last belay, but there is 20m of climbing. Belay here
to reduce rope drag.”
We were both a bit beat from the previous pitch. From what I
could see, the next pitch looked really good with an amazing foot
rail traverse out from the belay, so I decided to lead it. I inched
my way across the foot rail, only to discover an unprotected chimney separating me from the belay way above. I only had a crappy
alien and an RP in a flake near the belay. Nick figured that if I
fell, I would probably rip both of them out. Nick was nice enough
to tell me that afterwards. Lacking any chimneying technique, I
stepped into the chimney, faced the wrong way, and worked my
way towards some gear placements a few metres up. Imagine getting onto the chimney at the top of Angel’s crest, only wider, more
exposure below, and no gear. I groveled my way to the belay, entertaining and probably scaring Nick with a constant stream of
swearing.
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“P6. 40m 5.10+. Climb flake in back of chimney (very cool) then
where angle eases back go out right to two pin belay. “
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“P7. 20m 5.10. Can combine last pitch for a 60m rope stretch to
top. Climb the left facing corner straight above belay. There are
three other cracks but this is the cleanest. “
Nick ended up linking the next two pitches to the top. Nick’s really good at doing that. He’ll just find the energy from somewhere
and start pulling hard to the top. The climbing was unrelenting all
the way to the top, following a series of corners. One in particular
was choked in dirt, and I remember looking up and having a constant stream of dirt stinging my eyes. I found some black specks of
lichen in my eyes when I got home. Even the last corner to the top
wasn’t a give-away; forcing some steep corner work. We were pretty happy to be at the top of the route. There was still the offwidth
summit block, but of course we didn’t bother doing that again. We
descended the snow gully between the South spire and Rexford.
Back at the bivy rock, we celebrated with a fresh mango. We
weren’t quite the mountain hardmen, but we still had a lot of fun
on the route. We thought about staying another night (original
plan), and climbing another route the next day, but it was probably going to rain so we packed up and slogged down the trail. Nick
asked me which was my favourite fast food joint, but I didn’t care
so we ended up at Dairy Queen.

Ensakwatch Enchainment via the Southwest ridge of
Nesakwatch Spire
Rack: A typical Squamish rack should be enough

Fantasies and Fairytales 5.12-, FA by Craig McGee
and Lori O’Hare.
Rack: 3x TCUs #0-4, 2x cams to 2”, 1x 3”, 1x4” for variation, small
nuts and RPs
• we didn’t have the 00’s, but they would have been useful on
the crux pitch, maybe bring one or two
• two of the five pitons on the crux pitch were falling out, so a
hammer would be useful
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Tantalus Tantalizing
ran zhang
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along with Artem Bylinskii, Geoff Martin, Laura Morrison, Maria Markov, Nick Gobin, Nick Matwyuk, Nathan Ma, Veronika
Schmitt and myself, we were stoked to check out Tantalus Range
over August Long weekend.
Day Lovely Weather, Lake Lovely Water. Geoff had the key to the
cable car so we would reduce the crossing faff and have more time
to attack the notorious steep trails to Lake Lovely Water (LLW).
But when we arrived at the bottom of the tower, the cable car was
locked at the other side, over the torrential Squamish River. A couple of us couldn’t wait to Tyrolean across on the cable for the experience and fetched the cable car over. The trail is rustic but full of
bugs. I happened to bring up a folding hand fan for keeping cool
and preventing heat stroke and it kept the bugs away! As I came to
check out the LLW Hut when we arrived, we found Ron Royston,
the hut caretaker, was hosting a fundraiser with North Shore Rescue; sizzling BBQ and neatly set dinning hall, fully catered and all
flown in on a float plane. What a way to start “Tantalus” Range
experience!
From the map, the stretch from LLW to Red Tit Hut is about
3 km as the helicopter flies, so the second day would be pretty casual. While the rest headed out early westwards to scramble Alpha,
Laura and I decided on exploring towards Tantalus to make my
Jupiter-sized blister worthwhile. We broke camp early, wandered
past Lambda Lake and came to this immense field of gravel and
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berry bushes, which was the fabled “Russian Army Camp” (RAC).
From encircling cliffs capped with broken glaciers, we picked a
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Ran at Russian Army Camp. (Runner-up, Portraits, VOC photo
contest 2010.) Laura Morrison photo
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fault line to our right to go up along. After about an hour of steep
and loose talus field ascent and a couple of pine tree–belayed cliff
traverses, we started to kick steps in the snow and made it to the
Ionia-Serratus Col shortly. After a scramble over the rather sharp
and rocky col, we were within a kilometre away from the Red Tit
Hut and the newly built Jim Habrel Hut. There were two options
to reach the hut: directly across a steep, crevassed slope of ice and
rubble above a cliff band or by dropping 150 metres below the
cliffs, traversing and climbing back up to Red Tit Col. Without
caring much about Laura’s opinion, the direct route seemed “my
way or the highway” to me. The blisters were just making me hate
everything that required movement. The hut was so close, and we
had ice screws; why go down? We busted out the rope and running
belayed with two ice screws deep into a rotten layer of ice. Just as
I got to about 20 metres away from Laura’s belay, we heard a loud
cracking followed a deep vibrating rumble of something falling off,
directly underneath the ice we were climbing on. This was the closest feeling I had next to being scared shitless. Immediately after, I
put in another ice screw and staring at the Smiley Face engraved
on the handle and belaying Laura across—you know, just to get
the other ice screw back from her.
We crossed the direct route and made it to the Red Tit Hut.
The Red Tit Hut is rather a crude shelter and its name does not fit
with the lofty Tantalus Range naming theme. This fibreglass dome
hovel derives its name from its unusual paint job, the white base
with bright red tip on top. The walls of the hut are joint fibreglass
wedges glued together and mounted on a hollow wooden floor
and tied down to a rock platform. As it would be air-lifted out in
the next a couple of weeks after our trip date, we were probably
the last party to sleep in this hut, which has served climbers for
over 40 years.
Dinner was of course triple-bacon Sidekicks. You had to see my
expression when Laura was holding the package of bacon three
feet away from me.
The Jim Habrel Hut is a masterpiece. The beautiful hardwood
flooring made us hesitate to step on it with dirty boots. Inside
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there was a modern
kitchen with neatly
placed tables and
chairs, nice dining
sets and silverware.
Two separated bedrooms had footthick mattresses on
bunk beds. The hut
was equipped with
a BBQ too. I was totally underdressed
for the setting.
With
Tantalus
tantalizing from afar,
we continued onto
Dione Glacier as the
third day’s activity.
As we scrambled up
from the bottom
of Dione towards
Tantalus, the low Red Tit Hut. Ran Zhang photo
snowpack year made
route finding interesting. The normal route from snow to rock was
gapped with a few metres of snow moat and the gap went alongside the rock, dropping down to bottomless darkness. We tried to
go into the moat, hoping to get to the rock route, but it got too
narrow and we had to backtrack. The Rumbling Glacier on our right
steepened out, but we could follow it down about a rope length. So
I asked Laura to pound in the picket and give me a belay while I
kicked steps down along the snow moat lip, hoping to find a place
to drop to the rock side. Lucky I managed to cut off a section of
moat to get onto the rock route. I shouted for some slack and then
went for the rock and belayed Laura over. The scramble from where
we were standing to the next belay-able ledge was along a lose rock
fault covered in dirt in a corner of a featureless rock wall to the left.
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Laura had an idea about letting me solo up without my backpack
while she spotted me, then I could haul up the packs after I got
up. So I started to make my way up tip-toeing on the lose rock and
inhaling the dust cloud from loose surfaces. Stumbling my way up,
I jammed in a nut to back up the piton and set up a pulley system,
and started to haul up my backpack. The pack wasn’t really heavy,
but it got dragged over the angular rocks and finally got stuck near
the top of the route. I could not reach it and neither could Laura.
Both of us actually couldn’t see anything at the time due to the dust
clouds from dragging my pack, absolutely filthy in the air! She offered to climb up with her pack while pushing my pack ahead of her.
I dropped the other end of the rope and started belaying her up for
the two-pack ascent. Meanwhile on my end, belaying her and the
backpack at the same time, I was hauling the pack on the single nut
over a carabiner with no prussik, while I was daisy chained into the
rusted piton, and I was belaying Laura off a sun-bleached, single
knot webbing choke. Of course, everything was redundant with
luck, equalized with both of my legs and non-expanding if anything pulled out. To keep the pack above Laura so she could climb,
I needed to switch hauling and belaying. When the climber’s rope
had too much slack, I stepped on the hauling line to take in belay
slack; when the pack got slack, I step on the belay end. I promise I
have formal training in climbing and passed the belay test.
After a half hour of hairy scrambling, we arrived just below the
Witch’s Tooth. Laura went ahead on an exposed ridge. Not being
roped in, sitting on the ridge with both sides being 800 metres of
sheer drop cliffs was crazy. A slab of rock along the ridge at about
my chin height in her pathway, she could choose to scramble over
top of it or to stand up, holding onto the top edge of the slab and
overhang her back towards the 800 metres of West face of Tantalus and shuttle her feet on the two-finger-width ledge. Both of
the options were super hairy. I was hoping she picked the third
choice, and she did. I went for a visit, hugged the slab rock and
had a look over the other side. About 2 metres away, it was barely
downclimbable to a platform, and beyond that, a short section to
a saddle connecting the base of the Witch’s Tooth, then after a
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rappel into Darling Couloir we would be picking out on a route on
the ridge crest to the summit. We had come so close to the summit and it is very tempting just to bag such a peak that many other
climbers had spent dozens of visits to summit. That would have
been too easy for us. Besides, the real meaning of the Tantalus
Range trip was supposedly to just get tantalized and not summit.
So on my side I mentioned that I wasn’t really wanting to rappel in
the dark into Darling Couloir, then dodge hungry crevasses under
the starry sky. After I told my thoughts to Laura about rappelling
in the dark and hearing her comment that “I might not have a
headlamp with me, either,” I knew that we were on the same page
about the final summit push. Importance of happiness is agreement, and we were happy about just getting tantalized the first
time being here. A few of rappels brought us down to Dione Glacier in the sun and kicking the slushy snow back to camp.
We took the low route back to Ionia-Serratus Col on the last
day of the journey. It wasn’t much easier than the crevassed route
we took to come in—it involved more route finding around snow
moats to get on and off rock scrambles. Up to the col and around,
we packed the ropes like a bird’s nest, thinking we wouldn’t need
them again. We took a higher traverse and the never-ending
screes and talus fields led us into a plateau of a boulder field surrounded by trees. Maybe there was a less steep way down just
right behind the trees. The mosquitos started to swarm around
my head and I was eager to find out the way beyond. After we got
close to the trees, there was only sheer cliff bands into a creek.
Having my mind wondering if the rappel would be more than half
the rope length and the fact that the rope was a tangled spaghetti
mess in the pack, the mosquitos seemed a lot more annoying now
than they were before, and I had to bust out my hand fan to fan
them down. With the swarming mosquitos the rappel looked a
lot shorter than half-rope lengh now, and Laura was helping to
sort out half of the tangled spaghetti mess. Anchored off a small
tree we quickly toss down the ropes; my end, still spaghetti-ish,
landed on a rock and the other went down but we couldn’t see the
end. This was probably the fastest record time for putting on my
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harness and rappelling, with the hand fan in my mouth. Sorting
out the rope mid-way down, the end just got to the bottom near
the creek, so it was all good. This time we actually coiled the rope
nicely before packing it away. Arrived at the lake later on, I had a
short session of black fly and mosquito killing at the dock, to get
my revenge back.
The cable crossing
on the way out was fun.
I walked on the lower
cable with my backpack
hanging off a shackle
with a homemade copper
plain bearing and some
bicycle grease. Dragging
it behind me was pretty
smooth. Overhead were Shackle pulley. Ran Zhang photo
two carabiners to clip
over the plastic buoys on the upper cable. A bit of walk in the dark
and we were at Squamish Valley Road. Laura took off to get her
car 15 min away. I got my headlamp on and kept on fanning off
the mosquitoes. Just as I expected Laura to arrive, a police cruiser
pulled in. The officer turned to me and asked if the girl walking
along the road was friend of mine, I replied yes and the officer said
she couldn’t come, so he offered me a ride to the parking up road.
My heart started to pound and I couldn’t help looking worried
and asked what was going on. He said her vehicle got broken into.
I got a ride up to the car. The car had broken glass all over inside
and the passenger side and rear windows were completely gone.
The windshield had a big star-shaped crack too but good enough
to still see through. No content lost. The drive back to Vancouver
just past midnight with no windows was refreshing. I want to bag
the peak next year.
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Anthea Song as a ladybug, overlooking The Barrier near Garibaldi Lake.
Ayoe Ingemann Buhl photo

Meghan Anderson on the North Ridge of Tricouni. Scott Nelson photo

VOCers hike out along Brohm Ridge after successfully crossing the Garibaldi Neve,
Mount Garibaldi behind. Christian Veenstra photo

Sam Mason on Gentian Ridge looking toward Castle Towers. Nick Matwyuk photo

Hiking back after an August (2009) skiing(!) trip on Ptarmigan Ridge. Mt. Baker in the
background. Bram van Straaten photo

Sebastien Oppel and Kerstin scrambling along rocks on the lower NE arete of
Wedge. Richard So photo

Red Pillar
gili rosenberg

i thought there were no glaciers on Vancouver Island. Perhaps
our last trip on the Island, to Mt. Albert Edward, should be blamed.
We arrived to the summit in thick fog and could barely see each
other, let alone peaks and glaciers. Like many others, from then on
I assumed Vancouver Island was mostly trees, with perhaps a few
pieces of rock sticking out here and there above the treetops.
This time the weather called for sun, and a close look at a map
of Strathcona Provincial Park revealed many large glaciers close
by. Maya Goldstein and I packed our backpacks on Friday and
took an evening ferry to Vancouver Island, along with my brother
Tal Rosenberg, who was visiting from Israel. We stayed with our
friends Jan and Warrick Whitehead, who live near Duncan. The
next day we woke up early and began the long drive. Except for
Warrick, our driver, most of us slept soundly, until we were awoken at Cathedral Grove. As if in a dream, we walked along the trail
bleary eyed amongst the 800-year-old Douglas Firs, the largest of
which had a diameter of 9 metres.
Soon enough we were back in the car dreaming sweet dreams.
We passed through Port Alberni and drove a long way on the gravel Ash River Road to the southern end of Oshinow Lake. There
we unloaded Jan and Warrick’s two canoes, loaded our packs and
began the 5-km paddle to the north end of the lake. Here the difference in technique between pure beginners (us) and seasoned
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Sunrise on the Red Pillar on Vancouver Island. Gili Rosenberg
photo
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canoers (our friends) was apparent. Their canoe made a straight
course, while ours meandered like a drunk sailor shuffling across a
barroom. This was the first time I had started a hike with a canoe
crossing, but I like the idea: besides the obvious advantages of using different muscles and varying the experience, the additional
hassle of owning or borrowing a canoe and getting it to the trailhead means that canoe accessed trails are inherently unpopular
and hence less attractive to others.
We canoed a short way up the creek that flows into Oshinow
Lake and hauled the canoes up onto higher ground, remembering to tie them in case the river level should rise. We had lunch,
using some trees to shelter us from the rain. From there we followed the trail, which had many blown-down trees in the first
part. These obstacles often required getting down on all fours
or hopping over the trunks, but they weren’t too bad. We were
glad we had put on our rain pants, since the vegetation was
completely wet. The trail followed the creek for nearly 2 km and
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then headed uphill through the forest. This section had much
fewer blowdowns, and soon enough we reached open forest
with thin underbrush. We saw some large and impressive trees
and many colourful mushrooms. The few blueberries that we
found had flavours that ranged from ketchup and mustard to
completely gross.
The trail headed uphill steeply, not bothering with switchbacks.
This section was so heavily flagged that I collected two pockets full
of orange flagging I found on the ground, and still there was lots
to be seen all around. We took a few stops, enjoying the deluxe
trail mix Tal had made—1 kg of dried mango and guava, Haribo
gummy bears, chocolate chips, pretzels, and roasted soy beans. At
one point we passed a wasp’s nest, and several of us were stung,
one in the head. Finally we broke out of the trees onto an open
ridge. The clouds prevented us from seeing much of a view, and
there was a cold wind in the air. Luckily there were several large
tarns, so we had plenty of water. We found a campsite with some
protection from the wind and sat down for our long-awaited dinner. We said our good-nights, noticing many stars, and crossing
our fingers that the next day would be nicer.
We woke up to a chilly morning, a frost-covered tent, and
clear views of the Red Pillar looming above us. The light from the
sunrise coloured it a dark red, and the name Red Pillar seemed
appropriate. The last section seemed steep and imposing. After
breakfast we set out, following the ridge north towards the red
giant. To the south we could see a sea of clouds, which I imagined
to be a huge flat ice sheet—perhaps this is what the area looked
like during the last ice age, 20,000 years ago. We enjoyed clear
views of the glaciated Septimus, Rousseau and Nine Peaks to the
southwest. We followed the ridge crest, picking up short sections
of faint trail and passing a few small cairns. We continued along
the ridge, going down into a small notch and then skirting to the
left of a bump. Here we hit some snow patches that we decided to
bypass, since the snow was hard and icy. We were now close to the
summit block, which looked as ominous as ever.
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We made a final trail-mix stop to energize ourselves for the
climb and followed the obvious diagonal ramp going up and left.
We reached a large gendarme and scouted two possible routes—
on the right up a small somewhat crumbling gully or on the left up
a dark shaded talus gully that must hold snow late into the sum-
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Tal Rosenberg and the Cliffe Glacier on Vancouver Island. Gili
Rosenberg photo
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mer (but it was bare). We chose the route to the right and scrambled up to a notch beside the gendarme. Once again, there were
two routes before us, on the left in a crumbling gully, or on the
right on firmer but steeper rock, passing a large chockstone. We
chose the left one and noticed an old anchor that had been used
by a previous party to rappel the route we had just climbed and
intended to down climb later—not a reassuring sign. From the
top we dropped down a bit to the left and followed cairns, which
led to a loose rocky gully that took us to the summit.
Gaining the summit plateau was like landing on another planet. The large, almost flat surface of red rocks seemed surreal. We
walked to the edge, where we got a bird’s-eye view of the Cliffe
Glacier spilling down towards Tzela Lake and, directly behind the
glacier, Argus Mountain and Mt. Harmston. The glacier had large
gaping crevasses, which we could almost peer into from our high
perch. Tal had wanted to see a glacier, and this view qualified rather magnificently.
Most of the high peaks of Vancouver Island were visible, such
as Golden Hinde (the highest), Colonel Foster, Rambler, and Mt.
Albert Edward. There was some talk of bringing a soccer ball the
next time for a session of mountain soccer. We headed down more
or less the same way we had come up, taking care not to drop
rocks on one another. We practised our scree-skiing skills, which
made for a fast descent. Then we remembered we had left our hiking poles somewhere higher, so I hiked back up to get them. Soon
enough we were back on the ridge and rambled back to our camp.
We had lunch, packed our backpacks, and were soon on our way.
There were some complaints about the steep trail, uneven footing, and slippery mud. We arrived back to the canoes and paddled
our way back to the car in increasing darkness, arriving in time to
need our headlamps to load the car. I mumbled to myself about
all the “newly discovered” alpine terrain, and the many peaks and
glaciers that we would have to return to...
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Semi-Alcoholic
Traverse
lisa pittl
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still stoked from this amazing weekend! I couldn’t get my eyes
off the pics all day: it’s about time to write a report…
The plan was to do a variation of the “Alcoholic Traverse” (from
Mt.Brew to Brandywine) to make it fit 2 days, have even greater
views and “do something new and exciting.” With that in mind 31
VOCers got up around 5 am to take the challenge of the “beginner
friendly but not easy” semi-alcoholic traverse.
The hike up to Brandywine Meadows was impressive already
since I have never seen such wild forests. Trunk-crossings where
as frequent as the mosquitoes and it was a relief to reach Brandywine meadows. We took a lunch break enjoying the picture of
Mt.Brandywine rising up from the beautiful meadows while getting cooled (and saved from mosquitoes) by a nice breeze.
First highlight was a lonely snowmobile sitting next to us. After we figured we wouldn’t be able to ride or bring it (might have
been helpful though) we hiked on towards Mt.Brandywine, soon
hitting the “first” snow. Even though Austrian, I have never done
a snow-hike before, but soon figured it wasn’t any problem. Also
the snow was quite soft so steep slopes weren’t any trouble. Nevertheless, Christian taught us what to do if someone started sliding (e.g., get out of the way) and I felt safer afterwards, hiking up
a steep passage without looking down, bravely holding onto my
poles (that would replace the ice-axe) just in case.
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The crew ascending a snowslope on Brandywine. Lisa Pittl photo

It wasn’t hard at all and the view was astonishing once we got
over the first ridge. Enthusiastically, we all grabbed our cameras,
getting ready for an extensive photo shooting while Christian
tried to get us going again (only he knew how far we had to walk
that day).
Shortly after that we left our backpacks behind and almost flew
towards the summit.
A couple of pictures later, we parted from the view and headed
on. The view was only to become better on our walk along the
ridge.
Mt. Fee, our dedicated camping spot seemed too far away to
reach within the same day (it was around 4pm when we left Brandywine) but hopeful thoughts were soon shot down by the leading
group of fast moving, highly motivated guys.
It was worth it of course! The next 3 hours took us along the
awesome traverse, including small climbs and great-fun descents.
People developed a surprising variety of ways to “ski” down the
hills, either on their boots, buts or tummies (head-front).
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After passing a couple of turquoise frozen lakes and some more
great glimpses of the glaciers around us, we finally reached our
camping spot, right next to the impressive peak of Mt.Fee!
We ate a little away from our tents making sure we wouldn’t
invite bears into our village, and enjoyed the sun set behind Cayley…WOW…
Early next morning I learned that it wasn’t that bad to put on
wet socks and boots. The sun was quite warm already and I left
the camp in a good mood, trying to persuade my legs of the joy
of hiking trips. I managed shortly after, as the view again took all
the attention I could spare from watching my steps. It was a great
mixture of up and down (boot-skiing) and the soft snow made
crossings of steep and potentially scary slopes easy.
Frequent breaks (2nd breakfast, lunch, and afternoon snack
before the climb of Cypress) made the walk even more enjoyable.
The summit-group of 27 (!) bravely scrambled the easy to medium rated route up the slightly exposed summit of Cypress. I
figured the crux wasn’t as bad as it seemed (but had Nick watch
my back anyway) and was really stoked by the great peak. So was
Christian as we all managed to get down safely…
Up there I figured out that the Canadian way to celebrate a
great peak wasn’t to shake hands and have a good shot of a “Gipfelschnaps” (peak-schnaps) but to do weird poses and bring beer.
Strange! But as I didn’t show good Austrian manners (I have to
wait for fresh-supply from Austria) I joined the photo shooting in
front of the impressive glacier fall of Tricouni.
Afterwards we said goodbye to the great landscape and scaled
down. It was much more fun than expected, as an old avalanche
made it possible to boot-ski down a large part and cross the river
easily. After everyone arrived at the bottom and made it through
the river safely, some of the “brave” (stupid) ones (myself included) decided they wanted to try bushwalking rather than wait for
Line to lead the way (and find the trail).
I am really thankful she decided to follow us as we soon got
stuck not knowing how to continue on. Line relied on her 3-day
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experience of bushwhacking and impressively overpowered the
shrubs! We soon hit the road and walked the last 6 km out to a
bridge where our brave drivers were already waiting. We gladly
hopped in and stopped for an after-hike burger & beer on the way
back home.
Thanks Christian for this great trip and for making it beginner
friendly! Thanks Line for sweeping those at the back! And thanks
to the drivers! It was a great trip!

Crossing under Mount Fee. Lisa Pittl photo
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Hiking Solo up the
Black Tusk
paul lanfranchi
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i, like many fellow VOCers, had the fortune of learning about the
wilderness from a young age. Thanks to parents and friends who
enjoyed spending time outdoors, I learned a great deal during my
childhood hikes and adventures. One of the first things we all learn
about traveling off the beaten path is to always do it with a buddy.
By and large, this is perfectly sound advice; there are the obvious
safety concerns that are alleviated by group travel and for many
people, the social aspect of outdoor adventures is a major selling
point. Indeed, one of the most rewarding aspects of pushing the
limits of what I am capable of doing is sharing those experiences
with others.
For many people, the story could end right there: outdoor adventures should always be done with other people because it’s
more fun and you’ll be safer. I however would like to present an
alternative: with the proper knowledge and preparation, traveling
solo can be a unique and rewarding experience that can’t be had
with a group. This past summer I embarked on my first solo hiking
trip, and while it didn’t qualify as an epic, or even a particularly
challenging hike, I learned a lot about myself and what I can do
on my own.
I didn’t originally intend to be going for a hike on my own. In
the days leading up to a weekend in July with sun in the forecast, I
was attempting to find some people to join me for a hike. It ended
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up being one of those weekends where everyone was either busy
working, out of town, or had plans of their own, but I decided
I wouldn’t let that stop me from getting outside. It had been a
long time goal of mine to summit Black Tusk and so I decided that
would be my destination.
Before leaving, I consulted the Scrambles in Southwest BC guidebook to get an idea of the time my trip would take. I had been to
the base of the Tusk once as a kid, but had no other reference point.
Based on the ascent time listed in the guidebook of 5-7 hours, I
expected a full day of hiking ahead of me. With this in mind, I set
off from Vancouver at 6:30 a.m. and made my way to the Rubble
Creek parking lot. Already I had discovered one unintended bonus
of travelling alone: I could sing along to as much embarrassing music in the car as I wanted, without fear of being judged. Travel was
quick in the early morning traffic, and having only my own trailhead faff to deal with, I was on the trail by 8:00 a.m.
The first thing that struck me as I made my way up the Barrier
Highway Trail was how much more aware I was of my surroundings. Usually the start of a hike is full of commotion, from the
enthusiastic conversations about yesterday’s adventures, to people jostling for position at the front of the pack. Without these
distractions, my senses were free to take in the surroundings. I
was intensely more aware of the sounds and sights, the rustling
of birds in the trees and the morning sun breaking through the
canopy. Thankfully I had beaten the weekend crowd that would
eventually make their way up this same trail, and was able to appreciate the solitude and connection to the forest through which
I was travelling.
As I reached the junction with the trail to Taylor Meadows,
I was struck with another effect of solo travel: as I got into my
own rhythm, I was hiking much faster than anticipated. The reality is that a group will usually travel slower than each individual
could on their own. Pleasantly surprised with my current pace, I
stopped for a quick snack and continued on through Taylor Meadows towards Black Tusk. Reaching the chimney that leads up to
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the peak, I tackled what would be the most challenging part of
my day, both physically and mentally. While not a technically difficult scramble, the chimney is exposed and a fall would have serious consequences. I think the key to success in such a situation
is to keep a clear head and remain confident in your abilities. At
the same time however, it’s important to know your own limits
and always ensure that you are comfortable with how far you are
pushing them. I felt comfortable undertaking the crux section,
and as I made my way up the ridge towards the summit, I had
that familiar feeling that we all know and love of having accomplished something challenging. Having accomplished it by myself
however, gave the feeling an extra dose of adrenaline that couldn’t
have come any other way.
After reaching the summit (okay, the false summit, not the
tower of choss that is the true summit), I checked the time and
realized I had made the ascent in 3 hours 10 minutes. I knew I had
been moving quickly, but I didn’t realize it had been that quickly.
It was a gratifying feeling to know what I was capable of doing
when I pushed myself a bit. That feeling was quickly pushed aside
by the cold wind that was blowing at the summit, so I had a quick
lunch while enjoying the view before making my way back down.
As I came around the base of the summit tower towards the maintained trail, I could see dozens upon dozens of people on their way
up. At this point I was grateful for my early start and fast progress,
as it gave me an opportunity to hike in almost complete solitude.
Don’t get me wrong, I still love hiking with other people—sharing
outdoor experiences with others is one of my favourite things to
do. But this trip taught me that there is a certain value in doing
things by yourself sometimes. I learned a lot about what I am capable of doing, and experienced nature in a way I had never done
before. If you’ve never hiked solo before and are looking for a new
experience, get out there and try it. Just don’t forget to tell someone where you’re going!

VOC Trip to
Castle Towers
August 14–16, 2009
sam mason

party: Sam Mason, Nick Matwyuk, Todd MacKenzie, and Darcy
Corbin
As of Thursday night our plan was to evaluate the weather in Whistler on Friday night and either camp somewhere along the start
of our route (good weather) or leave Vancouver Saturday morning
(bad weather). The idea was first floated to save us from having to
get up early on Saturday, but after some thought we figured, hey,
why not knock off 600m of elevation on Friday night and camp at
Helm Creek while we’re at it?
Friday morning things were looking good; the forecast in
Whistler had improved. Early Friday afternoon we found out
that Nick was off work earlier than expected. After a few rushed
phone calls our timeline was moved up and eventually we were
leaving UBC at 3:45. We made the trailhead by 6:00, were on the
trail shortly thereafter, and made it to the un-crowded Helm
Creek campsite in 2 hours, easily before dark and never having
to hike by headlamp.
Saturday morning we were greeted by low clouds and fog which
obscured all of the surrounding mountains. Early on Saturday we
saw two other parties. One said that they were also planning on
climbing Castle Towers, but we passed them and never saw them
again. Other than that we had the whole route to ourselves.
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Following Matt Gunn’s Scrambles route, we made for Gentian
Ridge. With visibility poor and difficult routefinding, some of our
decisions may have been less than well informed. We wound up
doing some serious bushwacking uphill before finally gaining the
ridge; we were pretty sure that’s not what Matt Gunn had in mind.
Once on the ridge, we skirted a few small snowfields before descending to the head of Helm Glacier and finally into Gentian Pass.
It was only 12:00, despite our bushwacking. We assessed our
options over lunch. It was still very foggy, so a summit attempt
that day was unlikely. But it would be silly to stop here. With all
kinds of time on our hands we opted to carry our full packs up
onto Polemonium Ridge. If things improved, maybe we could still
summit today. Otherwise we’d camp high up and summit on Sunday. We still weren’t able to see the mountain we were about to
climb, so we had to trust that it was still there.
Things didn’t improve. When we reached the peak of Polemonium Ridge the fog was so dense that we couldn’t even see the way
down to the Polemonium Ridge-Castle Towers col, let alone the
route through it.
Previous knowledge and backcountry internet access told us
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Todd MacKenzie and Darcy Corbin in their tent on Polemonium
Ridge in Garibaldi Provincial Park. Nick Matwyuk photo
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Left to right: Todd Mackenzie, Nick Matwyuk, Sam Mason, and
Darcy Corbin heading down from Polemonium Ridge in Garibaldi
Provincial Park. Nick Matwyuk photo

that Sunday was supposed to be a sunny day, so we opted to set
up camp on the peak of Polemonium Ridge (which, conveniently,
has some nice flat spots for tents), despite the fact that it was only
2:30. We briefly considered trying to camp further along the route,
given our surplus of time, but we reasoned that there wasn’t much
point in attempting the col with heavy packs, and that we were
far less likely to find a flat spot to sleep further along. From time
to time the fog parted for brief moments to tease us with (finally)
views of the summit and of the valley to the north, but Mt. Garibaldi, Garibaldi Lake, and the Tusk remained hidden. When the
clouds broke at around 9:30 we got a glimpse of some of the views
we’d been missing all day. The winds never picked up too much
and our campsite proved very comfortable.
Sunday morning we hopped out of our sleeping bags at 5:00 to
find frozen condensation on the tent and amazing views in every
direction. After a quick, chilly breakfast we began our ascent. The
Polemonium Ridge-Castle Towers col proved to be the trickiest
part of the route, with steep loose slopes but little exposure. I was
glad to have a helmet on. Once past this we worked our way up
the massive boulder field that is Castle Towers Mountain towards
the West Summit. Having no technical climbing gear we stopped
at the West Summit, where we took advantage of the photo op.
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We pried open the summit register with some difficulty and
found that on the 9th somebody did this as a day trip. After spending our time at the top we retraced our route back to our campsite.
The boulder field proved even more unpleasant on the way down,
thanks partly to not-yet-thawed frost on many of the rocks. We
broke camp and began our descent, finally enjoying the views that
we’d been denied on Saturday.
Once we had a proper view of Gentian Ridge the extent of our
routefinding folly on Saturday became clear. We had contoured
when we should have climbed, and climbed when we should have
contoured. We took a much more sensible route back. The rest of
the hike down was nondescript; near Helm Creek we ran into one
solo-er who was also aiming for Castle Towers. Back at the car by
7:00, a stop in Squamish for some greasy food and beer, then back
to the city in good time. All in all a fantastic trip.
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Nick Matwyuk and Todd MacKenzie show their summit style with
the classic over-under. Sam Mason photo

An Early Taste
of Winter
gili rosenberg

it had been sunny for months. In fact, I was beginning to doubt
that it ever rains in Vancouver. On the September long weekend
we set out in the direction of Mt. Sloan, despite a weather forecast that caused the plans for the traditional VOC Mountaineering Camp to go to the wind. Faced with a forecast like that, after
months of uninterrupted sun, perhaps we wouldn’t have gone
hiking either, but we had made plans in advance to go hiking with
our friends Jan and Warrick Whitehead and my brother Tal Rosenberg, who was visiting from Israel. We woke up early and drove past
Pemberton and onto the Hurley River FSR, which was rockier than
usual. We marveled at Maya Goldstein’s talent at sleeping through
bumpy logging roads. At the turnoff to the Ault Creek FSR we saw
some hunters—out in time for the beginning of hunting season.
Later we heard many repeated gunshots and figured they must
have been trying to shoot down an elephant or a dinosaur (or else
they were very bad shots). We tried to drive over the water bars,
but I quickly decided that it would be faster to walk, since the car
was heavily loaded with five people and their gear.
We hiked up the logging road in the rain, about 5 km to its end.
There we had a nice surprise—we found a flagged trail in reasonable shape going up into the alpine. We had lunch at a lake on the
way and spotted some large bear tracks, which must have been
recent. In fact, we saw lots of bear scat, which was not surprising considering the berry treasure trove we found a little higher
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Tal Rosenberg, peering over the edge. Gili Rosenberg photo
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up. We hiked out of the trees, left the flagged route, and headed
cross-country to another lake where we were going to camp. Just
as we arrived, it started pouring, so we hid under a large boulder
for a while and then watched a very bright rainbow appear down
the valley. We had a windy dinner and went to bed hoping to wake
up in the sunshine.
We woke up to more rain. After breakfast we started hiking up
talus slopes towards Mt. Sloan, hoping to scramble to the top. After a short while it started snowing. The snow piled up around us,
making the rocks slippery, and the terrain was beginning to look
like a winter mountaineering trip. We considered turning around
but decided to continue a bit farther. We stopped at a tarn shaped
like a tooth and admired a phallic gendarme on a ridge not far
away. The sun came out for a short while and we had lunch. The
weather seemed to be improving, so we decided to scramble Sloan
after all. This involved a few rock-climbing moves to ascend a rock
step, and then scrambling up a steep gully. As we got higher, the
wind and snow picked up. We arrived to the summit and saw no
views at all. In fact, we cowered behind a rock, away from the wind,
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hoping that the clouds would part long enough for us to admire
the undoubtedly glorious hidden views. In the summit register we
found a note written by Gerber Land in the ‘60s, the same mountaineer from Bralorne who had written the funny note we had
found on Mt. Face the previous year (see “Runaway Trail,” VOCJ
51). In fact, not far from there is Mt. Land, which was named after
him, after he died in a climbing accident.
We started hiking back down and for a few minutes managed
to get a good view of Mt. Land and our camp by the lake. The hike
down was faster, and soon enough we were back at the tricky step,
which provided more entertainment now that it had to be downclimbed in the snow. We arrived back to camp and reunited with
Warrick and Jan. Another dinner in a sheltered spot by the trees,
and more prayers to the weather gods. The next day was sunny (finally) and we decided to go for a walk towards Mt. Land and a large
lake we had spotted on
the map. Soon enough
we were at the end of
the lake, and some of
us scrambled up to
the ridge which leads
to Green Mtn., hiked
along it for a while, and
dropped back down to
the large lake. We got
back to our campsite,
had lunch and headed
back down the trail. A
lengthy stop for blueberries followed, and
back to the car for the
long drive home.
Are we supposed to climb that?! The
tricky rock step en route to Mt. Sloan.
Gili Rosenberg photo
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Outrigger to
Sun Peak Traverse
ben singleton-polster

Preamble
the august long weekend was approaching and the obvious plan
was to attempt the trip that was planned for the previous August
long weekend which was to head up to the VOC Harrison Hut and
bag some peaks (aborted due to the Porteau Cove Bluffs blocking
the highway). This plan was foiled once again by large forest fires
blocking access to the Pemberton Valley so we were scrambling to
find a suitable alternate location. We stumbled across a trip report
from Matt Gunn and the photos looked fantastic so armed with a
trip report from Dave Campbell and Chris Michalak we bought the
topo map and made plans. The trip participants were Adam Palmblad, Meghan Anderson, Graham Girard, Frances Sharpe, Richard
Butler and myself. Richard is from the UVic Outdoor club and Graham was a school friend of mine.

Saturday August 1, 2009 (Day 1)
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The day started off early in Adam’s car however Richard had forgotten his hiking boots on the bus. The bus dept in Vancouver informed Richard that his boots were en-route back to Victoria so
Richard decided to buy some new boots at the Valhalla in Squamish. When we arrived in Squamish we met up with Graham and
proceeded to continue the faff in White Spot eating breakfast
while we waited for Valhalla to open. As we were finishing break-
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fast Richard got a call from Greyhound saying that his boots were
in Vancouver so instead of buying boots it was decided that Adam
and Richard would drive back to Vancouver and get the boots and
meet us all at the trail head. We arrived at the correct logging road
with time to spare and since it turned out that there was no washout as the Elaho logging company was conducting active logging
in the clearcut below Outrigger ridge we were able to drive up to
where we thought the high point was. We explored Sims creek and
stashed some beers in a creek for the end of the trip.
Meghan and I were dropped off at the top of the logging road
while Graham and Frances waited to car shuffle with Adam. At
about 4 or 5pm the car shuffle was done and we were all assembled and headed off up the end of the logging road. We followed
the logging road for a short while and then bushwacked up until
we hit another logging road that we followed up to about 1000 m
where the road continued contouring along and we broke off to
bushwack up to the ridge. We scrambled through some easy bush
following a line where someone had cut some deadfall. This line
eventually faded and we were left to pull on roots and trees before
a final scramble on rock to reach the alpine. We located a camping
spot just as it was starting to get dark and quickly made dinner.
In the fading light we could barely see across the valley due to the
smoke from the fires up the Pemberton Valley.
The bugs were by far the worst I have ever experienced. They
were so thick that we ate our food as fast as possible and jumped
into our sleeping bags as fast as possible all the while trying to
limit how much skin was exposed.

Sunday August 2, 2009 (Day 2)
The alarm went off all too soon and we had a hasty breakfast again
due to the bugs and off we set to walk along the ridge. The ridge
walking was mostly mellow snow and rock. As we were approaching the shoulder of Outrigger I was in front and managed to startle
a mother goat and her kid who scampered off across the rock running about 3 m away from Frances’ head as she scrambled up. We
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watched the goats run along slab that I would have been scared
shitless to cross, but the goats seemed to have tenacious grip and
were soon gone. We climbed Outrigger and then continued along
to the ridge to the col at the head of Outrigger Creek. This col divides Outrigger and Potato Creeks. Directly above the col on the
Outrigger side was a small bit of rock that looked to have a very
tricky section across a moat in order to go up and over it so we
instead opted to descend down to the lake that fed Outrigger creek.
The decent down was steep, cliffy and wet but we managed to carefully pick our way down, traversed above the lake and skirted up to
the Outrigger Potato divide where we set up camp on a large flat
granite slab near a tarn. Whilst waiting for the others to show up I
found that the best way to avoid the bugs was to lie face down on
the rock with my hood up and my hands under my body so as to
not have any exposed flesh. The bugs sounded like little whining
helicopters as they attempted to poke through my Gore-Tex. By
this point in the trip Adam’s face was beginning to look like he had
a very bad case of chicken pocks with red splotches all over his face.
As we went to bed we looked at Pearkes and estimated that it would
probably take a whole day to get there and back along the ridge.

Monday August 3, 2009 (Day 3)
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We woke up extra early because we knew that we had a fair bit of
distance to cover and we quickly gained the southwest peak of Sun
Peak by easy fun slightly exposed scrambling on good rock. The
views on all sides were fantastic with blue and green lakes, glaciers
and other peaks in the distance. We were afraid of the decent because we had read that Chris and Dave had to use ropes to descend
but we found a good line to descend off the north side of the peak
and we gained the glacier and walked around to the north side of
Sun Peak. Meghan being the hard woman that she is went off to
bag the summit while the rest of us ate lunch in the sun with a
stiff breeze that kept the bugs away. We then set off to bug lake
by traversing around the north side of the ridge. We were walking
along on some snow when Graham fell into a crevasse. Graham
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had no previous glacier skills but had been super keen to come on
the trip. The crevasse was obvious and after Adam pulled Graham
out we put on harnesses and Adam, Graham, Frances and I roped
up since we had all manner of glacier gear while the others carried on ahead. We rounded a bend to find a long wide snow slope
of a significant enough steepness that we felt intimidated and so
after the crevasse incident it was decided to boot axe belay across
the snow slope. Richard I guessed thought we were all sissies so he
headed off in front by himself. We were about 2/3 of the way across
the slope when a large refrigerator sized boulder came loose from
above and slid down the slope between Richard and our two rope
teams. At this point Frances asked if it would be ok for us to unrope so we could cross the snow slope faster which we did and soon
we gained the ridge and found cairns. We followed some cairns
along the ridge, sometimes walking on snow, until we ran out of
snow and picked up a faint trail marked by flagging on the south
side of the ridge and reached Bug Lake. True to its name there were
lots of bugs and this combined with our shortage of time kept us
hurrying along the trail. We pounded out the 1500m of elevation
loss until we hit the G-main as it was getting dusk. We walked back
to where the car was parked and squeezed in, collected the other
car and consumed our celebratory beers. We arrived back in Vancouver well after midnight after a quick food stop in Squamish.
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Garibaldi Lake/
Panorama Ridge
Faff-fest
lewis kitchen
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i knew this trip was bound to be either excellent or just plain ridiculous from the very start of the pretrip meeting, when I showed up
10 minutes late to my own meeting because I was too busy drinking in the Pit.
Forty-three out of the fifty-three signed-up participants
showed up for the pretrip meeting. Despite the ugly weather and
a bleak forecast, it turned out that this group was really looking
forward to the trip. A few others dropped out at the last minute
due to midterms and assignments piling up, but we still had a sizable group going. It was large enough that we had to split into 2
sets of people: those catching a bus to Squamish or the turnoff,
and the rest riding comfortably in cars.
Saturday began with most of the car groups leaving Vancouver
at 7 am. They were planning to be up in Squamish at Tim Hortons
by about 8:30, where they would meet up with Justin, who was
organizing the car groups for me. He had a few maps of where the
access road was and would likely just lead all of those people up to
the main access road. Things never go quite as you expect, though.
Justin was planning to be leaving UBC at about 8 am, which
would have put him behind schedule a little bit; however, one of
his riders woke up a little late and wasn’t exactly ready, so Justin
ended up a large bit late. That is to say, 2 and a half hours late.
I was with the bussing group. Nick Chng sent me an email the
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night before asking if some of us might be interested in getting a
one-way ride, as his Ultimate was cancelled, and he was considering doing some trail running. In the end, two people still had to
catch the bus, but the other four of us caught a ride up with Nick.
I remember flying by Tim Hortons at 9:20, thinking that everyone would already be up at the Garibaldi Trailhead by this point.
Man, was I wrong.
One of the drivers phoned me shortly after we arrived at the
trailhead, to see only a couple of cars and no faffing people. This
was when I found out that Justin was running about 2 hours late,
So I told all of them to just come up to the trailhead. The 2 bussing
people were able to get dropped off right at the access road, and
Martyn volunteered to run back to pick them up.
Then the faffing began. We split up into smaller groups for the
hike up to Garibaldi Lake. I gave them all brief directions of “Don’t
take the left fork, and if you do, take the right fork when you’re
past Taylor Meadows.” No one ever told me they got lost...Hopefully that’s a good thing. The last group, which I was a part of, finally got onto the trail at about 11:20 am.
The rain came down as we were ascending, but we all pushed
on, and our spirits seemed to be actually quite high. Close to the
top, we ran into Nick as he was heading back to the parking lot. He
suggested that we should go see the Black Tusk Viewpoint, rather
than Panorama Ridge, which had a fair amount of snow on it for
so early in the year.
As luck would have it, the clouds parted for a brief hour just as
we arrived at Garibaldi Lake. It allowed many of the more artistic
types to get some nice photos of the lake and the spectacular glacier behind it, while the rest of us had a chance to set up tents and
change into drier clothing.
After setting up a camp, we took the advantage of the last few
sunrays by playing a few games of “hide and seek,” right after the
massage train.
Alcohol that had been hidden inside backpacks emerged shortly after the games were done, and the VOC-style partying began.
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Partway through the night, I decided to announce the changes
in plan, which included hiking Black Tusk rather than Panorama
Ridge, for which we should be up and ready to go by 7 am.
It was 8 am when one of my tentmates woke me up. By that
time, everyone was wondering where their fearless leader was.
They actually believed me when I said I’d be ready to go by 7. This
group still had a lot to learn, but I was working hard to teach them.
One group decided to go straight down back to their cars, but
the rest of us headed for the viewpoint. That morning, the weather was barely drizzling, so we have stopped before getting to the
viewpoint.
We couldn’t see anything at the viewpoint other than clouds,
but nonetheless everyone seemed to enjoy the hike. We broke
for lunch at the intersection of Taylor Meadows campground
and Garibaldi Lake. After, we proceeded to head out through the
Taylor Meadows campground and down the long and switchback
filled path that we all know so well.
So, in summary:
0 deaths
0 serious injuries
1.4L bag of wine emptied
3 games of “miniature tanks” that I can remember
0 songs sung with all the verses
100s of new photos
34 people that I saw smiling
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My First, and
Definitely Not Last,
Totally
Self-Propelled Trip
September 12–13, 2009
nick matwyuk

participants: Doris Leong, Avery Gottfried, Chris BarringtonLeigh, Krystil Koethler, Caleb Scott, Greta Raymant, Simen VogtSvendsen, Nick Matwyuk
First of all, a big thanks to Piotr for organizing the trip. He did all
of the grunt work for us but unfortunately was unable to join us.
As a fairly new VOC member I had been trying to get involved
with as much as possible, especially before school started up.
With fairly frequent visits to the VOC message board I was quickly
drawn into the proposition set out by Piotr for doing the Howe
Sound Crest Trail self-propelled (HSCT SP). I had done the HSCT
early in the season and was treated with views of clouds and snow
which was deep in some places. This trip would provide the opportunity for better weather and a great physical feat.
The trip plan was to have two groups of 4 with one going up to
Cypress Mountain and the other to Porteau Cove, the respective
trailheads of the HSCT. Everyone would bike from their home to
the trailhead, thus creating it a self-propelled trip. While on the
trail we would then meet up somewhere in between to swap bike
lock keys. Caleb, Chris, and Simen were in my group while Doris,
Avery, Greta, and Krystil made up the other group. We met up
one night to discuss strategy and decide on the bike partners. The
last issue was the start time which was fairly early; we planned on
meeting at the Lions Gate Bridge at 05:00.
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This was the earliest I had ever gotten up for the start of a trip.
Simen and I left at 04:00 to bike by the moon and stars to the
Lions Gate Bridge. We met up with the rest of our “Porteau Cove”
Group and headed on our way. It was an uneventful but scenic ride
up to the cove. We took a lunch break at the lookout before attempting the logging road. It was slow going and quickly decided
to just ditch the bikes in the trees. Transferring over from biking
60km to hiking was an interesting feeling but quickly seemed not
too bad. With great conversation going on we got to Deeks Lake
in good time. Caleb was the only brave soul to take a plunge in the
lake. Our progress from then on would forever be slowed slightly
as we discovered wild blueberries and huckleberries. They were
absolutely delicious and made me work on my picking technique
so that I could eat on the run. It was a vicious circle when you
got a sour one though because you’d have to get a sweet one to
correct the taste in your mouth. Magnesia Meadows was reached
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A glorious summit picture taken at sunset with our biking
gear on to acknowledge our accomplishment. Left to right:
Simen Vogt-Svendsen, Nick Matwyuk, Caleb Scott, Chris
Barrington-Leigh. S. Vogt-Svendsen photo
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at 14:00 which was really early. It was here that Chris voiced his
plan to sleep on top of the West Lion. We were all pleased with the
idea and also figured we could climb Mt. Harvey as well. Harvey
was quickly dispatched after a 20min climb and provided us with
wonderful views.
After leaving the meadows we got to the col between Davie and
James Peaks where we met up with the Cypress Group. We exchanged bike lock keys and stories while also relating our plans
for the night and next day. It was starting to get later in the day
now so we blitzed over the next two climbs and were soon facing
the base of the West Lion. The Lions basked in the warm pre-sunset light, making them look even more impressive. It was a short
but enjoyable scramble up to the summit that we reached around
19:00. Food was shortly prepared with meals ranging from cold
pasta with canned salmon to an old military meal. While stuffing
our faces I spotted a meteor streaking across the sky at 20:02:04.
It was quite the fireball and lasted a good 7 or so seconds as it
burned up into nothing. Despite lugging the tents up we didn’t
pitch them, deciding instead to bivy. Caleb on the other hand was
going ultra-lightweight and didn’t have a bag so he wrapped himself up in the tent. I thought I was going light with not bringing a
therm-a-rest. This was the best campsite I had ever had; there was
a spectacular sunset, great stars to gaze upon before falling asleep
(not hard after a 15hr day), and an incredible sunrise in the morning all while on top of a peak.
The next day was an easy one and we enjoyed more berries as
we quickly dispatched the well maintained “highway” trail. Near
the start of it there was small industrial equipment which mimicked an actual road construction site, further strengthening its
“highway” image. After reaching Cypress we were delighted to see
the top-notch bikes that were left for us. This was except for the
44 (frame size) bike that Simen (normally a 58 bike) had to ride. It
was quite comical to see him riding it. I was sure glad the brakes
on Krystil’s bike were far superior to my donor bike that I used the
previous day. There were a couple of complaints from the other
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Chris Barrington-Leigh doing a handstand at the summit with
Vancouver in the background. Nick Matwyuk photo

group about the less than ideal bikes we had left them (mostly due
to the bikes Simen and I had borrowed from friends). We all left
the hill at 12:30 and after some adjustment stops Simen and I got
home shortly after 14:00.
This was an incredible trip and it was mostly due to the amazing people who were a part of this. I could not believe the pace we
were able to keep up in our group, everyone just pushed hard. We
also had excellent weather which was lacking the first time I completed the trail. This has whetted my appetite for self-propelled
trips and I am looking forward to the next one!
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When Fartzilla Attacks
bob lai

it was end of June. Unless you are one of those dedicated turn-allyear types, skiing season was over and it was time to switch from
skiing to peak bagging. In the summer, the question is never if you
should stay home this weekend or not, but rather, which peak you
should bag. With so many peaks in the South Coast sometimes it is
like a kid in a candy store trying to pick out his/her favourite candy
(Don’t believe me? Just take a look at Scrambles by Matt Gunn).
Which peak did we set our hungry eyes on?
If you have ever driven to Whistler from Vancouver on the now
world famous Sea-to-Sky highway, you will for sure have seen the
prominent, abrupt pinnacle called Black Tusk. Having seen it from
literally every possible angle, it was quite a shock that the gang
had not climbed this prominent peak yet. So on the last weekend
of June, Colin “get in my belly” Vincent, Greta “the tank” Raymant,
Lee “my precious” Wasilenko, and I made the trip to Garibaldi Park
in my little Honda Civic.
The typical approach to Black Tusk is from Garibaldi Lake via
the Rubble Creek trail (aka the switchbacks from hell). Having
been up and down this boring trail many times we decided to approach from Helm Creek. The original plan was to have a relatively
relaxed weekend by summiting Black Tusk on Saturday and checking out Panorama Ridge on Sunday. But we all know what often
happens to “plans” on VOC trips…
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The hike in was quite uneventful other than having to walk
across the painfully numbing cold creek in bare feet. Considering
about 50% of Helm Lake was still covered in ice, it was not exactly
the most fun thing to do. Colin refused to take off his boots and
was determined to find a section that was jumpable. He was successful and kept calling us dummies for our unnecessary action.
The weather was sub-optimal the entire morning, overcast sky
with a bit of wind. When we began to gain the Black Tusk ridge the
weather deteriorated quickly and we soon found ourselves hiking in
the rain. In order to move at a faster pace we ditched our backpacks
and went into summit mode. It was getting cold and very wet. Neither Colin nor I brought gloves, so we resorted to wearing the extra socks we had brought on our hands to keep warm. So much for
being prepared. Well, at least we had each brought an extra pair of
socks. Rain soon turned into hail and slushy snow as we reached the
ridge. With visibility of less than 50m and heavy rain/hail/snow we
decided to play it safe and bailed on the summit attempt.
Once we picked up our backpacks we quickly found a spot with
some small streams and set up camp. The rain/hail/snow did not
ease so we ended up cooking, eating and hanging out in the one of
the 2-person tents. Cramming 4 people in a tiny tent was not exactly luxury. Perhaps it was the beans and cheese in the dinner or
perhaps it was the fact that none of us had relieved ourselves the
entire day, but we all had extreme gas problems. It soon became a
fierce competition to produce the smelliest and the loudest farts.
Or in Colin’s case, the silent but deadly farts. Both Lee and I were
glad that we were sitting next to the tent door as we were both
constantly gasping for fresh air.
We woke up the next morning to an overcast sky. Although
Mark Madryga of Global TV promised a blue bird sunny sky type
of day, we had our suspicions. Most of our clothes were still wet
from the previous summit attempt. Remember the extra socks I
used as gloves? I sure was not happy that they were wet as well.
Especially since this meant that I had to put on the previously
worn, smelly, damp socks and hike in them the entire day. Colin
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and Lee were in charge of breakfast. I did not know what these
two had in mind but knowing that Greta had decided to have her
own breakfast food group made me a little uneasy. We ended up
having THE breakfast of champions—4 lbs of bacon, a large package of sausages and 2 cans of beans. All cooked and mixed in a tiny
pot! Colin and Lee refused to drain the bacon and sausage fat because it was “deliciously goodness.” I guess the only thing missing
was some scrambled eggs in this so-called breakfast of champions.
This had to be one of the greasiest backcountry breakfasts I have
ever eaten. Needless to say, it sure didn’t sit in my stomach too
well once we started moving again.
After about 2 hours of faffing we eventually started our summit attempt again. It was still cloudy but occasionally sun would
peek out from the clouds. About 5 cm of snow fell overnight so the
entire scree slope was covered in snow. I have heard that scrambling up the chimney in the summer could be sketchy at times, so
going up it while the chimney was partially covered in snow made
the scramble extra special. We all took our time ascending and occasionally posing for pictures. Once at the summit we took our
shares of mandatory summit shots. The sub-optimal weather conditions were way off from the weather forecast so we proceeded
to do a “F U Madryga” summit pose to show our appreciation. We
ended up spending about 2 hours faffing around waiting for the
weather to improve but it never did. We never got a decent view
from the summit,
but I suppose it
was a heck of a lot
better than the
completely whiteout view Colin
and I got from the
false summit of
Mt. Arrowsmith.
With the rocks
still partially cov- F U Madryga!! Bob Lai photo
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Lee, Colin, and Greta enjoying the socked in view of Garibaldi
Park from the Black Tusk summit. Bob Lai photo
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ered in snow, the way down was definitely scary. We bitched and
whined about not bringing a rope. Although being as careful as
we could be, we all pulled out a few rocks on the way down. Luckily no one was directly below the rock falls and we all managed to
descend safely. When we got down to the ridge the weather was
slowly improving and we began to see different groups making
their way up the ridge from Taylor Meadows. We met a few parties
and were quite amazed at how unprepared these people were—
most of them wearing T-shirts and shorts and had no emergency
clothes at all. A couple of them were wearing skateboard shoes
and none of them were wearing a helmet. Not something I’d do
but I suppose some people like to be sketchy.
After quickly packing up our mostly wet gear into our packs,
we began making our way out. Surprisingly there were no more
deadly gas incidents, considering the massive amount of beans we
had for breakfast. We decided to follow Colin’s lead on the way out
and successfully found a section of the creek that we could jump
across. Driving back home and seeing Black Tusk from the Sea-toSky highway, we all had the fuzzy warm “I was there” feeling you
get looking at peaks you just bagged. Another peak checked off
from the fast- growing list of peaks to climb.

Garibaldi for Dummies
mieke coppes

my alarm went off at 6:30 am. I was wondering if it was too late to
back out of this hiking trip to Garibaldi...I didn’t think it was a possibility so, I got up from my warm comfortable bed and donned my
non-cotton clothes, at least the few that I had, and threw my backpack on my back and headed out the door. Totem was uncharacteristically quiet, but then again what first year is up at 6:30 in the
morning on a Saturday? I walked over to where I was planning on
meeting my ride, Mohammad Mohammadnia-Avval, and sat down
on a bench to wait. Before he got there, I reflected on what had led
me to this point. Why on earth was I waiting in the wee cold dark
morning hours of this weekend? I was about to get into a car with
people I had never met, so I could hike with people I had never met,
to get to a lake I had never heard of and sleep in a tent full of girls
that, you guessed it, I had never met. Although this might seem a
little daunting, and trust me it was, I pushed through my anxiety
and had a weekend full of crazy experiences that truly showed me
what the VOC was all about. So this was all going through my head
before Mohammad picked me up at about 7 o’clock. I got in the car
and started a crazy weekend.
On our way to Garibaldi we picked up several more people, most
of whom where engineers, and got to our destination, Tim Hortons,
right on time. We got there at 8:30 just like we were instructed to;
little did we know that Lewis Kitchen and Justin Hall were not necessarily time conscious. We picked up some coffee or hot chocolate
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in my case, and sat down for a loooong wait. And when I mean long
I am talking hours. Luckily other groups ambled in at other times
so we got to meet quite a few people. And before long there were
three cars waiting at Tim Hortons. I think my favourite memory
from Tim Hortons was when I first met Mirna Topic who freaked
out because she had thrown away her garbage. She frantically ran
around trying to find someone else’s garbage that she could pass
of as her own. Only later did we discover that this was for one of
her classes...or so she said. Finally Mohammed called Lewis, who
informed us that Justin was still going to be a while and suggested
that we head up to the trail head anyway. So, we all pilled into our
cars and headed over to the trail head. Once everyone finally got
to the trail head and we all put our raincoats, rain pants, and backpack protectors on we headed up the mountain.
We hiked for a couple hours in the rain, merging from group to
group. I started the hike with several people who came and went at
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Once we got to the lake, it was worth the hike! Left to right:
Martyn Liggat, Marja Karttunen, Anthea Song, Mieke Coppes,
and Ayoe Ingemann Buhl. Random Battleship Islands camper
photo
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different speeds. In the end I spent most of the hike up with Luke
Kysow, Maria Karttunen, Ayoe Buhl, and Anthea Song. When we
got about two thirds up we decided to stop for lunch. Lewis had
told us that there was a good spot at 6km. Well we passed the 6km
marker and still hadn’t found this special place with a breathtaking view. So we found a tree and huddled under it and stayed as
dry as we could while we each pulled out our lunch. After lunch we
slung our bags back on and headed up the trail again. When we
hit the 6.5km marker we found the view and a perfect spot to eat
our lunch. Luckily we could all laugh at our own impatient ways
and instead just stopped to take a couple of pictures. The spot was
truly amazing and was worth the hike up. The clouds hanging low
in the sky made the mountains look spooky in a beautiful way.
After the stop we hiked all the way to the lake in one fell swoop.
No more breaks for us, except the occasional picture stop. Over
bridges, through trees, and around lakes we went, until we finally
cleared the trees and got to an amazing lake. The moment we got
through the trees the sun came out and shone down on the water.
The clarity of the water was stunning, and then we rounded the
corner and saw the glacier, truly spectacular. A couple more pictures and then a retreat into the small picnic shelter cabins that
were present. We waited for the rest of the group to arrive as we
took off all of our wet clothes and hung them up to dry. Once everyone had caught up, or at least everyone in my tent was present, we started the difficult arduous task of assembling tents and
figuring out who would stay where. My tent was one of the larger
ones, which could barely fit on the wooden platform. We definitely
had to struggle to fit it on, but we not only managed that, we also
managed to squeeze six people into it. Our neighbor, Justin, that
night decided that tents were overrated and pulled out a hammock. He then hung up a tarp and managed to stay dry the entire
night, although he did mention that if he would have gotten wet
he would have ambled over into our tent. With the hard part over,
we started a couple of outdoor games. However, Mother Nature
had other plans for us, so we all quickly retreated back to the shelter as it started to rain.
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This is where all the fun started. We spent quite a few hours
in these shelters doing a myriad activities including name games,
food preparation, eating, drinking, partying, a game of mini tank
(I think that is what it was called, but whatever it was it was HILARIOUS to watch). We learned each other’s names by making
raps which was entertaining, as well as showing off our dance
moves. Then we all made our own food, which was delicious after
a long day in the rain. And then when night started to fall this is
when the fun came. We did a box wine stand, debated philosophy,
had a giant group hug, and learned all about the 5 dollar bet club. I
could go on about all the craziness that went on in that dark room
by the candlelight, but hey, words can’t really do it justice! Lots of
bonding and fun to sum it up!!! When the night was done we all
headed back to our tents, some people ended up in a different tent
than originally planned, but, hey, that’s what makes it fun!
The next morning came too soon. We all piled out of our tent
at an ungodly hour of the morning, because once again we actually thought that Lewis and Justin would actually be awake at the
time they said they would be. I will never make that mistake again!
However, as we all learned, this is not the case. I think that this
is one of the most important lessons I learned, the VOC does not
work on any specific time, when someone says 7 am they might
mean 8 am or 9 am or even 10 am, it all depends. You can never really be sure. Well, we made our breakfast and packed all our semidry clothing and went on our way. Most people headed up for another day of hiking before taking the trail down again. However, I
joined a couple other people including Maria, Anthea, Ayoe, and
Martyn Liggat to head back down.
The hike back down might have been my favourite part. The
weather was not awful which was a nice change from the rest of
the weekend, the company was great, and the conversation was
entertaining. We stopped several times on the way back down for
several reasons including a bird feeding event, a lunch break, a lost
coat, and photo time. The lost coat was quite exhausting, because
Maria and I had to hike up quite a bit before we actually found the
lost coat again. It was a good thing we found it however, because
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as chance would have it the coat wasn’t hers. We captured some
epic moments with our camera and headed back to the car. When
we finally arrived at the car, I was weary but proud. I had done it, I
had climbed up to the lake and stayed a night with people I didn’t
know. I jumped into the back of the car, knowing, unfortunately,
that I had to go back to reality and unfortunately homework and
school. Lucky for me we didn’t go right back, we stopped at a Timmy Ho’s on the way back which only solidified my friendship with
these new people.
When I got back to UBC I was dirty, smelly, and proud. Looking back at this weekend I have to say that it was probably one
of the most interesting, comical, hardworking, exciting, and special weekends I have spent at UBC. I met some amazing people,
learned some new things, and saw more of the environment in
which I will be living over the next couple years. This may have
been my first VOC trip ever, but I know that it will not be my last.

A nice stop on the way back down. Left to right: Martyn Liggat,
Anthea Song, Marja Karttunen, and Mieke Coppes. Ayoe
Ingemann Buhl photo
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The Tale of
Cottonwood Trail
Kluane, Yukon
breanne johnson
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this adventure begins with a drive to Haines Junction, the closest little group of buildings to AINA (the Arctic Institute of North
America) base camp in South Western Yukon territory. It is indeed
just that; a junction, with two gas stations, a bakery, and an overpriced general store. Making a stop at the Parks information center, we encountered a lovely Parks lady whose first reaction to our
planned route consisted entirely of utter terror. This short, squat
woman of mid thirties told us that two park rangers had just come
back from an attempt at the Cottonwood route. They were turned
around by massive quantities of snow in the alpine through which
they had been post-holing, and downpours of rain. I thought this
was slightly suspicious, and maybe not entirely true despite the
reliable source, for two reasons: first, it rarely rains in Kluane, and
second, the woman didn’t look like the backcountry-knowledgeable type. As I reached for the map, she shoved a seven day forecast
in front of me, insisting that it was going to rain for the next 3 days,
making Goat and Victoria rivers swell and become impossible to
cross.
Impossible? I really couldn’t see how a river could reach a depth
that we would actually find no way to cross it. I mean, we can all
swim, and isn’t that what my newly purchased dry bag is for?
Peter, Chris, and I started discussing from which end of the
trail we should start. Scott met us, ready to shuttle us up 10km of
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rough road in his Jeep so that we could hike out to our Bot-mobile
(the botany field vehicle of base camp) which we could leave at
the more suburban accessible end of the trail. By hiking in this
direction, we would encounter the unknown alpine snow conditions first, perhaps turning us back before getting too far in, and
the highest river second, about 5 km from the Bot-mobile and our
ride home. Figuring that the snow was bound to be the least of our
problems, and that it might really be a bummer to find ourselves
three days into the trip and 5 km away from the Bot, only to have
to turn around and retrace our steps because of a raging melt water river, we decided to tackle the route in the reverse direction
taking on the river first and snow second. I was slightly nervous
that Scott might fail to show up at the designated day and time at
the end of the 10km road, but decided it was worth the risk. Seeing that we were planning on going ahead with the trip, the Parks
woman tried very hard to deter us. “As a mother, I beg you kids
not to go in there. Why don’t you try the Oriole trail or Observation Mountain?”
Yes, much more dependable, but much less of an adventure. We
took a copy of the route directions and asked for some bear canisters to keep our food in.
“There are 16 downed trees across the trail, you know.”
Being fairly certain that we had all previously mastered the basics of tree hopping, we registered our trip plan and gave them
the contact information for AINA so that when they had to send a
search party for us in 4 days, they would know who to call. We suspected she was about to call search and rescue as soon as we left.
At the trail head we had a pleasant chat with an older woman
who was out bird watching with an older man. Her super good
bird eyes had spotted the faded University of British Columbia
Botany label on the Bot-mobile and struck up a conversation. After this pleasant exchange, we took off up the trail. Peter, having
accidentally left his bear spray at the car, was lucky enough to pass
the bird watchers three times, two at a run and without a pack.
What a funny bunch they must have thought we were.
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The trail skirted Kathleen Lake for a while. It is quite the picturesque lake, since there is absolutely no shore. The mountains drop
straight into the lake without any sign of a tree line. Too steep to
harbour trees, the pink scree just continues down, straight into
the water. I suspect that the fish have a similar view to ours, with
the mountains just growing out of the bottom of the lake. The
trail ran along a shoreline on our more mellow side of the lake until it eventually disappeared under the high waters of June snow
melt. A bushwhacking session ensued, straight up, and through
shrubbery that consisted of quite a few spiky rosebushes and dead
boreal forest pine trees which I soon learnt are one of the sharpest,
most prickly, and mean things in the northern forest.
We continued along an old overgrown mining road. When we
reached Goat creek we were surprised to see how low it was, and
skipped across it in no time. Victoria creek, a couple of hours later,
was another story. Upon wading across the shallower alluvial fan
near the lake, a seagull started dive bombing me and screeching
a terrifying story to everyone around. He seemed to be getting
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Our surroundings on day three. Breanne Johnson photo
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awfully close to my head so I took my red bandanna off, suspecting that it was causing him some alarm. This did not calm him
down, and I had to sprint across the last section of sand waving
my hands in the air with the seagull in tow screaming at me as if
I had stolen his eggs or something equally as villainous. Peter, on
the far bank, had a good laugh. The seagull didn’t seem at all upset
with him or Scott as they crossed.
We got moving at 12:30 the next day after a night camped on
the lake shore slightly closer to the seagulls’ lair than I would have
liked. I had never seen an ecosystem quite as fascinating as the aspen dominated flats we hiked through, with perfectly spaced trees,
as if someone had planted them there a while back, and a lush
understory of fireweed and bluebells. I think that maybe, because
there is so little organic matter for them to grow in, each area can
support a limited number of short but likely old trees. As we kept
hiking, the aspens seemed to take over the mountainsides, along
with some poplar. I always thought that coniferous trees did better higher up because they don’t use the short growing season
to produce new leaves each year, but here the deciduous aspens
dominated in clumps up the mountainsides and eventually gave
way to true alpine meadows.
As we trekked along we found quite a few moose antlers on the
trail that animals had been chewing on for calcium. Moose poop
was so abundant that there were either many many moose using
the trail, or one moose that poops every five feet. Chris and I decided that moose poop very closely resembles chocolate almonds,
and that it might be good to eat roasted on the fire, or added to
Side Kicks for extra flavour.
After hopping over a number of dead and down pines, I eventually tore the bum out of my pants unexpectedly. Finding myself
far behind and out of breath with laughter, I like to think that the
aspens, waving their little leaves with excitement, appreciated the
joke. Not wanting to take my shoes off yet again, I took a running
leap at the next river crossing and made it across only to have my
legs skid out from under me and land flat on my ass in the river. I
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figured that this was the third of three hilarious incidents; the gull
pursuit being the first, and that I could safely continue on my way
having completed the set of three.
When we dropped down into a valley meadow, it became quite
marshy. After searching for a dry route through, Peter and I resorted to our creek crossing shoes, rolled up our pants, and waded
through. The water was so deep at one point that Peter pointed
out a fish, swimming in the meadow, feeling right at home. Peter
looked awfully like a fish himself, wading up ahead.
After finding dry land once again, we set up camp right next
to a riverbed in the subalpine, with a snow covered valley sloping up between two nearby mountains which looked ideal for skiing! A porcupine waddled along the river bank as we consumed
our nightly meal of SideKicks and chocolate around the fire before
heading to bed. Yukon nights are bright but cold! I eventually fell
asleep as the sun got a bit higher in the sky and warmed the tent
a few degrees.
The next day we got going a bit earlier—12:10 this time! No
problem, you can hike super late when the sun never sets. We
trekked around a mountain through some meadows. As we
climbed up and over a pass, we began to scare willow ptarmigans
up. They make a loud squawking noise when something is chasing them, and seem to think that anything within 100 yards is in
pursuit. We stopped near the top of the pass so that Chris could
talk to the birds and snap some photos of the ones which came
to check out the source of all the unfamiliar noise. The route was
lost in the snow while crossing up and over the pass, so we bushwhacked down towards Victoria River through a scratchy, sharp
mountain version of birch which grows in place of alder in the
Yukon. We had completed a slightly circular route and encountered the river for a second time farther up. Not certain where
we were and where we were headed, Chris’s navigational skills
came in handy. True mountain man he turned out to be, as he
consulted the inaccurate parks map, and adjusted his compass.
Peter and I left it to him.
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Peter and Chris crossing Victoria River. Breanne Johnson photo

We eventually found the ideal place to cross Victoria River,
marked on either side with posts stuck vertically into the ground.
The river was deeper here and running fast. It reached high up
Chris and Peter’s legs when they crossed and I was a tad bit worried I might get swept away with my heavy pack. There really
wasn’t any other choice, so I took my socks off, put my runners
back on, and plunged in. River crossing is tricky, and I feel that
I am still a novice despite the many more crossings we would
have to do. Moving very slowly, I would feel each step out with
my foot before transferring my weight from the other. Sometimes
the rocks moved around under me and I found that the trick is to
keep the far shore within your vision. Staring down at your feet or
at the water moving quickly past makes you dizzy and lose your
footing. I was drenched when I got across so we stopped for lunch
and dried off. Lunch was the usual; a huge hunk of cheese and
a bagel. Today we topped it off with a deflated bag of crumbled
potato chips; yummy backcountry trick Chris learnt in Patagonia.
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We had only gone a couple hundred metres after lunch before
encountering another creek crossing (so much for drying off).
This was one of quite a number we were about to cross. Peter discovered a genius technique of using his backpack as a sock drying
rack. I soon did the same, and resorted to changing my socks each
time I crossed a river. The socks would soak up most of the water
from my runners, keeping my feet from deteriorating completely.
We did, after all, have another day to go.
We decided to make camp high in the next alpine pass that
night, despite there being no flat ground. It was all very spongy
and soft, but bumpy due to the rocks being covered in moss. There
wasn’t any wood that high up in the pass so it was a chilly, fireless evening. I dove into my sleeping bag soon after dinner. It
was a sleepless night with a ptarmigan running around the tents
squawking as if something was chasing it. I don’t think anything
was, however, since it never seemed to leave.
We got going by 11:59 the next morning. Early start! Made it
out before noon. We figured we had only to drop down into the
valley and trek out an easy couple of hours to the road, where it
was planned we would meet Scott and his Jeep. After a couple of
hours ploughing through snow on the plateau we realized that we
weren’t quite as far as we had previously thought. Everything is
larger in the Yukon, and distances are hard to judge. The mountains we had come from were behind us, full of dirty purples, oranges and reds, white snow streaked peaks surrounded the pass,
and a vast expanse of peaks crowded the horizon ahead, all snow
covered and glacial.
We started the descent off the pass after lunch. After a 400m
drop we reached the road, but no Scott and no Jeep. There were
two rivers which he might have had trouble crossing in the Jeep,
so we hefted our packs onto our backs and set out again. Scott
wasn’t at the first river, so we kept on trekking past it. By this
time we had already added a good 7 km onto the trip and come
upon a moose who galloped away ahead of us. I was beyond the
point of caring about my feet, but eventually slowed and let Chris
and Peter go ahead, thinking that if we were headed all the way to
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the highway, I wouldn’t be able to maintain that pace for another
couple hours. Finally, I rounded a bend a hundred yards behind
the guys, to hear them cheering excitedly. There was Scott in his
Jeep, bouncing straight down the river bed, scared to stop and get
swept away. He reached us, jumped out, and high on adrenaline,
told us how he had been trying to cross for an hour, using his GPS
to search for the best way, and was sure that something had happened to us since we hadn’t turned up yet. We cracked the home
brew beer he had brought along in celebration of an adventure
well completed, and piled into the Jeep.
After picking up the Bot-mobile at the other end of the trail, Peter and I stopped in the Junction to let Parks know that no Search
and Rescue was required. In the end, not one drop of rain fell on
us during the entire 4 days and 85km, we weren’t swept away by
any rivers, the snow just added to the scenery, and the estimate of
16 trees down on the trail was greatly inaccurate and off by about
one hundred and sixteen.
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Hiking through the remnants of winter snow on day four. Breanne
Johnson photo

Garibaldi Neve
Traverse in Summer
gili rosenberg
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crossing the Garibaldi Neve in summer is a challenging proposition, especially in a low snow year. In fact, finding a reasonable
route through the maze of icefalls and gaping crevasses might
be impossible. I imagine a bird looking down at us and thinking
to itself “what are these crazy humans doing, they won’t make it
through.” In winter the crevasses are covered by huge amounts of
snow, making route finding much easier. Nevertheless, Christian
Veenstra, who organized the trip, led us on courageously.
We met up at the Diamond Head parking lot, waited for a few
stragglers, and started hiking up the wide trail to Elfin Lakes. We
stopped at Red Heather Meadows for a rest and to eat the abundant plump and delicious huckleberries. From there we hiked up
to Paul Ridge, admired the view of the very pointy Atwell Peak,
and on to Elfin Lakes. This brought back memories of a trip to Elfin Lakes in June the previous year, when the trail was completely
covered in snow and it was foggy, so we saw no views. At Elfin
Lakes we had our first lunch, and hiked down to Ring Creek and
past Opal Cone. Here we left the trail and headed up towards the
glacier, hiking on glacial debris.
At the glacier we fiddled around with our crampons for a while,
had a snack and enjoyed the views some more. From there we
hiked on bare ice, which was actually much easier than hiking on
talus and scree. There was a lot of running water on the glacier,
and every now and then we came across a small waterfall going
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Veronika Schmitt and Maya Goldstein hopping across crevasses
on the Garibaldi Neve. Gili Rosenberg photo

down into a hole in the ice and disappearing into the void. We also
hopped over many wide crevasses, providing entertainment and
food for photo-op hunters.
Eventually we arrived at a part of the glacier which was covered
with snow, and were stopped by Christian who said we should
have roped up “way back over there.” The reason being that the
snow can hide crevasses under a thin layer of snow, and a fall into
one of these could cause serious injury or worse. We split up into
rope teams and continued hiking along the glacier, the chaotic
group transformed into a neat single file slithering up the slope,
like a snake in a grassy meadow. We crossed several short rocky
sections where we repeatedly unroped, took off our crampons,
and then put them back on. I led the second group and managed
to take some good photos while walking backwards in the front;
somewhat tricky at times.
Finally we reached camp, which was populated by the advance
party which had come up earlier that same day. Since we were doing a one way trip, a car had to be placed at the end, and Roland
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Burton and co. volunteered to go up the day before to the end of
the route, hike back down, drive to the beginning and join us on
the glacier. When we arrived at camp I hiked up on some rocks
to get a better view, and saw three of them returning from a reconnaissance of the complex terrain we were planning to travel
through the next day.
In total we were about thirty VOCers, with a good mix of experience levels. Notably, Lisa Pittl brought along her parents, Hans
and Claudia, who were visiting from Austria, and fit right in. We
had dinner on the rocks, and some singing to Christian’s fine ukulele playing and Hans’ melodic voice. Long time favourites such as
American Pie (Don Mclean) mixed seamlessly with some esoteric
Canadian tunes such as Northwest Passage (Stan Rogers).
The next day we woke up at 6am, had a hurried breakfast and
watched the sun rise up like an orange fireball through the hazy
skies from recent forest fires. A procession of people holding
poo bags passed through camp—it is VOC policy on big trips to
carry out even the poo. This is especially important when camping in the alpine, since it could take many years for it to break
down.
We packed, donned our crampons, roped up, and followed Roland’s group on the meandering route that they had found the
day before. I looked back, seeing pink lines of Watermelon Algae
which had been carried by water trickles down the snow slope,
and in the background the huge pyramid rock of Atwell. In front
there was a sea of snow and ice, and more worrying, a labyrinth of
crevasses and icefalls that we were going to attempt to cross. We
stopped while others went ahead to look for a good route. There
was talk of turning around if a route couldn’t be found in a short
while. No one was looking forward to retracing our steps.
This was a good chance to appreciate the icy castles and sculptures, and the Sharkfin jutting out of the glacier, like the fin of
a giant sea monster living beneath the ice. Finally the call came
that we should follow the intricate route found by Roland, which
involved going right through the icefall, hiking down and back up
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on narrow bridges of ice. Christian remarked that Roland’s route
was probably the only one that would have gotten us through. Roland then said that this was the most “dinking around on a glacier”
that he had ever done, remarkable in light of the many trips he
has done over the years.
We made it through unscathed, and shortly we were beside the
Sharkfin, breathing a sigh of relief, since it seemed more and more
likely that we would actually succeed. We hiked down on the right
of the Sharkfin, descending a hard snow patch. I attempted to glissade but the snow was too hard so I had to self arrest which was
surprisingly difficult with the hard snow and heavy pack on my
back. We got back on the Warren Glacier, with great views of the
Table and the Guard watching over our progress from the head
of the glacier. This part of the glacier was easy going, so progress
was now much faster. Maya Goldstein spotted a blue patch, so I
headed over to check it out and discovered an old sleeping bag,
sopping wet. I picked it up to carry down as payback to the glacier
guardians for letting us through. It joined the remains of a blue
balloon that I had found earlier that day. Now I know where all
those balloons that people let go of actually end up.
After passing a raging waterfall, we stopped for a lunch break,
with good views of the winter route up Garibaldi. We continued
on the glacier a little longer, and then a bear appeared on a small
ridge up ahead, saw us and scampered off. I imagine he was quite
surprised to see such a large group in this unlikely location. We
reached the end of the glacier, thinking that we were right beside
Brohm Ridge, which would lead us down to the road, but then discovered that we were one ridge over from the correct ridge. We
hiked back up onto the glacier and around Mt. Garibaldi, and finally onto the correct ridge, and the small trail that goes along it.
In front we saw what looked like a steep rocky bump from afar,
and I was sure we would go around it. However, on the right side
there was a steep snow patch with a long fall below, so we ended
up going right over it. This was mostly hiking on a faint trail with
a few easy scrambling moves.
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From the top of the bump we could see a good trail which led
to the logging road that would take us down to the road. We made
fast progress down the trail and the logging road, but we were
in for at least 15km and 1500m of elevation loss on the road, a
lengthy ordeal. Roland took down a first load of drivers, and we
continued hiking down the road. Later he came back up to take
the rest of the drivers and the backpacks, and the restless good
soul that he is, came back up again to take down one last load of
11 people crammed into the Sturdy Trooper. I was one of the lucky
drivers to get an earlier ride down, but apparently the last group
was ecstatically thankful to see Roland come up for them unexpectedly. In the meantime the drivers drove back to the Diamond
Head parking lot to get the cars, so that soon enough we were all
down at the bottom, with some people heading for a quick session
of skinny dipping in Cat Lake. We reassembled at A&W for a quick
burger dinner, and the not so surprising discovery that one burger
doesn’t really cut it after a trip like this.
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A meandering route through a massive icefall on the Garibaldi
Neve. Gili Rosenberg photo

The Old Settler
Lesson
marek labecki (voc alumnus)

the 19th of July, 2008. It wasn’t a particularly inspiring day, as
the sky was heavily overcast, albeit with hopes of clearing in the
afternoon. For the seven of us—Stephanie Li, Alastair Ferries,
Mark Tremblay with his trusty quadruped Frank, Andrzej Jarzabek, Gordon Esplin and I—the destination was The Old Settler
(2132 m), an impressive triple peak east of Harrison Lake, visible
from Highway 1 eastbound before Chilliwack. The intended route,
described in Matt Gunn’s Scrambles book, was to take us to the
second-highest central peak, reportedly the easiest of the three.
To reach the starting point of this hike requires a 4WD vehicle
capable of negotiating deep waterbars, as well as a lot of patience
and navigational skills. The confusing myriad of logging roads and
their spurs had us scratching our heads for a while, and it wasn’t
until we had tested a few approaches that the consensus was finally reached on where to park the cars. The super-overgrown 2.5 km
stretch of the road ahead, supposedly drivable according to the
book, could only be tackled on foot. By the time we had figured all
that out, it was already about 10:30 am—a pretty late start.
One hour later, at the end of the road, we picked up some scarce
flagging that guided us through an open forest, then through increasingly dense bush, up a steep forested slope, then even more
bush—to finally reach the top of a knoll and a meadow on the
southwest side of Daiphy Lake. Here we stopped for a snack, gazing curiously at the slopes and ridges of The Old Settler over on
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the other side of the lake as they were reluctantly emerging from
the clouds. We could still only see the lower portion of our route
ahead, but it was already quite obvious that—unlike in the photos
shown in the Scrambles book—there was a considerable amount
of snow we would need to cross along the way.
The snow we hit on the other side of the lake was hard-packed
and unpleasant. I was very cautious here and had my ice-axe and
helmet out soon, the memory of a reckless slide just two and a half
weeks before still fresh on my mind and body. Back then, I had
been trying to take advantage of bumslide opportunities on the
southwest side of Williams Peak, but as I was moving along the
top edge of a snowfield to a position which would have allowed me
to avoid rocks sticking out of the snow—and who would bother
using the ice-axe on such a short traverse—I suddenly lost my
footing and started sliding down. It seemed innocent at first, but
went out of control after I hit a large rock and began to tumble,
accelerating downhill, hitting more rocks on the way, and finally
stopping where the grade eased off, 50-60 m below the top of the
snowfield and 20 m from a boulder field down slope. I finished the
rest of that trip in quite a bit of pain and did not want to repeat
the experiment here on The Old Settler.
***
The ascending traverse of the snow and scree slopes on the east
side of Daiphy Lake led us to the edge of a major snowfield that
covered the visible part of our route from here on. The terrain was
steepening, prompting us to employ our crampons and ice-axes.
Gordon and Mark zoomed ahead, quickly reaching the base of the
ramp that switched to the right toward the summit. Alastair went
next, followed by Andrzej, Stephanie and I. As I stepped onto the
snow and looked ahead, I began to have serious doubts. It was getting steeper and the snow wasn’t getting any better. At that point,
I had lost Gordon and Mark from sight.
Within minutes, some commotion arose near the base of the
ramp. Alastair, half-hidden behind the top edge of the snowfield,
was frantically shouting to us. “Come up as quickly as possible!,”
“Marek, stay close to Stephanie!”—was as much as I could make of
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it from a distance. It sounded to me like warnings against a major rockfall or an avalanche, neither of which I would expect under these conditions. I tried to walk faster, carefully planting my
crampons in Alastair’s tracks. When I stopped and looked ahead,
I noticed Gordon downclimbing, while Andrzej was already close
to Alastair. I was confused—why was Gordon descending? A quick
head count—something’s wrong here. “He’s about 5-10 m below
where you are”—I heard Alastair’s voice, probably directed at Gordon. “What happened?”—Stephanie asked me. It all became clear.
“Mark fell, I think he’s under the snow”—I replied.
We gathered near Alastair on the rocks by the base of the ramp,
just above the edge of the snowfield. This was a very awkward
spot; first, because of an incline of 30-35 degrees, and second, because it was right at the entrance to the moat—a deep and narrow
cavity between the half-a-metre thick snow layer at the top and
the rock bed underneath, space that could easily swallow our backpacks or one of us if we were not careful. I looked down inside it—
and it was all dark and wet from the dripping snow melt. Within
seconds I also noticed some movement in there—that was Mark,
7-8 m lower. Alastair had already dropped some warm clothes to
him. Mark was conscious but disoriented and had—according to
Alastair—probably broken his leg.
***
From the look down the moat it was clear that even an uninjured
person might not be able to climb out of there unassisted, let alone
an injured one—the rock was slippery, the snow surface on the
inside smooth, and the slope was too steep. Alastair and Gordon
started devising a plan of action. Gordon had with him a short 6
mm rope plus some slings and biners, and we all had several iceaxes at our disposal, which should make a rescue extraction worth
a try. Alastair shouted to Mark that we were going to get his backpack first and then attempt to pull him out. Mark acknowledged.
We dropped a rope with a sling and a biner down, and soon Mark’s
backpack was with us, short of a few items that had fallen out.
Next, we dropped the rope down again, and Alastair instructed
Mark to wrap the sling around his chest and under his arms. We
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decided to use a simple brute-force pull technique. Only two or
three people could actually do the pulling because of safety considerations and limited space at the entrance to the moat—those
three were Alastair, Andrzej and myself. Gordon was watching
closely from the edge of the snow, and Stephanie was on the rock
slab in the back. Alastair tried to jam an ice-axe between the rock
and the snow to ease the rope movement, but that didn’t work.
“One-two-three…pull!!!”—Alastair yelled repeatedly as the
three of us were applying force to the rope as hard as we could.
It was coming out very slowly, inch after inch, until we could see
Mark’s red jacket emerging out of the dark and then were finally
able to grab Mark by his arms. But he was tired and had to stop
for a rest, his lower half still inside, as if this big hungry mouth
that was holding him refused to return its prey. “Take this thing
off me…”—he whispered a few times pointing at the tight sling
constricting him painfully. We took the sling off and pulled Mark
completely out of the moat to a safe spot where he lay down,
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Mark is out—bruised, wet and shivering but alive. Gordon Esplin
photo
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panting heavily, soaked and shivering from cold and trauma. His
overpants and gaiters were torn. His head was severely bruised
and bleeding. One of his legs was injured, but he couldn’t tell us
which—he was too exhausted to communicate at this moment.
***
The next thing to do, after Mark had rested for a while, was
to change him into dry clothes. The sun was gradually coming
out, but it wasn’t too warm as yet. We removed Mark’s crampons,
boots, socks and all other layers, sacrificing the overpants by
ripping them open with a knife. Alastair’s vast supplies of spare
clothing proved invaluable, and soon our victim was warm and dry.
Next, we needed to assess Mark’s ability to move. It was his right
knee that was injured, he told us, but apart from some bruises and
scratches on both legs no obvious sign of breaking was evident.
In the meantime, we had started planning the retreat. Alastair
and Gordon discussed a way of getting Mark down the snowfield
by using ice-axes as anchors and a fixed rope suspended between
them. If Mark could walk, then this was certainly doable, although
logistically complicated and likely very slow—the anchors would
need to be repositioned every 15–20 m, and some of us would
have to do without ice-axes in the process (Mark’s ice-axe was left
in the moat). More obstacles—the steep forest and heavy bush—
were awaiting us on the way back, too, but we didn’t worry about
those for now.
But could Mark walk, even if limping? We were about to find
out. He was rising up slowly, helped by our hands and arms, carefully attempting to shift his body weight onto his feet. And it already seemed that he had managed it, that he would be able to
stand up—when suddenly he screamed and collapsed onto the
rock, squirming in pain. We looked at one another hopelessly, as
if waiting for somebody to come up with some brilliant idea that
would disperse what we all realised at that very instant—that it
was not going to be possible to get Mark off the mountain without
external help.
***
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Was it by some extraordinary intuition, simple luck, or both, that
back at the trailhead Gordon, who had already decided to leave his
cell phone behind in the car, changed his mind in the last minute
and took it with him? Two people brought GPSs, but his was the
only phone we had. We were on a west-facing slope, not shielded
by other mountains, and the weather was improving, so Gordon
was able to pick up a signal and connect with 911. “We’re on The
Old Settler, east of Harrison Lake, we had a climbing accident, the
guy has a broken leg, we need Search and Rescue, we need a helicopter.” Gordon clearly and methodically described our situation
and location, including the precise GPS coordinates and elevation.
It was 3:15 pm. Twenty minutes later—another 911 call, repeating
again all details of our location and the GPS data—to make sure
the previous message was received and relayed to the rescue crews.
After that all we could do was wait. Gordon started descending
to the lake shore, hoping to meet there with the rescuers and fill
them in on the situation. A few of us climbed to a rock ledge above,
a good vantage spot to view both the moat entrance below and
Mark’s sliding tracks from their point of origin. Alastair scrambled further up, avoiding the snow, all the way to the ridge crest,
from where he could see a helipad on the summit. We speculated
where the helicopter could land, it could be down by the lake or up
on the summit, which—Alastair argued—would be a faster way
of getting to us. Mark, after his initial refusal to eat, was gradually
getting re-energized with snacks and water, and was able to stand
on his own—but not walk.
By 6 pm, the clouds were practically gone and the afternoon
sun had pleasantly warmed us up. The sound of the approaching
helicopter became audible a few minutes before its yellow body appeared on the southwest sky against the backdrop of Mt. Baker in
the far distance. We grabbed a few bright-coloured clothing items
and started waving them frantically above our heads. The chopper
acknowledged seeing us by honking loudly a few times. It stopped
for a moment right above us, then circled around several times,
assessing the terrain, to finally descend in a spiral to a meadow on
the northwest side of the lake, where it landed.
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Soon, another chopper appeared—a white-and-red air ambulance; it circled around the mountain and landed next to the
first one by the lake. Not much appeared to be happening around
the helicopters for a while, except that we could see a few people
who—we assumed—were about to start hiking up to our location.
Then, a third chopper arrived, a yellow one like the first, and it
seemed to have dropped some supplies for the rescue crew, flying
away right afterwards. We felt a bit overwhelmed by the scale of
the operation.
At about 6:45 pm the first helicopter took off, coming toward
us, and it wasn’t until a couple of minutes later that we noticed its
purpose—there was a line dropping from it, at the end of which a
tiny silhouette of person could be seen. Soon that person—a fully
equipped rescuer from Chilliwack Search and Rescue—was swinging right above our heads, trying to find the footing on the edge of
the snow. A strong air draft blew across the rock ledge we were sitting on. I rose and gave the rescuer a hand so he was able to stand
down next to us and detach himself from the chopper.
But something unexpected happened while the chopper was
lowering the rescuer—the air draft was so powerful that it dislodged Alastair’s backpack, causing it to slide off the rock and disappear in the moat, about 10 m to the left from where Mark had
fallen in. Apart from Alastair’s hiking gear, it also contained his
camera, as well as Mark’s truck keys, retrieved earlier from the
moat together with Mark’s backpack. That was a disaster. The
rescuer promised to try and recover the backpack if there were
enough time before dark, but—as he rightly pointed out—the attention now should really be focused on getting Mark out of here
first.
***
The yellow chopper soon brought another rescuer, this one from
Kent-Harrison SAR, and with him a Bauman Bag—a piece of
equipment designed for a helicopter evacuation of an injured person. The rescuer quickly proceeded with a medical examination of
Mark’s condition. Mark demonstrated he could stand on his own,
which made a difference as to the way he could be evacuated. In-
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Mark is lifted up and transported to the air
ambulance, waiting by the lake, which will take him
to Chilliwack. Frank (left) is somewhat oblivious to
what’s been happening, Andrzej is taking a picture, I
am raising my thumb up, and Alastair (on my right) is
watching by. Stephanie Li photo

206

stead of using the Bauman Bag, the rescuers decided to employ a
technique known as Human External Transport System (HETS), in
which the victim, accompanied by a certified rescuer, is transported to safety hanging on a rope suspended from a helicopter. This
required additional supplies—a helmet, goggles and a special vest-
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harness for Mark—which were promptly delivered by the chopper.
The Kent-Harrison rescuer clipped Mark to his harness and began
preparations for the HETS evacuation.
Meanwhile, the first rescuer had anchored himself to a picket
planted in the snow and was trying to fish out Alastair’s backpack
by swinging his ice-axe across the depth of the moat. He had not
been very successful, though, and there wasn’t much more he
could do—the opening under the snow was too narrow for a person to squeeze through, so he couldn’t lower himself any deeper.
Alastair had already reconciled himself to the loss, finding consolation in the indisputable fact that Mark’s life was more important
than a few material things. Spare keys to Mark’s truck could still
be retrieved later from his residence, so it was not the end of the
world, either.
Both Mark and the second rescuer were now attached to the
rope dropping from the helicopter above. The chopper started rising, slowly picking up the rope until all of its length was in the air
and, soon after, the two-person load was lifted off the ground. I
raised my thumb up in a farewell gesture, wishing Mark fun on
what was possibly the ride of his life. We watched them fly away
up to the sky and then down to the lake. There, Mark was escorted
to the air ambulance that took him to the Chilliwack airport, from
where he was later transported on the ground to the Chilliwack
hospital.
***
For the rest of us, there was only about an hour and half of daylight left when we started heading out. Down by the lake, we reunited with Gordon, and Alastair discovered that he actually had
Mark’s keys on him, as he had moved them earlier into his pocket.
More great news was delivered by two of the rescue personnel who
came to meet us there—Alastair’s backpack had been successfully
retrieved from the moat. We thanked the rescuers for all their extraordinary help and proceeded with our descent.
We managed to get through the heavy bush before dark, but
had to use headlamps on the logging road. We returned to cars at
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about 10:15 pm, and Andrzej offered to drive Mark’s truck back.
Somehow we mishandled Mark’s instructions on how to deal with
its alarm system, though, as a result of which we were punished
for another 20 minutes by intermittent honking, sirens and similar noise. Heading back along the east side of Harrison Lake, we
spotted from the car a large animal hopping out into the bush on
the side of the road—its long, impressive tail could only belong
to a cougar.
At about midnight, we arrived at the hospital in Chilliwack,
where Mark was waiting for us. He was in good spirits and had
already been taken care of, his injured leg now wrapped in a splint.
The X-ray showed that it was not broken, but the bone was fractured below the knee. Mark was able to get about, limping, but
could not drive a car and was going to be off hiking for at least
eight weeks. We escorted him to his house and bid him farewell,
promising our assistance on his new mission—he intended to go
back to The Old Settler as soon as he was able to and retrieve his
ice-axe, left behind in the moat.
***
What lessons can be learned from this story? We have spent a great
deal of time analyzing and discussing the conditions and circumstances of the accident. How exactly did Mark fall? He was wearing
crampons and using an ice-axe, but that didn’t prevent him from
losing the grip on the snow. He slid about 12 m down the snow
slope, then 5-6 m over a rock slab, and finally 7-8 m down the moat.
It seems that there was a thin layer of mushy snow on top of harder
snow underneath. This top layer might have stopped the crampon
points from getting a good grip in the firm snow below, and could
probably also slide off the firm layer.
The use of the ice-axe appears to be crucial here. Mark said that
he didn’t even try to self-arrest, because there was no point—he
was going over. Instead, he braced himself for the impact and
tried to stick to the slope to avoid tumbling. This may make sense,
but self-arrest should be so ingrained in one that it can be done
instantly and instinctively from any falling position. Trip leaders
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should always encourage their participants to practice self-arrest
at every opportunity, whenever the conditions permit.
The usefulness of cell phones in cases of emergency in the
mountains cannot be underestimated. Without Gordon’s phone,
we would have not been able to receive external help until one
of us had descended back to the cars and called for help from the
nearest house or pay phone, which would have taken hours. The
helicopter evacuation likely would have had to wait until morning,
essentially implying a night spent on the mountain.
It is also very important to carry extra clothes, if not for yourself then for your fellow-hikers, in case the weather breaks down
or an emergency arises—such as a forced bivouac or an accident.
Thanks to the spare layers and raingear we had with us, Mark was
able to dress up while in the moat and could be changed in a whole
new set of dry clothes after he was pulled out.
Helmets should definitely be used more often, and preferably
during any off-trail travel. A helmet would have prevented the minor injury to Mark’s head. Only a week after the Old Settler accident, another misadventure happened on what had been planned
as an overnight trip to the Lake Lovely Water area. This time the
victim was myself. While ascending a steep, mossy slope on the
way to the established trail, I lost my footing, my heavy pack
pulled me backwards, and I started falling head-down. I stopped
6-7 m lower, hitting a tree with my head, which possibly saved me
from much more serious consequences of a longer fall. Alastair
and others escorted me back downhill, setting up a safety rope
and carrying down my backpack. A visit at the Squamish Emergency ended on a high note—apart from an impressive superficial
wound, my head sustained no internal injuries. Nevertheless, the
trip was over for all of us. We all had helmets in our backpacks, but
none of us was wearing one during the steep bushwhack.
Alastair has said that he now takes two 20 m long 6 mm ropes
on nearly every trips he leads, carrying one himself and having
another participant carry the other in case he is the one who gets
in trouble. Indeed, Gordon’s rope was crucial for Mark’s extraction
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from the moat and was also helpful on the retreat following my accident. Without a rope, we would have had to wait for a few more
hours for the Search and Rescue on The Old Settler, and Mark
would have almost certainly gotten hypothermia. Without both
the rope and the cell phone, the chances of Mark’s survival would
have been close to nil.
What else? Be cautious. Use your imagination. Do not take
your safety for granted. Respect the mountains.
***
In mid September, about two months after Mark’s accident, Gordon asked me if I was interested in joining him on a trip back to
The Old Settler on the coming weekend. Of course, I didn’t even
think twice. This time, we started very early in the morning. The
weather was gorgeous. Most of the snow we remembered from the
past July was gone. As we arrived at the base of the ramp, which
was all free of snow now, we recognised the rock ledge we were
sitting on two months earlier. The base of the rock slab some 10 m
below the ledge looked like it might have been the bottom of the
former moat.
Mark’s belongings quickly became noticeable, scattered around
in the dirt and among rocks. First to be found was the plastic jug
he had always carried with him, still half-full with water for Frank
and himself. Then the mitts, gaiters, his ripped overpants, a hat
and a tuque offered to him by Alastair. We were still looking for
the most important item—the ice-axe. Finally, Gordon spotted
it—trapped under a huge boulder that must have come down
from above. It took two people to tilt the boulder up just enough
so that the ice-axe could be released from underneath.
A lot of fun scrambling awaited us on the way to the summit,
where we all arrived a couple of hours later. After an extensive
photo session and lunch, we headed back down, picking up Mark’s
stuff from the base of the ramp. The following weekend we paid
him a visit, bringing with us a gift package consisting of the items
retrieved from The Old Settler and a collection of photos from this
and various other trips he had missed. Mark was recovering amaz-
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ingly fast, keeping himself in good shape and having already resumed hiking on established trails. Soon he was back in business
with the rest of us.

September 2008—Jeff, Gordon, Stephanie and I on the central
summit of the Old Settler. The north (highest) summit is in the
background, with Mt. Urquhart right of centre behind. Stephanie
Li photo
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The North Coast Trail
paul lanfranchi
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every summer, a group of friends from high school and I organize some sort of backpacking adventure. These usually involve excessive amounts of planning in order to accommodate everyone’s
schedules, destinations that are never easy to reach, and complicated car-pooling systems to get everyone to and from where they
need to be. This year was no different. Our adventure was to hike
the North Coast Trail, found on the North coast of Vancouver Island, in conjunction with some rest and relaxation in Tofino. After
working around everyone’s work and school schedules, planning
everything to a tee, and packing the vehicles, we finally set out for
Vancouver Island. Not all at the same time though—that would be
too easy.
Our group of seven hikers arrived in Port Hardy over two days
in two different vehicles. The first group to arrive drove to the
western trail head (in Cape Scott Park), left their vehicle in the
parking lot and took a shuttle back to Port Hardy. In an effort to
save money, we had two people take the shuttle after placing the
getaway vehicle, instead of the whole group taking the shuttle at
the end of the hike. Late that night, after leaving Vancouver after
work, I, along with the rest of our group arrived in Port Hardy
where we had a quick sleep in a campground. The next day involved an early morning wakeup to catch the water taxi we had
chartered to reach the eastern trail head. This end of the trail is
only accessible by water, necessitating either a water taxi or float
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plane. After shuttling us to shore in a small inflatable hull boat,
the water taxi driver sped off and vanished in the distance.
Looking back on it, our choice to hike the trail from east to
west is the direction that I would recommend to others. The first
day of hiking involves slogging through some sections of logged
forest before reaching a swampy plateau. The first couple kilometres of hiking were steep and rugged, before reaching the plateau
where the trail meandered about, frequently crossing swampy
sections on boardwalks. This was only the second year that the
North Coast Trail had been open which meant that many sections
were still unfinished and in a very rugged state. After crossing the
plateau, the trail descended towards the ocean and our campsite
for the first night, Skinner Creek. Here we camped on a beautiful
sandy beach and watched the sun set over the Pacific Ocean. We
talked to a few people who were hiking the other direction and
who reported that the next campsite we would reach, Cape Sutil,
had no fresh water. We later found out that there was fresh water
if you knew where to look, but in the meantime we decided to hike
through to the next site that we knew would have water.
The next day started with a short distance of beach hiking before turning inland again. Just before leaving the beach, we saw
off the distance the first and only bear we would see on the trip.
We heard stories from other hikers who saw multiple bears each
day, but I suspect that our large group gave the bears plenty of
warning of our approach. After hiking inland along a river for a
couple kilometres, we made our first of two cable car crossings of
the trip. The water in the river was low enough that walking across
would have been feasible, but cable cars are way more fun! On the
other side of the river, we started heading back towards the ocean.
This is where it became quite evident that the trail is still a work in
progress and far from the perfectly groomed state of many trails
in this corner of the province. Progress was slow through the thick
forest that often refused to give way to the trail. The most challenging section would come once we reached the ocean and began
following the coastline again. Devoid of sandy beaches, this section consisted of steep headlands over which the trail led. I’m told
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this type of terrain is where the many ladders of the West Coast
Trail are found. On the North Coast Trail, the steepest sections
got a rope tied to a tree with which you could pull yourself up. As
more money is spent improving the trail, these sections will surely
be worked on, but it was a challenging and rewarding experience
to hike the trail in its unrefined state. Beyond the headlands, we
re-emerged onto the beaches and reached Cape Sutil, our original
destination for the day.
Still believing that Cape Sutil held no fresh water, we stopped
for lunch before continuing to the next campsite. The next 7 km
of hiking were among the most enjoyable I have ever experienced.
There were long stretches of beach hiking, and although this often
meant sinking into loose pebbles and tripping over softball sized
rocks, the spectacular scenery more than made up for it. There
are many small pocket beaches—beautiful white sand protected
between dramatic rock outcroppings that pierce the shoreline. After several hours of hiking along seemingly endless beaches, the
views were still breath taking, but we were anxious to arrive at
camp. It had been a long and grueling day, and by the time we
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Enjoying the view on the way to Shuttleworth Bight. Paul
Lanfranchi photo
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reached Shuttleworth Bight, we were happy to have arrived. In
the end, it took us 9 hours to cover 15 km, which sounds slow, but
is really a testament to the rugged nature of the trail.
Since we were now a day ahead of schedule as a result of combining two hiking days into one, we decided to spend the next day relaxing on the beach. Shuttleworth Bight is a massive white sand beach
about 1.5 km long, and hundreds of metres wide when the tide is out.
There are huge tidal pools in the rock formations that extend from
one end of the beach which are teeming with sea life. Our rest day
was sunny and hot, and we spent our time exploring the coast line,
swimming, body surfing, and relaxing in the sun. This location was a
definite highlight of the trip and I highly recommend spending time
at Shuttleworth Bight to anyone passing through.
When we awoke the next morning to continue our journey, we
were greeted by heavy fog and mist. Sadly this is all we would see
for the next two days. Our destination for the night was the campsite at Laura Creek. The day was spent hiking almost exclusively
along beaches, with brief detours inland. Unfortunately our surroundings were largely obscured by fog, but the many tidal pools
and various items that had washed up on shore provided entertainment as we hiked. The campsite at Laura Creek was our least
favourite of the trip. The beach was rocky and afforded minimal
space to set up tents. When we arrived, the water line was somewhere behind the fog, and it was only when the tide came in to
within metres of our tents during the night did we receive confirmation that ocean was in fact still there.
Following our night at Laura Creek, we intended to hike to Nissen Bight where we would camp, then hike out to the Cape Scott
Trail parking lot at San Joseph Bay the next day. After hiking all
morning in the fog, we arrived in the early afternoon to a socked
in Nissen Bight. Not wanting to spend the rest of the day at this
dreary beach, we continued to another campsite that would be
closer to the parking lot. Upon arrival, we discovered that this
campsite consisted of nothing more than a tent pad in the middle of a swamp. So for the second time this trip, we decided to
combine two days of hiking into one and pushed through to the
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parking lot. By this point we were merely on a mission to get to
the end of the trail, but the Cape Scott area is another beautiful
spot and warrants a visit either on its own or in combination with
the North Coast Trail. With great relief we reached the parking lot
where the seven of us and our gear piled into one SUV and made
the drive back to Port Hardy. The second leg of our trip involved
taking two days to drive to Tofino where we hung out on the beach,
surfed, and rested our tired bodies.
We originally set out to complete the North Coast Trail in six
hiking days and we ended up completing it in four day plus a rest
day at Shuttleworth Bight. In the end, we experienced everything
one would expect on a coastal hike: beautiful beaches, magnificent
forests, and sadly a couple days of hiking in the fog. All in all, I
feel as though we really lucked out. We were never rained more
than the wet sea fog that hung around, and the first three days of
spectacular sunshine made the whole trip worthwhile. Like any
coastal hike, the weather can be a major factor on the North Coast
Trail, but in the right conditions, it is a fantastic hike. The North
Coast Trail offers a chance to hike on a relatively uncrowded trail
through stunning scenery in rugged terrain.
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Leaving Laura Creek campsite in the fog. Paul Lanfranchi photo

Adventure on Mount
of the Holy Cross
todd mackenzie

so, at the time of this adventure, I was a few weeks shy of becoming a VOC member, but I think it’s worth telling anyway. This specific story is also a part of a much larger adventure, so a bit of background is necessary. This past summer I had just recently finished
undergrad on the East coast in Prince Edward Island, and for the
first time I had truly been free to do as I pleased. All throughout
undergrad, I had been a co-op student, so every semester off was
actually spent working. This time though, I was actually free and
had miraculously saved up a few hundred dollars. I was accepted
to UBC for my Master’s starting in the fall, so I also knew I had to
make it to Vancouver somehow. I do consider myself quite an adventurous person and very much a daydreamer, so I spent the last
few months of undergrad dreaming of what I would do with my
freedom. I’ve been on a few bike tours, so my first plan was to bike
across Canada. Although I had just finished a bike tour, tip to tip,
of PEI, my current bike was wholly inadequate for such a journey. I
was strapped for cash and couldn’t afford a new bike, so that wasn’t
an option. My second option was my motorcycle. This conjured
up unpleasant images of a previous adventure. I had bought my
motorcycle while on a co-op work term in Ontario and had driven
it home with my two best friends, Sam Kingston and Chad Dunsford, and their motorcycles at the beginning of May 2007. That
was three days of bone chilling rain and an abundance of type-II
fun. In all honesty, my motorcycle was no better suited to cross a
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continent than my bicycle, but it was my best option. It is 28 years
old and very rough around the edges, but the holes in the exhaust
do make it sound pretty awesome. Just before I left, my father
offered me his car, but I wanted adventure, so I foolishly turned
down his offer. Along the way, I dropped my motorcycle twice, the
battery died twice, I ran dangerously low on oil, my rear struts
failed, one of my horns fell off, the fuel line broke, and it would
barely move when above 1500 metres elevation. After I finished
a few last weeks of work at UPEI, I had a going away party with
my friends. The next day I packed up my belongings to be shipped
when I arrived in Vancouver and told my parents I was leaving in
the morning. On June 12th I left PEI solo on my motorcycle. I had
packed on my motorcycle all the outdoor equipment I owned. On
the back, I had a pair of panniers hanging off the sides, my backpack strapped sideways over the panniers, a bag strapped on top
of my gas tank, and my tent and sleeping pad strapped to my front
fork. I had no real plan. All I knew was that I was headed west.
Ok, so I knew I wanted to climb mountains. First stop was Mt.
Katahdyn, then Mt. Washington, then the Colorado Rockies. Here
I set up basecamp at a hostel just outside of Rocky Mountain National Park for three weeks. There was a small local climbing gym
where I was able to meet new friends and climbing partners. I was
climbing on Lumpy Ridge the day after I arrived and summited my
first 4000+ metre peak two days later. I was having a blast.
In America, they use a funny way to measure the height of
mountains called, “feet,” and so they’ve made a list of their tallest mountains called the 14’ers, which are mountains over 14,000
feet tall. There are 57 14’ers in their Rocky Mountains and the
closest to where I was located was called Longs Peak. This still isn’t
the setting of the story, but it does play a part. I had been planning
on climbing Longs Peak, but was waiting to find someone who
would climb it with me. It is a 12 to 15 hour hike with a 3rd class
scramble for the last 2 hours to the summit.
One evening at the climbing gym, my friends and I decided we
would climb a 14’er called Mount of the Holy Cross, and that we
would leave the following evening to drive to its base. By this time
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Todd after a steep ascent out of the valley. Mount of the Holy
Cross is in the background, with its distinctive snow cross on its
face. Todd MacKenzie photo

I was getting impatient about climbing Longs Peak, so I made the
foolish decision to climb it the next morning. By next morning, I
really mean later that night because in the Rockies, you need to
worry about afternoon thunderstorms. So I climbed Longs Peak,
starting at 1am solo. This might sound kind of foolish to do alone,
but it’s kind of like the Grouse Grind of the 14’ers. I was the first to
summit at about 6am. It is truly an amazing mountain and a fantastic scramble. On the way down, I ran into the the usual crowd
on their way up. I headed back to my hostel, took a rest, then began my preparation for my next challenge.
We were on our way later that night to the base of Mount of the
Holy Cross. I was thoroughly exhausted and regretting my decision to climb both mountains back to back. There was even talk of
starting the climb late that night! When we arrived at the base of
the mountain after several hours of driving and about 20km on a
dirt road, we finally reached the launch point. Luckily we decided
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it was best to start in the morning and we laid our sleeping bags
out underneath the stars for the night.
We woke at daylight, ate some breakfast, packed up our sleeping bags and were off by 8:30am. Our plan was to hike to a hut,
spend the night, climb the mountain in the morning, then pack
everything out. This is definitely not what happened. The hike
into the hut was very pretty and there was lots of chatting and
laughter that always comes with the beginning of an adventure.
We moved quickly and reached the hut just before noon, much
earlier than expected. The hut itself is made of stone and is about
a hundred years old. Because of frequent lightning storms in the
area, it is also outfitted with numerous lightning rods and lots of
wire running to the ground. The route up the mountain is a 3km
horseshoe ridge from here and has a spectacular face on view from
across a valley. The mountain itself is name Mount of the Holy
Cross because of its distinctive snow features on the eastern face
of the mountain.
When we arrived, we did the usual thing of unpacking, having
some lunch, and since we didn’t have anything else to do for the
day, we all lounged around outside in the sun and had a mountain
nap. Being young energetic and foolish, we soon became restless
and started talking about going to the summit that day. Being
high on a mountain late in the afternoon is not a smart idea in
the Rockies. Thunder and lightning storms are frequent and can
appear very quickly. Again with our foolishness, we decided to go
anyway. By 3pm that day, we were again on our way.
The ridge we were to follow was a little more than 3km in length
and was horseshoe shaped, so we had a spectacular view of our objective starting off. At the beginning, we naively thought we could
be up and down in under 2 hours, so we had jettisoned most of our
gear and were carrying the bare minimum to save weight. I myself
had taken no food, one litre of water, an extra sweater, hat, rain
jacket, headlamp and not much more. The clouds that day were
coming over our mountain towards us. This meant we couldn’t
see what was coming our way and there were some threatening
isolated rain storms passing us by on either side. Occasionally a
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dark cloud would start to rise in front of us and we’d get slightly
worried, but then it would be followed by some beautiful blue
sky, so we continued on. This unnerved one of us early on, so he
turned around and headed back to the cabin. A short time later,
we met two climbers coming from the other direction. They had
just climbed the snow couloir that goes straight up the middle of
the mountain and they were on their way down. They informed
us that we were about an hour and a half from reaching the summit. Another of us decided to turn around at this point. It was his
brother who had turned around earlier, so he knew he would have
to summit again in the morning and decided to save his energy.
Then there were the three of us and we continued on.
The views along the ridge were spectacular with endless peaks
in all directions. The blue sky was dotted with thick clouds, casting spectacular shadow across the landscape. The ridge was made
mostly of a jumble of rock and most of my time was spent concentrating on which rock to leap to next. The air was thin and cool,
but after two weeks in the Rockies, I had adjusted well. I moved
quickly and efficiently along the ridge despite my rather extensive scramble the day before. Unfortunately my companions were
not as well adapted. I would move forward at my own pace until I
came to a small peak along the ridge, then I would wait. When my
friends showed up, I’d continue. I think it was partly due to a feeling of urgency I had, but these waiting periods felt long. I knew
we were moving too slowly, but my friends insisted that they were
going for the summit, so I decided I’d tag along too. I didn’t want
to turn around now and miss all the fun.
It wasn’t until after 6pm that we reached the summit. By this
time one of my friends was moving very slowly as he had had a
rock roll onto his foot and was in pain. We took the necessary summit photos, signed the summit log and enjoy the view for a brief
moment. The sun was getting low on the horizon at this point and
we knew we were running late. Looking across the valley, we could
just barely make out our cabin on the other side. Looking back
at our route, the horseshoe shape was looking rather long. Looking down and across the valley was looking rather short. This was
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where we made our biggest mistake. There was very little daylight
left and I was looking for a shortcut. I suggested to my friends we
continue down another ridge of the mountain, cut down into the
valley and then up the other side. It all looked so easy from the top
of a mountain. Neither of my friends had any objections.
Halfway down the ridge, one of my friends thought he found a
path that went down the face of the mountain, so again without
any objection, we started down the face of the mountain into the
valley. It soon became apparent that there was no path. What we
thought was a worn trail turned out to be the result of rock fall.
Nearly every step we took sent fist sized stones hurtling down the
face of the mountain. We were forced to travel downward one at
a time until we found a suitable shelter from the torrent of rock
unleashed by those behind us. The terrain wasn’t unmanageable,
but we did need to down-climb a few small shelves. When we were
nearing the bottom of the valley, it was finally beginning to become dark. It was at this time that it dawned on me that we were
in a bad situation. Both my friends had finished their water, I had
only a small amount left and we were all very thirsty. We knew
there was a stream at the bottom of the valley, but getting to it
wasn’t trivial.
When we could finally hear the flowing water, we also ran into
our final obstacle before reaching the valley bottom. There was a
very steep scree slope on the verge of collapse keeping us from
what we needed most. It consisted mostly of bone dry sand and
small rocks interspersed with car sized boulders and every nudged
stoned seemed to carry with it everything it encountered along its
way. We could barely make out what we thought was the bottom
with our headlamps, but couldn’t be certain of what dangers lay
at the bottom half of the slope. I was convinced that we needed
to find an easier way down and suggested we head upstream. My
two friends strongly disagreed. Neither of us was convinced of the
other’s route. It was now dark, we were off route, we had no water
and it was about to get cold. I felt panic start to take route and had
the unbelievable urge to leave my friends and their suicide route
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and forge my own way. Fortunately I was able to overcome these
emotions, knowing that splitting up in the wilderness is never a
good decision.
Once I took another look at their route, I decided it wasn’t as
bad as I had thought. I was the first one down the slope, being anxious to reach the fresh mountain water at its bottom. I somewhat
slid down the slope towards rocks I thought were well lodged in
place, carrying with me a parade of sand and stone. It wasn’t long
before I was at the bottom and was filled with relief. Again I waited behind a large boulder as falling rocks flew overhead. When
we were all at the bottom, we rushed to the stream and drank as
much of the water as we could and quickly forgot our fears and
brief panic. We were still off route, it was still dark and it was still
getting colder, but at least we had water.
The valley bottom was a sort of oasis for these mountains with
lots of shrubs and trees. We quickly bushwhacked our way to the
other side and prepared for our ascent to the hut. It turns out
that we couldn’t see our intended route out of the valley with our
headlamps and we knew the way was well guarded by rock cliffs.
We soon admitted defeat for the day and began our search for a
comfortable place to spend the night. The sky was clear and the
wind was nonexistent, so we found a small level area out in the
open. We laid out our backpacks as sleeping pads and proceeded to
spoon. It was now midnight and we had approximately six hours
until sunrise.
After a few minutes of spooning, one of my friends asked if one
of us had a lighter. Eureka! I had a lighter in my jacket pocket! We
were lucky that we had stopped in the valley since old dry dead
trees were abundant. With the help of some twigs and some toilet
paper, we had a splendid fire and a huge boost in morale. We laid
by the fire all night, periodically gathering more wood to burn and
constantly rolling ourselves over to keep either side of ourselves
from freezing.
None of us were able to sleep that night and we were moving
again at the first sign of daylight. My friends picked out the route,
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Todd’s friend trying to sleep beside the fire just before sunrise.
Todd MacKenzie photo
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but I was skeptical because we couldn’t see where it would lead us.
Just as we began, we spotted a mountain goat halfway up our visible route and we all agreed it was a good sign and we pushed on.
We were all operating on empty stomachs and we moved slowly
but deliberately and with a constant pace. Our route consisted
mostly of third class scrambling and we all agree it was quite enjoyable despite our situation.
Along our way I heard one of my friends give out a sharp cry
and I quickly turned in horror as I watched three foot diameter
boulder roll onto his leg. I immediately thought that we were now
royally screwed, but by some miracle he was able to pull his leg out
from under the boulder just before being crushed. We had narrowly escaped a much worse situation.
Our next obstacle was a short section of low fifth class climbing.
We were mostly up our route and none of us wanted to spend another night on the mountain trying to find an alternate route, so
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we continued up. We were all rock climbers and had little trouble
surmounting this obstacle. The problem here would be if we came
an even harder section and were forced to turn around. Luckily
this was not the case and we finished our ascent out of the valley
without further incident.
I was the first to scramble up onto the plateau below our cabin.
I yelled down to my friends that we had finally escaped and our
small epic was over! Once we were all up, we had a big group hug
and we all let out a sigh of relief and I shed a few tears of joy. It
was here that we decided to take some pictures to remember the
moment. I remember then finding ice that had formed overnight
in a puddle and being thankful we had had our fire.
When we were covering the last few hundred metres to the
cabin, we were discussing what we were going to tell the others of
our ordeal and of all the delicious food we were going to engulf. I
had chocolate covered raisins and an almond chocolate bar I was
going to eat first, then maybe some noodles and some chocolate
enriched trail mix. We all expected our friends to burst out of the
cabin as we approached, but that was not to be. We found the cabin completely empty. Our friends, our gear and all our delicious
food was nowhere to be found. We were very confused and we
couldn’t figure out where everything and everyone went. We only
had one choice of action at this point, and that was to head down
to the trailhead. Just as we thought our ordeal was over, we were
being forced to continue another eight hungry kilometres back to
the trailhead.
Shortly before reaching the trailhead, we met a group of hikers
heading up the mountain. We told them our story and they generously fed us hotdogs and peanut butter and jam sandwiches. They
were delicious and we were very grateful. They let us use their cell
phone, but we were unable to reach our friends, so we continued
down hoping they’d be waiting for us.
At the last stretch, my two friends decided to run ahead to
the trailhead. I was too tired to run and let them go ahead. I then
heard screams of joy in the distance as my friends found our other
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two friends at the trailhead. There was a long drawn out explanation from both sides as to what had happened and there were
many delicious chocolate covered raisins and almond chocolate
bars eaten. Our friends had thought that maybe one of us had
gotten altitude sickness and that we had decided to descent the
alternate route on the mountain that descends quicker than the
horseshoe ridge. That morning, one of them packed out all our
gear the way we came up and the other summited and descended
the alternate route hoping to find us along the way. When they
didn’t find us, they called search and rescue, who was now on their
way. Luckily we showed up before they did and we were able to call
off the search.
Once things settled down, we packed everything up and headed to an all-you-can-eat pizza place and ate until we could eat no
more. We know we made some pretty bad decisions that day, but I
like to think that I learned a lot from them. A few days later, I performed an oil change on the side of the street, packed up my motorcycle, and was on my way. Next stop was Yellowstone. Buffalo
are scary when you meet them on the road driving a motorcycle.
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Ryan Stephens practising rolling, Broughton Archipelago, August
2009. Murray Down photo

A good place for lunch and a nap cycling along Harrison Lake. Gili
Rosenberg photo

Kayaking on the Indian Arm. Ignacio Rozada photo

Maya Goldstein cycling along Harrison Lake East Side. Gili
Rosenberg photo

Cycling Season
maya goldstein

there is a season that we like to call “cycling season.” It lies somewhere between the skiing and hiking seasons. Enthusiastic skiers
could still go backcountry skiing, but they would probably have to
carry their skis quite a bit. As for hiking, there is still too much
snow for hiking in the alpine and forest hiking can be a bit boring.
Dedicated climbers are already climbing in Squamish, but there
is something else you can do—ride your bicycle. In the spring of
2009, Gili Rosenberg and I did four weekend cycling trips.

Harrison Lake East Side
On a sunny weekend in early May we left Vancouver early with the
bikes in the car, going east towards Harrison Lake. We had never
been to the Harrison Lake area before, so we were excited to explore a new region. We left our car at the beginning of a logging
road and hopped on our bikes. It was a scenic ride almost all the
way, and the views of the lakes and mountains behind were amazing. After about six kilometres we passed an impressive waterfall
on the side of the road. We rode down to a small campground right
on the beach. The campground host was friendly, but when he
heard about our plan to continue riding till the end of the road and
to camp somewhere there, he warned us about rowdy people who
might bother us at night. We kept the warning at the back of our
minds, but were still set to go ahead with the plan.
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We stopped for lunch on the beach at a very picturesque spot.
The lake, the snowy mountains behind and a tilted tree made it
into a small paradise. The sun of early spring was soft, and a short
nap was in order. Luckily, there was a log on the beach, perfect for
an afternoon nap. Then we continued riding. Every now and then
an ATV or a Delica would pass us by, but we saw no other cyclists.
Most of the vehicles were on their way to Clear Creek hot springs,
so after that turnoff we didn’t see many people. We rode through
a logging camp with huge logs everywhere and continued riding
till the end of the road, at another disused logging camp. It didn’t
seem like an attractive place to spend the night so we rode back a
few kilometres and camped right by “Big Silver Creek.” It was an
ideal place for camping and we had our dinner by the river.
Just as we finished eating we noticed some suspicious movement on the bridge. When we looked closer we noticed a tail and
then a cougar crossing the bridge leisurely. Luckily, I was not yet
aware of the dangers of cougars and was quite relaxed about it.
Gili was a bit more concerned and warned me to be careful when
I went to pee, but nonetheless he was very happy for the rare opportunity to see a cougar. It took us a while to hang our food from
a tree, since it was the first trip that season that we had to worry
about bears again. No rowdy people disturbed us during the night
and we woke up to another clear morning.
We rode back along the same way we came, ups and downs all
the way. We picked up a few interesting things along the way like a
Frisbee and a large tarp. Unfortunately, we contributed our share
to the pile of junk on the side of the road, when Gili’s hat flew away
into the unknown.

When Skiing Becomes Cycling—Centre Creek and
Chilliwack Lake
230

May Long Weekend actually started as a skiing trip, or at least as
the desire to do a skiing trip. We aimed for Mt. Jimmy Jimmy, but
long parts of the trail involved bushwhacking and carrying our
skis on our backs didn’t make it any easier. It took us a while to
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reach snow, and even when we did it was full of holes and alder. It
seemed like a less than ideal way to spend the long weekend. In
the late afternoon we decided to switch plans. We went back down,
which was much faster than going up, went back to the car and
drove back to Vancouver. In such a low-snow year spring backcountry trips should be planned more carefully and definitely should be
started much higher.
The next morning we were already back on the road with our
bikes in the car on the way to Chilliwack. We were surprised to see
how many people were out camping on that weekend. Almost every campground or recreational site had a “Full” sign at the front,
and people were even camping on the side of the road. We didn’t
mind since we weren’t planning to spend the night in a campground. We left the car near a busy recreational site and rode up to
Centre Creek. After a couple of hours we had the opposite problem
that we had on the way to Jimmy Jimmy: this time there was too
much snow! We tried to push our bikes a little while longer, but it
was too hard and the snow got deeper and deeper. We continued
on foot for a bit, and got some nice views of the mountains at the
head of the valley. After lunch we turned around, went back down
and explored a short section of the Trans Canada Trail, where we
found an abandoned and creepy cabin.
The nice thing about this area was that there were no ATVers
due to a locked gate at the beginning of the logging road. When
we rode back down we noticed a nice spot near a creek with some
grass and trees, and it seemed like a good place to spend the night.
Because there was a gate we figured that no one would be able
to get through, and most people are not so keen on walking to a
camp spot, even if it’s five minutes from the car. We were wrong
when we thought no one would be able to get through. In the
middle of dinner a huge camper came by and parked just in front
of us. The couple in the camper was as surprised to see us as we
were surprised to see them. The woman was pissed off at us, saying they had been coming there for years and apparently they have
a key to the gate. They put the camper back to back with our tent,
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almost as if they hadn’t noticed the tent was there. After dinner
we moved the tent a few metres to the side and went to sleep.
In the morning the woman came to apologize for being such
a bitch and said she was very drunk the night before. They even
offered to carry our garbage out, but we preferred to take it with
us to make sure it would
actually find its way to
a garbage bin. We spent
the day riding along the
bank of Chilliwack Lake.
Luckily, a few days before there was a major
land slide and a huge
boulder blocked the road.
We climbed the boulder
with the bikes, and we
saw very few people after
that. The skies were blue,
the flowers were blooming, the mountains were
stunning and a few kayakers were paddling on
the lake. We rode to the
Big boulder that was blocking the
way on the ride along Chilliwack Lake. end of the lake and then
Maya Goldstein photo
made our way back.

Discovering a Secret Beach on Galiano Island
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One early morning in June we caught the ferry from Tsawwassen to Galiano Island. Our plan was to ride to Dionisio Point, the
northern point of the Island. The rumor was that this area was
only accessible by boat, and that it was not possible to go by land
because the roads to get there are closed to the public. So, we figured that although one could not get there by car, if you cycled or
walked it could be possible. The uncertainty of whether we could
actually get to the beach made the trip into more of an adventure.
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We found the private road, cycled down a steep forest and all of the
sudden we were on this beautiful beach with only one boat in the
distance. I could not avoid thinking about the movie “The Beach”
and the scene where Leonardo Di Caprio and his friends actually
find the secret beach.
We spent the rest of the day walking along the beach at low tide.
The rock formations were amazing and the low tide also revealed
a few neat caves. Eventually we sat on the beach, cooked dinner
and watched the orange sunset. We spent the night at a campground nearby, which was nice and clean and almost totally empty
because of the inconvenience of getting there.
The next day we rode out on a different road lined by bright
yellow flowers. We met a baby deer that was not afraid of us and
just stood by the side of the road. Then we rode to Bodega Ridge,
which is the highest point on the island. We left our bikes, hiked
up and got great views of the nearby islands such as Secretary Islands, Salt Spring Island and more. We made it back in time for
the five o’clock (only) ferry back to Vancouver. We even had time
to grab an ice cream to cool down after a wonderful hot weekend
on Galiano Island.

From Squamish to Indian Arm (and back)
This trip started with drama at the Chief parking lot as there was a
lot of commotion and a few rangers around. We weren’t sure what
was happening till a group of rangers showed up dragging a dead
Cougar behind them. Apparently this cougar killed a dog the day
before, and the solution was to kill it…We left the parking lot a
bit shocked and confused from the sight of the dead cougar and
started the most strenuous trip so far. Some sections were steep,
some sections were impossible to ride because of big rocks and
loose gravel, and on some sections we had to ride or push our bikes
through water. However, the views of Sky Pilot and Habrich mountains were rewarding. After reaching the pass we had a nice downhill section, but I couldn’t help thinking that tomorrow it would
be a big uphill… When we got closer to Indian Arm we found the
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tastiest salmonberries I have ever had. They were big and puffy and
very sweet. A great treat for the end of a long bike ride.
When we reached the ocean we found a nice spot to settle down
for the night. Even though we knew we were already in Indian
Arm—which is the ocean, Gili was convinced that the water there
was not yet salty and therefore it was OK to use it for cooking. He
sent me to bring water, but a couple on a boat nearby saw what I
was doing and immediately gave me a few bottles of water. They
said it’s very dangerous to drink the water and it’s even worse to
boil it…
In the morning it was time to start climbing what was a nice
downhill yesterday. We passed some abandoned machinery on the
side of the road, and an old unused barn. Halfway through the
descent I discovered that my brakes were not working properly
and Gili spent a while
trying to fix them.
It didn’t help much,
but at least we were
almost at the end.
Just before reaching
the Chief again we
found some more
sweet salmonberries
and took our time
eating them. Back in
the parking lot there
was no sign of the
dead cougar from
yesterday. A few days
later we heard on the
news that a cougar
had attacked a little
girl named Maya who On the way from Indian Arm back
was picking salmon- to Squamish with Mt. Habrich. Gili
berries in Squamish. Rosenberg photo

Getting into
Whitewater Kayaking
anne vialettes

how did it all start? Maybe it was the cheap opportunity that the
MEC gear swap provides, maybe Piotr’s never-ending wish to try
new sports…
Anyway, a few days before the Fall 2009 MEC gear swap, Piotr
was only talking about whitewater kayaking. His idea of the sport
is not just a few hours spent going down a river with cars shuttled
at both ends of the run, but rather big multi-day trips into the wilderness. After a bit of research, he found out that the boat of his
dreams would be a Pyranha Everest: a boat big enough to fit him
and some overnight gear. MEC has a few of them in their rental
fleet and the night before the gear swap was spent out in front
of MEC hoping for the dream boat to come. Alas, there was no
Pyranha Everest for sale in the morning. There was, however, a
Pyranha Stretch, but Piotr could not possibly squeeze his ass into
it despite numerous enthusiastic attempts. In a dramatic change
of strategy, he took a few minutes to convince me and Meghan
Anderson (my roomate at the time) that co-owning a whitewater
boat was something we really wanted to do. So, we ended up with
our first whitewater kayak, which got to Piotr’s garage by bike
(somewhat of a recurring theme in our future trips).
After looking for second-hand boats online for a while, Piotr
finally bought his Everest in June 2010 from Aquabatics, who
shipped it by Greyhound from Calgary—not so much of a self-
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propelled beginning. To make matters worse, we picked it up from
the Greyhound station with our new Toyota 4Runner.
Our first trip was down the lower part of the Squamish River.
Piotr had unfinished business here: about nine months earlier, he,
Meghan Anderson, Jeff Ferguson and Kurt Mohr had tried to go
down it. It was September and the river level had been quite low,
exposing numerous log jams. Meghan and Piotr were in Piotr’s
Evergreen Willow (a nice lake-oriented fibreglass canoe) and Kurt
and Jeff were in whitewater kayaks. The canoe didn’t survive the
trip: it acquired 7 holes and a broken yoke after only 10km of paddling down the river.
Armed with almost indestructible plastic whitewater devices,
we didn’t fear the log jams and had a fun afternoon paddling
down the Squamish River. The weather was beautiful and warm.
I flipped a couple of times and had to wet exit, but the river was
nice and cool. Our paddle went much faster than we’d expected-it took us only five and a half hours to go down the 55km from
the Ashlu Bridge to the Squamish Spit. I hitchhiked back to the
car and we finished our day with a burger at the Watershed Grill,
overlooking the river we had just come down.
I went back to France for the rest of the summer, and Piotr’s
whitewater trips were limited to paddling on Burnaby Lake with
Meghan and down the Brunette River with Line Veenstra. Both
were short post-workday endeavours and, apparently, both were
more sewage-like than whitewater-like.
After I came back, we decided to go down the Lillooet River on
the Thanksgiving long weekend. We planned to paddle 75km from
the Meager Creek bridge down to Lillooet Lake in 2 full days; based
on the time we had made on the Squamish River, we thought this
would be plenty.
We left Vancouver on Saturday after some sleeping in and got to
Pemberton around 2pm. We dropped the car off at the head of Lillooet Lake, just by the bridge on the Birkenhead River. Equipped
with a cool last-minute-home-made trailer for our two kayaks, we
headed up the road. Pulling the trailer wasn’t as bad as I’d thought;
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it just felt like going gently uphill the whole time. The weather was
clear and sunny and we got to the Lillooet FSR turnoff as darkness
was setting in. After that, the logging road was looooong. It got
much colder than we had anticipated and the 37 km of dirt road
seemed to take forever with a lot of unnecessary ups and downs.
We finally arrived at the campground around 1am, set up camp,
and went for some sleep.
On Sunday morning, after a bit of faffing trying to figure out
where to launch the kayaks from at the campsite (not really doable unless you want to bushwack-portage), we came to realize
that the easiest way was to get back on our bikes and ride a few
more kilometres to the Meager Creek bridge.
From there, we packed the kayaks, locked the bikes to a tree and
went down the river. The beginning was a bit technical (for us newbies): maybe something like easy Class III from the bridge to the
campground—we portaged a few sections. It then got easier and
our main problem became our hands: we got a few severe cases of
screaming barfies along the way. Besides that, the paddling was fun.
We had one unfortunate bushwack-portage due to a log jam that
involved a battle of neoprene versus Devil’s Club. The plant nearly
won. Somewhere near the junction with North Creek, the rapids
took me by surprise
and I flipped. Since
I couldn’t roll yet, I
had to do a wet exit
and the water was
COLD! To warm up,
I had to take off my
paddling gear and
put on some dry
and warm clothes.
We eventually decided to camp there
since it was getting Piotr pedalling the kayaks to the Meager
Creek bridge on the Lillooet River. Anne
rather late.
Vialettes photo
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We pitched the tent right on the beach and had a nice, long cold
night’s sleep. The sky was clear with lots of stars and the temperatures were definitly below zero. We woke up to nice sunshine, only
to discover that all of our wet gear had frozen solid overnight.
The
beach
we had camped
on was right by
the Lillooet FSR,
around kilometre
14, so we had only
paddled
about
23km down the
river. There were
therefore more
than 50 kilometres of river to go
Our frozen-solid paddling gear after a starry
to Lillooet Lake,
night on the Lillooet River. Piotr Forysinski
which were also
photo
going to be more
of a float than a whitewater run. We were not going to be able to
make it to the car by the end of the day without hitch-hiking. The
perspective of putting on our frozen wetsuits to go down a flat
river in WW kayaks didn’t seem very appealing, so we decided to
bail. We hid the kayaks, got a ride back to the car, picked up the
kayaks and the bikes, and finished the day off with some leisurely,
warm soaking in the Pebble Creek hotsprings.
The next trip we did was more of the usual whitewater stuff: on
October 17th, Jacob Slosberg, Caitlin Schneider, Anya Zimmerman, Piotr and myself went down the lower Cheakamus River. The
previous evening was spent at MEC renting boats for the three of
them and practicing rolling at the Lord Byng pool. After checking out the exit point and some car shuttling faff we finally got
ready to paddle down. The river was quite high since it had been
raining for the whole week. It was also salmon spawning season
and the banks of the river were covered with smelly carcasses. The
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beginning of the paddle was the most tricky, with some easy Class
III rapids. Anya had the most trouble since her boat kept flipping
and she couldn’t roll, so she had to wet exit numerous times. She
was rather cold and decided to bail after her fourth or fifth forced
swim. She hitched a ride back to the car and waited there in warm
dry clothes. The rest of us went down a few more rapids until our
planned exit point, where we portaged the boats back to the car.
The paddle down took us about two hours for the 12km river run—
the faff took a lot longer.
That was our last whitewater kayaking trip so far, but hopefully
many more are to come with the return of warm(ish) temperatures.
However, our kayaks have been getting action all winter long
since we started running kayak polo pool sessions once a week
at the UBC Aquatic Centre. This proved to be a great way to meet
other boaters in the VOC. Participants range from complete beginners to experienced paddlers and we were lucky to get a few great
instructors from amongst the experienced crew. The sessions are
usually divided into two parts: practicing rolls and strokes during
the first half and playing kayak polo in the second.
Let me tell you that rolling is not as easy as it looks: even though
you think you have all of the theory right, once you are upside
down under water, everything seems to get confused (like which
way is right or left). Learning how to roll is all about teaching your
body some muscle memory and executing the right moves at the
right time. After more than 10 pool sessions my roll is still shaky
and not always there.
Kayak polo is loads of fun too. It allows you to learn how to
manoeuvre your boat without thinking about it too much; kinda
like playing ice hockey when you don’t really know how to skate,
by focusing on the game but acquiring some technical skills along
the way.
Whitewater kayaking is a fun and challenging sport. The logistics behind it require substantial faff: car or bike shuttling is
always necessary and stops or detours to have a look at the river
before paddling it are usually useful.
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Long river runs often have a range of rapids of different difficulties in them, which makes them less beginner-friendly: you
can’t really plan to do a 70km run if there is a 2km section in the
middle that is way above your level, unless portaging “floats your
boat.”
Paddling down a river is somewhat more committing than other sports: the river moves you, you are not on static ground. This
leaves you with a short amount of time to consider what is ahead
of you before you go through it. There is no turning around once
you are in a series of rapids; you have to go through with it until
the next possible exit point.
Getting into whitewater kayaking has definitely been fun and I
am looking forward to more trips now that spring is coming. Trying to apply pool knowledge on the river will be challenging, but I
guess that’s the way it goes: paddling more and more until you get
it, and enjoying yourself along the way.
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Row, Row, Row
Your Kayak
A Report of 9 Boats on the Indian Arm
caitlin schneider

this was my first trip ever with the VOC, and I learned quite a few
things! Many involving food...
The trip began on a beautiful Saturday morning. We arrived in
Deep Cove to the sun rising over the water and found the famous
donut shop! It has some very tasty homemade donuts, as well as a
variety of other selections. I would recommend going there if you
ever stop by.
After eating until the Deep Cove kayaking outfitters actually
opened, we gathered up our piles and piles of stuff and moved
down to the water. We suited up, filled water bottles and picked
kayaking buddies. Double sea kayaks are able to fit quite a bit of
stuff, and with some shoving and rearrangements, we packed
away our gear.
Nine kayaks set out from Deep Cove, led by our fearless leader,
Ignacio. On the water at last, we made reasonable time out of the
cove and into Indian Arm. Raccoon Island was our first stop; we
safely crossed the boating lanes, avoiding oncoming speed boats,
and came around the back side of the island. There wasn’t a great
landing for all of us, so we continued north to Twin Islands and
made our first landing for our “snack break.”
After enjoying the sunshine, we launched again and continued
north. The water and sky of the Arm was teeming with life—including giant jellyfish, seals, two bald eagles, and of course many
bunches of seagulls. I think the eagles were trying to eat the
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jellyfish, but I’m not totally sure about that. The jellyfish were super cool to watch as they slowly glided past unworried about what
was happening above them.
Ever northward we paddled, past the old power plants we floated, and then once again, we crossed the Arm to Silver Falls. We
then stopped for lunch. We discovered where the trip from last
year had hid out during a terrible rain storm. Our weather, on the
other hand, stayed beautiful and the water stayed calm. Further
down the Arm we went, and we even found a small cove with a
family of seals in it!
After racing the last section to the campsite, we beached the kayaks and made camp next to Granite Falls. It was slightly crowded,
but we managed. Then, after examining the falls for their beauty,
we decided that it might be better to view them from the top. Some
people took the rock route up the falls themselves, led by Hannes,
and some took the forest route, led, I think, by Pascale. I took a
combination of both routes, and the view was worth the climb!
After we had climbed back down, dinner began. And, although
dinner was delicious, dessert was worth relating. A list of some
of the goodies: brownies (made by yours truly), pudding, apple
pie, something made by Ankur that was really good, fruit and nut
cubes, and the leftover mango pie from our camp neighbours (in
exchange for some mulled wine, we got half a cake and even some
birthday cake)! Since the night was becoming cool, we kept ourselves warm by drinking Lisa’s mulled wine, as well as fireball and
other additives :-)
After a good night’s sleep, we got up and got a super-early start
(cough, cough). Heading back south, around the island, we traveled along the western shore of the Arm. We said “Hi” to the seals
and to silver springs, had a serious water fight (the bailing devices
make wonderful water guns), and a few kayaks may have temporarily lost their steering abilities.
We finally made it back to Deep Cove after some wonderful long
hours of paddling and said goodbye to our ever-faithful kayaks.
A wonderful trip completed! Good food, good company, good
weather and some beautiful country!

So You Think
You Can Kayak?
caitlin schneider

once a week, a group of loyal and dedicated kayakers make the
long trek from their warm and cozy homes and into the great outdoor...pool. It still counts, since it’s outside, right? Anyway, floating in warm water and now protected from the elements by a new
cover, a group of enthusiastic kayakers do meet almost every week
to learn and, of course, to play.
Beginners are always welcome to join us, and we do our best
to help each participant to strengthen their skills and their confidence for that great day when they will go and battle real white
water, which is the whole purpose of these fun and games. One of
the most important skills of a white water kayaker is the ability to
roll, or get your boat back to the preferred upright position (this
is also very helpful for the breathing ability of the paddler), so we
spend the beginning of every session working on this and other
essential skills. There are several stages to learning how to kayak:
1. the wet exit (how to escape your kayak when upside down)
2. the hip snap (really, rolling has little to do with your paddle)
3. the T-rescue (in which someone saves you from needing step 1)
4. the ROLL (some being prettier than others)
Because everything is better as a friendly competition, we soon
move on to the games! To practice our paddling skills, and to learn
how to make a kayak go straight (much harder than one might
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imagine), we race across the pool! And not only forward, but also
backward, sometimes with paddles and sometimes without. Generally the longer boats have an advantage in these races, but that
just goes to encourage stronger paddling from those in the shorter
boats. To make all things fair, we also have a race where the shorter boats have an advantage—we race in circles!
Other interesting events that may take place include learning
to roll without a paddle (it can be done, I promise) and taking a
kayak off the diving board (the lifeguards do love us). But the most
exciting event of the evening is definitely playing KAYAK POLO!
Kayak polo is played while in kayaks, and we generally play
without paddles for safety (imagine eight kayakers in a confined
area madly whacking at a floating ball...). The players are divided
into teams, and each team vigorously defends a goal. Teams are
generally divided up based on boat color, since that ensures, of
course, that all things are fair. The goals are “constructed” by turning a bench on its side and setting it on the edge of the pool deck.
Below is a summary of the current VOC kayak polo rules:
1. You are not allowed to hold the ball in your lap and paddle
madly across the pool.
2. No flipping of other boats.
3. You shouldn’t push or grab the other team’s boats.
4. In order to count as a goal, the ball should be out of the water
and stay there, though it is very satisfying to launch the ball at
the back of the goal, and this should be done on occasion for
that reason alone.
5. Play stops if someone does flip over. Rescue them, even if they
do belong to the opposite team.
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Other than those simple rules, pretty much anything goes! We
continue to play until the lifeguards kick us out and then try to
jump into the hot tub while they look the other way. Faffing follows as the boats are packed up, and the night sometimes ends
with a trip for beer!

Capt. Duncan P.S.
mike leishman

so, a good friend of mine I have known now for many years had
recently moved to Vancouver. I met him while I was in second year.
One of the few people that have randomly appeared in my personal
life for various reasons since graduation. He was good for roadtrips to the Maritimes, last minute flights to Cancun or Vegas, and
appearances at multiple weddings. It’s always a good time to see
him because for those brief few days I’d revert back to how I was
when I knew him regularly. I’d compromise my current standards
of acceptable drinking, regress my language to slang and profanity,
and reenact old nicknames.
Nicknames are an important ritual that groups of men have.
Two unfortunate parts to this tradition are that a person usually
doesn’t have a say in their name, or the quality of it. So my friend
will forever be known to us as Duncan Poosmear. We gave this
name to him one night over a night of a few to infinite beers when
we figured out a funny way of saying a technique he kept in his
repertoire of intimate maneuvers. Soon after his name was shortened to Poosmear. Finally he mounted a protest that it gives him
a handicap lady-hunting at the bar when all his mates are calling
him Poosmear. Collectively we agreed his argument was valid and
started calling him Duncan.
So as the story began, Duncan had recently uprooted the life he
had in Scarborough, ON, bought a boat and docked it at a marina
in Richmond, BC. The boat happened to be a 50-foot yacht complete with a queen-size bed, guestroom and in-suite laundry. His
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acquisition of this boat, and his reasons for buying it is an entirely
different story worthy of an entry in some other journal. I won’t
touch anymore on it for the recount of this day’s events.
The weekend he moved out west, he called up my girlfriend and
me to spend the afternoon with him on The Helluv-it (the U is an
anchor) and to go for a cruise around Bowen Island. Since he had
just bought the boat he was still in the discovery phase of moving
in—“How does this work?”, “What is that?”, “Where is that coming from?” At the time of our arrival he was troubleshooting the
Master-Toilet (the Guest-Toilet worked fine), he had a floor panel
open, a pump and a few check-valves removed.
Toilets on boats are essentially a bowl, an accumulator, and
pump. All inline, connecting to the outside. The problem he was
having was that when he flushed the toilet, fresh water pumped
into the bowl, overflow the rim and flow into the adjacent shower. I had asked him at the beginning if he had been using the
wrong paper, or had flushed anything odd shaped. He said no,
and had told me a few theories about what was wrong, but I
wanted to diagnose it myself. So I put everything back together,
testing component functionality and verifying their orientation. After some time I had excluded all suspect causes for the
problem and was left with a possible blockage somewhere in the
accumulator. I was leaving this for the end, even though it was
the most probable, because the accumulator was only accessible
by contorting oneself into a crawl-space under the floor though
a 1.5' × 1.5' hatch. To remove the tank from the upstream pipe
required crawling through the hatch into the 1.5' × 1.5' × 9'
crawlspace that housed all the plumbing. The space was filled
with water, boat-slime, and questionable plumbing leakage.
There was no light in the space so I had my headlamp on, an accumulator against my chest, and the pipe against my face. I got
to the point of being ready to remove the tank, when I noticed
the blockage just peaking around a 90° fitting. I got Duncan to
stand by with a shop-vac incase things got out of hand and went
to work on the blockage with a metal coat hanger. I kept pulling out clumpy white stuff until I got to the point where I had
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restored flow to the system. Something that resembled watery
beef stew started to spit out of the pipe. I screamed with the
intensity of my first “off-the-face” climbing fall for Duncan to
man his post at the shop-vac. He was talking to my girlfriend
about something or other, but managed to get the pipe covered
before much else came out. “F*cking, Duncan.”
Fortunately for him he could work the extraction of the tank
contents from the hatch with various attachments to the shopvac. Unfortunately for my girlfriend and me, the exhaust of the
shop-vac blew the tank stank around the lower deck. Abandon
ship! My Girlfriend just straight-up left with the bull-mastiff puppy Duncan had bought for the boat (???). I went hunting in the
Master-bathroom for any sign of what the blockage could’ve been.
I noticed first that there wasn’t any toilet paper in sight, and second that there was a paper towel tube within ass-to-arm’s reach
of the bowl. When confronted Duncan was completely baffled by
the findings.
Crises averted and our day on the boat could continue. Duncan
suggested we get on our way to Bowen Island because the tides
would be in our favor. The trip there was a good one, he let my girlfriend and me have a go at driving. Along the way I started whistling the theme to Gilligan’s Island. The two of us were explaining
to my girlfriend how fortunate she would be if the whole “Gilligan’s Island” fantasy actually played out. How hundreds of women
would kill to have the opportunity to be in her place. She agreed,
thanked God, pleading with him to spare hundreds of women
from killing and replace her. While we were out in the Strait, I
asked Duncan how close we could get to the shipping boats because I’ve always wanted to get a feel for how big they really are.
Duncan said we could take a quick fly-by, and executed something
I once saw in the movie Top Gun. I was surprised at how close
he got and when I asked about it he said we could get as close as
we wanted as long as we didn’t bang into them. I should mention
at this point in my story that when the day was over, I realized
Duncan was as experienced a Mariner as I was at something I had
never done before.
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Duncan and the boat. Mike Leishman photo
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We decided to anchor southwest of Whytecliff Park, opened a
can of beer or two and took in all the sights of the mountains and
views of the city. I was commenting to Duncan that I like it when
clouds hit the mountains and explode into puffs of fog, and how
the when the clouds are darker they add contrast to the visible
snow of higher altitudes. We were cut short by a broadcast over
the radio of a weather warning for the Strait of Georgia. “Yikes,
that’s us, we should listen to this.” So Duncan went down below
and listened to the report. He yelled back up that we’re to expect
gale force winds from the northwest.To me at the time that meant
absolutely nothing, and Duncan suggested we could either stay
where we were and ride it out, or we could make our way back, but
it would be a bit rough. I thought we should just go back because
there was no indication as to how long the storm might last. Duncan agreed, but he wanted to get the open areas of the boat’s deck
closed up with the vinyl suncover so “no rain would get onto the
bridge.”
So he gave the wheel to my girlfriend and instructed her on
what to do while the two of us attached the rest of the canopy.
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Well he had to find it first. He had used it, but packed it away a
few days previous, and of course he was still in the discovery stage
of moving in—“How does this work?”, “What is that?”, “Where is
that coming from?” After he had me self-sufficient with the canopy, he went again below deck for information on the weather. We
were just south of Lighthouse Park, when I looked towards Victoria and saw a storm front that spanned from Gibsons, way passed
the Strait as far south as I could see. It was a thick, low hanging,
dark grey nasty front. I would have described it as ominously
beautiful if I hadn’t felt it was already holding our asses and just
positioning for the hand-off. I was just finishing up securing the
exposed deck when my lady was having trouble keeping the boat
on course. There were sprays of water hitting the windshield so
often it was like being in a carwash. I felt it was time for Duncan
to take over so I went to get him, but he was on the phone (???).
He told me afterwards that he was talking with the Captain he
had hired, to drive his boat from Washington to Richmond. He
was asking him how he should interpret and handle the forecast
information. He started to lecture me about how I shouldn’t interrupt him when he’s on important calls. I reminded him that
HE was the captain, not my girlfriend, and that it was his turn to
take over captian-ing. Duncan recognized that the situation was
getting exponentially worse, and we had to get back to dock. So
he changed course so that we would head straight for the mouth
of the river in Richmond rather then retrace our path out, which
took us along Spanish banks past Wreck Beach. The problem with
that was it took us out to more open waters. Duncan knew enough
that he shouldn’t take waves from the side, so he kept going into
them nose first. Since they were coming from the northwest, it
was taking us even farther out.
Water was splashing at us from everywhere, all of our stress
levels were starting to peak. Average wave height was 3–4 metres,
wind speeds were 30 to 35 knots. I could hardly make out landmarks from disorientation and poor visibility. All I saw was grey
abyss in front, land behind, and nothing but chaos in between.
Duncan was yelling at me, “Bucket, my windows are fogging up
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and I can’t see, get a towel!” (Bucket is my name, again different
story for a different journal.) I ran down to the bathroom to look
for a towel. The living room was a disaster, the fridge had exploded, and the impact of the waves was dismantling his mounted
flat-screen and home theatre. I got a towel and flew back up. He
was muttering something about how there is a filter on the upper bar ice maker, but no defogger vents for the windshield. As I
was clearing the condensation Duncan yelled “Bucket, that hatch
shouldn’t be open; it needs to be closed!” I saw that the sunroof
in the Master-bedroom had sprang open and was taking on water
with every wave that came over us. Back down I went, by this
point his room and bed were soaked, and I was taking mouthfuls of water trying to close it. It was way too stressful for me
to look outside after I saw a wave break over the side of one of
the cargo ships. Duncan saw the ship too, but I guess missed the
magnitude of what happened and said, “We have to follow in the
wake of the big guy; it’s our only chance.” “DUNCAN, it’s heading for Naniamo!” He paralleled his course to the cargo ship, and
pulled in behind it at full throttle. The cross waves between the
storm and the ships wake caused the boat to flip completely on
its side. We were pleading with him that we had to get turned
around and head back towards land. I’m not too sure what all
went on in the next few minutes, because there was a lot of yelling with language that was extremely appropriate. Duncan had
got us turned around and we were going back towards land. But
we weren’t out of troubled water. “Bucket, I have warning lights
across the board! We’re losing oil pressure, and the starboard is
overheating!” I ripped open the engine hatch (half expecting to
find it on fire), find a light, and jump down the stairs. “Duncan,
your starboard water temperature is maxed out, shut it down!” I
had a thought at that time of how surreal everything seemed. I
felt I was living though a bad episode of Star Trek, where crew
narrowly escapes certain destruction (The introduction to TNG
s05 e18: “Cause and Effect” for anyone who wants to geek-out
the reference).

Land and Water

Sea conditions improved as we started to get behind land features, we limped back to his marina. Duncan was smoking profusely and only running one engine. He would take a odd hard
right when he didn’t correct for it, so it made driving stressfully
tedious. After constant reminders that we can drive as slow as we
want we make it back to his spot at the marina. Since he hadn’t
perfected his docking technique, and was worried about being
known as the guy who took his boat on land, it took a few tries
before he got close enough for me to feel good about jumping off
the boat to tie us down. While I was tying up the boat he confessed
to my girlfriend that this is the second time he’d been out. I could
have killed him afterwards but opted for a stern lecture about
second-chances. He smiled like nothing too terrible happened,
gave me a slap on the shoulder and said “Bucket, we’ve made it
though one more. Don’t look so stressed.” Got back on the boat,
waved to my lady and me, and went below. “F*cking, Duncan.”
With friends like him there is no need to watch TV, because with
friends like him TV happens to you.
epilogue: The Helluv-it met its sudden demise 8 days later on the
river leading to Duncan’s port. Duncan and another friend ours,
PodZ decided to go out one night to see the lights of the DTC. Duncan let PodZ take over driving while he went below deck for something. PodZ was navigating by the GPS at 20ish knots along the
dark, log infested river and parked the boat on a few. The propeller
bent back and tore a hole in the engine room, which filled with water. The two of them got the dog and a bunch of Duncan’s stuff off
the boat onto a pile of logs to wait for the Coast Guard, while The
Helluv-it sank to the bottom.
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Camping on the beach in Xcalak, surrounded by coconut trees. Maya Goldstein
photo

Craftiness overcomes lack of trees in Red Rocks. From left to
right: Savage Pete (car), Lewis Kitchen, Rohan Little. (Runner-up,
Miscellaneous, VOC photo contest 2010.) Dan Boland photo

Entrance to Jelašnica Gorge National Park. Craig Alfredson photo

Mexican Outdoor
Adventures
pascale cometto

ignacio and I went down to Mexico over the Christmas break
to visit his family and enjoy some warm and dry weather. After
Christmas day in Mexico City, we went to Queretaro, which is
about a 2-hour drive north from the capital. We stayed at a ranch
that belongs to the family of Ignacio’s dad’s wife. So far, the Mexican adventures were more culinary than outdoorsy, and also very
comfortable, including a bed and showers. The plan was to do day
trips using the ranch as a luxury base camp. That day the plan was
to climb the Peña de Bernal, an iconic rock mountain, the secondlargest monolith in the world, around 250 m high.
We planned to start the day early, Mexican-style, at 8 a.m., leaving at 9 a.m. Let’s say it was too rushed for Sol (Ignacio’s dad’s wife).
Leaving the breakfast table at 9:30 a.m., I thought it was not too
bad. But for some obscure reason, we waited literally 2 hours for
Sol (getting ready or something). So we left the place at 11 a.m.,
driving for an hour, at 12 p.m., we were getting hungry. Lunch
time! We were carried away by this cute little city for a bit, running
around unsuccessfully looking for sunscreen, because it didn’t occur to me while packing in Vancouver that it would be a necessary
item; come on, it’s winter after all; Mexican women were wearing
turtlenecks and leather boots, while I was in a tank top.
We finally started hiking at 1:30 p.m., and the sun was beating
on my head, I could feel my white chicken skin starting to roast.
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Two white-haired American guys heard us speaking English and
started a conversation with us. They were both pretty fit and still
doing multi-day whitewater kayaking. I stole some sunscreen
from them and my skin was saved for today.
We got to the climbing area, and Ignacio started to ask some
local climbers about the routes and stuff. There is a good business
of guide climbing going on over there. We walked and scrambled
around and around to find a climb Ignacio did years ago. He does
remember, but actually not really. The idea was to climb the south
face, walking on the top and rappelling down the northeast face.
We had no guidebook; actually, there are no guidebooks for the
area. So we just looked at the climb. We had no idea what route it
was; we just knew what these climbers told us in a very vague way.
We decided to wait and follow a group of four. This option seemed
safer to me than going on a route that I couldn’t see anyone climbing on. What if we started climbing and one bolt was missing or
not trustworthy? I might have been a bit of a control-freak-nonadventurous-Westerner, but it seemed the safer option at that
moment. A little parenthesis on the subject: later on in our Mexico trip, we meet with some of Ignacio’s climber friends. When telling them the story of our Peña de Bernal adventure, they told me
that when they go climbing, they have to call one of their friends,
who is the only person who knows the route, to find their way, as
there is no literature on the subject. The climbing knowledge in
Mexico, at least outside of Potrero Chico, is still orally transmitted.
Back to our ascension of the Peña. We considered whether or
not to start climbing, considering the world-record faffing we’ve
had so far. By 3 p.m., we finally geared up. The people climbing were super beginners; the last one was shaking very badly,
dropped a carabiner, and grabbed a draw to hoist himself. He was
definitely paying for the beers for his group.
We then started the first pitch. Easy and comfortable climb,
probably a 5.8/5.9. Because we carried modern technology with
us (cell phone), Ignacio’s parents saw us and called us to confirm
our location on the rock. They had to leave because they cannot
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stand to see us hanging on the rock; we were scaring them. Then a
little technical problem occured on the second pitch. Communication was hard because of the strong wind and a convexity midway.
Because I had no idea how many bolts the routes had, or how long
of a climb it was, and because our rope was a little short (55m),
when the rope started to reach its end, I wasn’t sure whether or
not to start climbing. We unsuccessfully yelled to each other. We
hadn’t planned another type of communication or case scenario
and what to do, and it was my first time on a multi-pitch route.
So I was unsure if Ignacio was safe. I finally heared his voice, but
couldn’t understand a thing; I was standing there for a while now,
so I decided to go and check. He was fine and secure and wondering what the hell I was doing. So was I.
We kept on and when we arrived to do the last and 4th pitch, we
meet with the whole party, 8 people total. 2 groups of 4 climbed
2 different routes, one on the southeast, the one we followed, and
the other on the southwest, and met together for the last and only
pitch to the top. So here we were, 5:15 p.m., waiting for a group of
8 to do the last pitch, the sun about to set, the temperature getting colder. Those guys were setting 2 ropes and climbing almost
simultaneously. They let us set up a rope once one of theirs was at
the top. I led this time; I was so driven to make it before dark that
it went fast and smooth. I have only led a couple of times, and it
is funny how much more adrenaline and focus you get when you
lead.
Once we reached the summit, the wind was blowing crazy up
there. The sun had just set; the crows were flying around, adding a
little climate of discomfort. We got a little euphoric by being at the
top. We took a few souvenir pictures with the emblematic Christian cross that inevitably sits on top on a lot of summits in Mexico,
as well as in France. We were happy. I thought we could still make
it down not so bad. We started walking to find the rappel anchor
bolts. Ignacio actually had no idea where they were. He forgot to
mention that point before the climb. We found other people from
the group and asked them where it they were, and nobody had a
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clue. The only guy who knew was the last one of the group, so we
had to wait, freezing our asses off, while it was getting dark. I put
the rope tarp around me as a wind breaker. It is very warm during
the day and cold at night; we were not prepared for the cold or
night. It was now dark, the rest of the group was showing up with
the mountain guru, and the only enlightened girl of all of us, as
she carried a headlamp.
We got to the rappel spot, a few of them got down and they
let us rappel down in parallel, while half of the group had still to
go. We learnt that those guys were the VOC equivalent from the
city of Pachuca. Their name was way cooler than the VOC: Commando Falcons, Halcones Comando. The guru had white hair and
skin as dark as leather, the others turned thirty a long while ago,
and there were a few young kids doing their first climb. They were
all very nice, friendly and funny, and fearing what their wives
were going to say when they finally came back down. For a few
in this group, it was their first rappel, and they did it in complete
darkness. Once landed we started to hike down. Luckily, the rock
was lit by 2 huge spot lights; they were more helpful than the full
moon. The rock was very slippery, and Mexicans seemed to use
garbage as trail-markers. Barbed wire is the way to prevent people
from going into the protected zone.
8:30 p.m., we finally reached the car, warm dinner, relieved parents, and cheap beer. We wrote a thank you note for the Halcones
Comando, who actually saved us from a cold night on the mountain. It was a fun trip, a little discomforting for me, who likes to
rely on books and know where we are going. But it definitely felt
like an adventure, and I was about to experience 2 other outdoor
trips à la Mexicana.
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Ice-Age Problem
nina varsava

like all good adventures, it began with a problem. A problem
in the climber’s sense—more of a puzzle, an opportunity, than a
barrier, or deterrent. But nonetheless, something that had to be
solved before anything else could happen. The problem lay in the
magnificent, gigantic rock that we noticed immediately upon our
arrival on Vartiosaari—one of the many islands that sprawl across
the Baltic Sea like hundreds of rugged jewels, comprising Finland’s
Southern archipelago.
As we approached the rock, my cousin Venla noted that it was
a celebrated, Ice-Age boulder; but she walked past it, and urged
us on. It was the night before Midsummer, or Juhannus, as it’s
known to the Finns, a magical time of year when the sun never
quite sets over Finland, and the country doesn’t sleep. A celebration of the sun, fertility, and growth, life is at its most lush, and
the oppressive darkness of winter seems light years away.
The sauna was already heating up, and a fridge full of cold beer
and cider awaited us. There was no time for rocks. But my boyfriend paused, mesmerized, and I stood beside him, silently concurring: this was not a boulder that we would be content to admire
from ground-level. We slowly circled around the rock, examining
its cracks and crevices, its textures and grooves. After attempting a few different lines, and sliding ungracefully down the side of
the slick stone, we were demoralized and moss-stained. There was
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Nina at the Vartiosaari Ice-Age boulder. Cody Neumann photo
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no way we would manage the ascent unaided; Cody walked away,
frustrated, leaving me to ponder alternatives. By now I knew we
had a serious problem on our hands. I went to the cabin to explain
to the others what we had gotten ourselves into, and returned
to the site with a few cans of beer. Cody was already back at the
rock, equipped with a heavy-duty rope. I handed him a beer and
we drank as we considered the conundrum. We would have to find
a large stick, tie it carefully to the end of the rope, and somehow
snag the rope across the lone tree at the edge of the boulder. Then
one of us would ascend the most conceivable line within reach of
the rope as the other held the rope’s opposite end. We would only
later worry about how both of us would be on top at the same
time, with the requisite drinks in hand to celebrate our success.
Cody made it up first. His king-of-the-castle pose providing
additional motivation, and the tree serving wonderfully to anchor the rope, I scaled my way up a crack in the boulder—realizing, midway: the beer. I worked my way back down, but could
not figure out a way to climb the rock with the cans. Because, you
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see, we had each opened our second beer while contemplating the
problem. So, although I had pockets, they couldn’t accommodate
the open cans. Cody crafted the rope into a lasso and lowered the
impressive construction down to me. One at a time, I placed the
cans in the cradle and he pulled them up—slowly and steadily. My
cousins were now, at this critical moment, calling me to the sauna.
I couldn’t leave Cody alone with the two beers atop the glorious
Ice-Age boulder. So I climbed up, still using the rope for aid; but
now knowing the rock a little better, I was more confident and
easy in my movements. At last, I swung my leg over the top ledge
and stood to greet my grinning boyfriend. We sat contented, sipping our beer, and admiring the view of the surrounding islands
peeking out from the thick fog and up from the dark sea. But the
other girls were waiting for me in the sauna—it was ladies’ hour,
and Finns adhere to strict sauna schedules; if I missed the slot I
knew that would be it. So I didn’t dally on the boulder, but left
Cody there to continue reveling in the glory of success.
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Nina and Cody at the Lofoten Islands, Norway. Cody Neumann
photo
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Hours later, after enjoying post-sauna refreshments at the cabin, Cody noted that we had forgotten the camera on top of Mount
Ice Age. (What he meant was that he had forgotten the camera,
since he was the last one up there, but that is beside the point.) We
would have to make another ascent—and preferably before any
more beer was consumed. So we headed out, despite the outcries
from the others, despite the rain. We knew it had to be done, and
that even though only one of us would have to make the climb, the
other would be essential for spotting and support.
Later that night, the historic boulder already receding into
memory, Cody and I would be wed in the Troll Church, an open-air
cathedral; the Carlsberg beer-tab ring fit my pinky perfectly. Following the ceremony, the wedding party hiked around the island,
discovering a stone labyrinth along the way, which we completed
enthusiastically and masterfully. Vartiosaari was just the beginning of our 2009 Scando-Russo expedition, but I like to think that
the ingenuity, perseverance, and cooperation that characterized
our approach to the Midsummer boulder lay the ground for some
of the challenges, trials, and triumphs that lay ahead.
We would make it into Russia, despite the border guards’ suspicions regarding a Finn and a Canadian traveling together, suspicions that were exacerbated by the confusion over how I held a
Finnish passport and yet seemed not to speak Finnish. We would
have a defining fight in St. Petersburg over the definition of vegetarianism and ultimately of the vegetable itself. Cody would survive a massacre by a mutant bed bug that left shingle-like welts all
over his body, and he would proceed to sleep in full rain gear for
the remaining nights in the Russian bed and breakfast. We would
sleep on trains and bathe in train stations, or if we were lucky,
lakes. We would traverse Norway’s mountainous and fjord-full
Lofoten Islands. We would sleep in our mummy bags on a barren
outcropping on the Norwegian Sea, because we neglected to bring
a tent, because we were afraid of bugs and therefore grass, and because there was no boat back until the next day. We would marvel
at the soft sun over the ocean at midnight, and in the morning
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we would have the most exhilarating swim of our lives in the icy
water. We would decide on a whim to hike the ridges surrounding
the city of Bergen, wildly unprepared, stopping only to skinny dip
in a pond, and then realizing that we would have to sprint the rest
of the way if we were to make our train. We would subsist on Wasa,
cheese, and canned beans, because in Norway a beer costs twenty
dollars and a banana costs eight.
We would unabashedly and forever gratefully accept the generosity and hospitality of friends and family and strangers. And,
by the end, we would know a little bit more about camping: that
even if you don’t need a tent per se, you’ll wish you had one; about
semantics: that fish aren’t vegetables, but neither are lattés or
honeycombs; and about love: that even though you sometimes
want to push each other into the Neva, at the end of the day you’re
glad that you didn’t, and if after it all you’d still rather share the
smallest imaginable bed than have one to yourself, then things are
probably okay.

The Norwegian Sea in the morning. Cody Neumann photo
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Maya Land
maya goldstein
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in the summer of 2008 I felt the travel bug inside me once again.
Gili Rosenberg and I were debating what to do for our summer vacation and we went back and forth between staying in Canada or
going overseas. Eventually, at 1:00am at night, after a party and a
few drinks, we booked our flight to Mexico, also known as the land
of the Maya.
We didn’t realize how bizarre our route to Mexico City was until we were already on the plane. We flew from Vancouver to Las
Vegas, and landed straight into a casino. Then instead of flying
directly to Mexico City, which would have made the most sense,
we flew to Charlotte in North Carolina. From there we finally got
on a plane to Mexico City. At least we got some sleep on all of our
flights.
I had been to Mexico once before. I spent a whole month there
when I was 16 as part of a student exchange program from my
high school. Being spoiled kids back then, we didn’t appreciate the
Mexican food at all. This might also be related to the fact that during trips they served us a hard baguette with fried black beans,
which didn’t look or taste very attractive. Now, food was a big part
of the trip and I guess the 12 years that passed also did something
to change my perspective on many things.
We immediately got the hang of the subway system in Mexico
City. We were surprised how easy and effective the subway was for
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getting around this huge city. Our first destination was the market where we could start tasting the local dishes and buy fruit.
After a few hours at the market we decided to check out the main
plaza, and once we got there I realized I had been there before.
By chance we arrived to the daily lowering of the flag ceremony

Riding through old ruins during a cycling trip around Oaxaca. Gili
Rosenberg photo
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where a group of soldiers fought the wind to bring the flag down,
a different group played the drums, and the audience kept saluting
the whole time.
Our next destination was Oaxaca, where chocolate is a big business. We drank the thickest and most delicious chocolate milk I
have ever had, and passed through all the stores to get free chocolate tastings. One day, we did a nice cycling trip through some ruins and villages in the area. One village was like a dream village. All
the people were busy eating ice cream, the specialty of the village.
In another village the specialty was the making of colorful wooden
sculptures. We also enjoyed the local market in Oaxaca and we visited there quite frequently. Our favorite taco stand was constantly
full with locals, the meat was fresh, the tortillas were soft, and the
tacos were served with a piece of pineapple on top.
We spent two days in the small village Santiago Apoala, where
we slept in the house of a local family. Their dog came hiking with
us. He wasn’t the smartest dog but he was lots of fun and made us
feel like locals. One of the hikes was to a brown waterfall, not really
inviting for swimming. We spent the next day walking through a
narrow canyon and between very small villages. We also explored
the colorful local school and we generally enjoyed the atmosphere
of a remote village with no other tourists.
Then we spent some time in and around San Cristobal, which
is a beautiful colonial town. We explored an area with many lakes
in different colors close to the border with Guatemala. In fact, the
border passes right through the the middle of one of the lakes.
We stayed in a very small village in a private cabin near the lake,
which belonged to a local we happened to bump into. It was a huge
cabin, but with nothing inside. We slept on a mattress on the second floor and it was weird to have this huge space just for the two
of us. We rented bikes from another local in order to ride between
the different lagoons, but the bikes were quite small and the gears
didn’t work that well. However, the bikes did the job and we saw
many colorful lagoons—blue, green, turquoise, but not yellow as
the guidebook promised. On the way back to San Cristobal we
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went to see some gigantic waterfalls. The last waterfall was humongous, and we actually needed our bathing suits to get closer.
We got completely wet and there were two bright and colorful
rainbows coming out of the waterfalls.
In San Cristobal we rented bikes again, better ones this time,
and went on a ride to two villages outside San Cristobal. The first
village, Chamula, was not so interesting and there were too many
tourists around. The residents of the village are indigenous people
that believe in a combination of Christianity and their old Mayan
religion. The church in the village was the most extraordinary
church I’ve been to. There were no seats, there was grass on the
floor, many candles all around, and people were making offerings
to their gods. It was a combination of a church and the worshiping
of their indigenous gods.
The second village, Zinacantan, was farther, smaller and less
well-known and much more interesting. By chance we were there
on some big holiday and everyone, women, children and men
were wearing their traditional purple and blue outfits, embroidered with flowers. There were hundreds of people in the street,
everyone happy and in a good mood. There were no other tourists
and we enjoyed a mango from a plastic bag already peeled and
ready to eat. We asked to have it “sin chili” and got some weird
looks since the locals put salt and chili on mangos for some odd
reason. We were surprised to see how tradional some parts of
Mexico were, and we were glad of the opportunity to participate
in a local celebration that was clearly one of the major holidays in
this village.
In Maya Land one can’t ignore all the Maya ruins around.
Even we, who are not that interested in ruins, found ourselves
in Palenque, a famous Maya Ruins site, that were discovered in
the middle of the jungle. It was so hot and humid that day, that I
wished they had left the ruins covered by jungle and let us enjoy
some shaded trees. As I was dreaming of trees I noticed something
green on the ground. It was an avocado! As I looked up and around
I started seeing avocado trees all over. We spent the next half hour
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Eating Mango from a bag during a local celebration, in the
village of Zinacantan. Maya Goldstein photo
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collecting avocados, which added great flavor to our meals in the
days to come. Palenque town was not that interesting, but we
spent a few hours there waiting for our night bus. I never wished
so much for a bus to come, just for the knowledge that there was
going to be air conditioning on the bus.
From there we changed the scenery completely and moved to
the Caribbean coast. Our trip got hotter and hotter, with no rain
for the next little while. Xcalak is a small fishing village close to
the border with Belize. For some reason the place draws many
foreigners, especially Americans, to retire there. But while they
spread out at the edge of the village, the heart of the village is
very authentic. We camped in the back yard of an American couple
right on the beach with coconut trees all around us. One night a
coconut fell right on the tent at 2:30am and we both jumped out
of our sleeping bags. We bought red snapper for dinner from local
fishermen, and the nice couple we stayed with let us cook the fish
in their kitchen.
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It is almost mandatory that on each trip you’ll reach at least
one place that you really don’t like. For us it was Playa del Carmen. We really wanted to dive, and couldn’t in Xcalak because of
a strong wind the whole time we were there. So we decided to go
to Playa which is apparently an amazing diving destination and
“retains much of the laid back fishing village ethos that drew so
many here in the first place” (Lonely Planet). What a pile of crap! In
a place where they have no market but a Wal-Mart instead, there
is no fishing village atmosphere. Luckily, the diving was great, and
we remembered how fun it is to dive in warm water.
As soon as we finished with the diving we were on a bus to Valladolid. It is farther from the ocean but a nice town nonetheless.
The main plaza was extremely nice, where we had the local dish
Chochinita Pibil (pork cooked overnight in banana leaves), a crepe
and corn ice cream. We also visited a few cenotes, which are large
natural pools in a cave. One of them had stalactites, and it was
special to swim in a cave and around stalactites.
In Isla Holbox (hol-bosh), a small Caribbean Island, we made
friends with a local fisherman. He promised he’d cook us a fish and
on our last night on the island he showed up in our hostel with a
fish on a tray. It turned out that it was also the season in which
whale sharks frequent the area and that it is possible to swim
with them. It was an extraordinary experience to swim with a 12metre-long animal, which is actually a shark, but it wouldn’t hurt
you because it eats like a whale. We explored the island with local
bicycles, and reached a deserted beach with dead trees. The relaxed
Caribbean atmosphere made us wish we could have stayed longer.
We moved on to Rio Lagartos where there are many flamingos,
but no lagartos (alligators). We enjoyed a local dish “Mojo de Ajo”
fish with a garlic sauce. We slept in a cabin right near the river, and
spent an afternoon on a beach on the Gulf of Mexico, which is only
reachable by boat.
After two nights on the bus, a day around Merida and a day
around Villaharmosa we arrived back at Mexico City. We found a
hotel with a quesadilla stand right at the entrance and explored
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the many murals by Diego Rivera in the royal palace and in other
buildings. The next day we visited Frida Kahlo’s blue house, and
Leon Trotsky’s home, which I also visited 12 years ago, but I didn’t
know much about him back then.
It was then time to leave Mexico. It was an unforgettable
month and we enjoyed the atmosphere a lot. The people were nice
and friendly, the food was excellent and the fruit was fresh, juicy
and cheap. We wished we could have packed a bag full of mangoes
to bring back with us, since they are imported from Mexico anyway...We had a chilly welcome at the Phoenix airport where the
guards checked our sandwiches that we had brought for dinner
from Mexico City. For some reason they don’t allow ham coming
into the States. Luckily we had turkey.

Gili is cooling down in the water on the beach of the dead trees,
Isla Holbox. Maya Goldstein photo
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北海道の山スキー
Backcountry Skiing in Hokkaido, Japan
matt parisien

Intro
you can ski your brains out in Japan. It’s way fun. I spent two
years backcountry skiing in Hokkaido, the northernmost island in
Japan, and I thought I’d share some of my experiences here.
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So, Hokkaido is covered in mountains, most of them volcanic.
Some of them are so active that they can’t hold snow—the hot
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rocks melt it off. I’ve never seen lava, but I dodged a few plumes
of poisonous gas. In addition to the fumaroles, the terrain is tight
and gullied and the vegetation usually grows to the peaks. Exceptions are Daisetsuzan park, which is too high for trees, and the
tectonic Hidaka range, which has broader slopes. But generally
bushy, in places stinky, and usually tight—that’s Hokkaido terrain.
The good thing is that Hokkaido has soft snow. Virgin soft, fun
fur soft. Your grandmother’s panties dream of being this soft. I
spent an entire month skiing bottomless champagne powder until my legs expired. I got sick of face shots. I honestly, and you
won’t believe me, wanted a snorkel for the deep days, just so I
could breathe without getting my mouth full of snow. Not every
year is a good year, but when it is good it is very good. It seems
that the best time for powder is January through February, with
December’s snow being thin and March being a bit dry. April and
May are good times for touring. That’s when the sun comes out
too.
Despite the excellent snow, backcountry skiing is just starting to get popular in Hokkaido. The first backcountry guidebook,
Hokkaido Yukiyama Gaido (北海道雪山ガイド) was published in
2006. My Japanese coworkers had absolutely no idea that climbing mountains in winter was even a possibility, never mind enjoyable. At the trailhead of a local mountain, I talked to a snow plow
driver who’d been working in the area for years. He was wondering
why so many people were suddenly skiing up the mountain in the
snow. I told him it was fun. “Interesting hobby,” he said.
My interesting hobby took me to some interesting places. Here
are a few good ones.

大雪山国立公園—Daisetsuzan National Park
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Notable peaks:
Asahidake (旭岳) 2290m N43º39'49"E142º51'15"
Tokachidake (十勝岳) 2077m N43º25'3”E142º41'10"
Oputateshike (オプタテシケ山) 2012m N43º28'12"E142º45'6"
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Free huts. Bad weather January through March. Active volcanoes.
Gregory Stewart and I skied a long and butt-puckering line down
the Asahidake crater. Fukiage onsen (吹上温泉) is a great place
to stay, and gives access to wonderful terrain around Tokachidake.
I’ve stayed there three or four times, daytripping the easy peaks
nearby. Some folks from a soft drink company shot a video here a
while back, so it might get more popular.

暑寒別国定公園—Shokanbetsu National Park
Notable peaks:
Shokanbetsudake (暑寒別岳) 1492m N43º42'57" E141º31'22"
Hamamasudake (浜益岳) 1257m N43º42'14" E141º26'20"
Kunbetsudake (君別岳) 1376m N43º41'5" E141º29'15"
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Steep lines fall off Kamuishiridake. Shokanbetsu
National Park, Hokkaido. Matt Parisien photo
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Bad weather in January and February. Massively deep snowpack.
Ocean views in the springtime. I watched three snowboarders ride
a long scary chute off the Shokanbetsudake north buttress; I think
they levitated over the cliffs at the bottom. There seems to be more
wildlife in this part of the island too. The foxes are awfully cute,
though sometimes parasitic. Beware the bush in December—the
bamboo makes horrible thickets.

ニセコ—Niseko Area
Notable peaks:
Yoteizan (羊蹄山) 1898m N42º49'37" E140º48'24"
Mekunnaidake (目国内岳) 1220m N42º53'59" E140º30'55"
Iwaonuppuri (イワオヌプリ) 1116m N42º53'7" E140º38'26"
Easy touring. Often windy. Home to the sprawling Niseko Ski
Resort. People speak more English here, on account of the large
Australian tourists. Yoteizan looks like Mount Fuji—I went up in
February, and while the slopes under 1300m made for lovely skiing,
anything over 1500m needed an axe. At the northwestern foot of
Yoteizan is Kyogoku, a freshwater spring with the brightest-tasting
water you’ve ever had. Old men come and fill their jugs regularly.

札幌近郊—Sapporo Area
Features:
Yoichidake (余市岳) 1488m N43º1'58" E141º1'11"
Shiraidake (白井岳) 1301m N43º2'41" E141º4'14"
Soranumadake (空沼岳) 1251m N42º51'54" E141º15'14"
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Tight terrain. Staffed huts. Lift-accessible backcountry. Yoichidake and Shiraidake share the same volcanic complex with
Kiroro and Sapporo Ski Resorts. Ryan Anglim and I skied miles
of waist-deep powder while just over the ridge Kiroro Ski Resort
was packed like Disneyland. The hut at Soranuma is palatial, and
the terrain is mellow.

Travels Abroad

その他—Other Places
I have heard that in the Shiretoko, Hokkaido’s far Eastern peninsula, there are tall remote peaks with a solid out-there feeling.
Rausudake (羅臼岳 1660m) comes to mind. But it is cold—the
surrounding ocean is jammed with sea ice January to March. Other
cold places are Rishiridake (利尻岳 1721m), an island mountain
in the Sea of Japan. Toby Weymiller told me he was up there one
day in February in minus forty-five degrees. The windward side of
Rishirizan is where the Japanese teams train for Himalayan expeditions, so the story goes.
But there are other places in Hokkaido that are not so harsh. I
had the best days of all daytripping in the trees, yoyoing up and
down whatever forested bump was close to my house. That’s what
most of the locals do too. Work is too hard, they say, too hard for
long drives and big climbs. Weekends are for rolling around in the
sweet easy pow, maybe making some tea and noodles at the trailhead, and then going for a soak at the hot spring.
Good times, whatever the excitement level. Come out if you
ever get the chance.

For More Info
Complete topographic maps of Japan are browsable online at the
Denshi Kokudo Po-taru (電子国土ポータル). Professional weather observations and forecasts are online at HBC Pro Weather. The
Sapporo Chuo Kinrousha Sangakukai (札幌中央勤労者山岳会) is
an active outdoor club with good trip reports and beta. Even if you
can’t read Japanese, there are loads of maps and photos.
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Balkan Rock
craig alfredson
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they say that the best experiences are the ones that are not
planned. This was certainly the case for me last summer when I
took a quick 6-week jaunt through Eastern Europe after attending
a friend’s wedding in England. I was packing light, but at the last
minute I threw my climbing shoes and harness in the bottom of
my bag, just in case an opportunity came up to go climbing. It was
certainly the right decision.
About 4 weeks into my trip, I found myself tired and hung over
in Belgrade, Serbia, after a rowdy overnight train ride in a compartment with three Australians bound for Oktoberfest. I wasn’t
feeling overly ambitious, but I had to wait to check into my hostel, so I decided to take a walk and explore the city. While walking through the Kalemegdan, a giant fortress turned public park,
I caught something out of the corner of my eye. A man walked
past me with a chalk bag hanging off of his belt. My interest was
picqued, so I followed him for a bit. He walked around the corner,
dumped his bag and started stretching. My suspicions were confirmed when I looked up at the ancient stonework of the fortress
and saw little patches of white sporadically scattered over the
rock—chalk marks.
When I mustered up the courage to walk up and speak to him,
the conversation went something like this:
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Me: “Excuse me, do you speak English?”
Him: “Yes. Do you rock climb?”
Me: “Yes.”
Him: “Do you want to go rock climbing here?”
Me: “Umm, yes.”
As it turned out, the man that I met was Blagoje Dobrota, president of the Serbian Sport Climbing Federation, and an hour later
we were gearing up at an old rock quarry on the outskirts of the
city. I spent a couple of hours climbing in the sun with Blagoje
and his wife, and even though they were both in their mid-fifties,
they were both able to out-climb me by an embarrassing margin.
I blamed their home court advantage and my hangover, but the
truth is they were impressive climbers. As we were packing up,
Blagoje commented, “This little quarry is truly embarrassing, if
you really want to experience real climbing in Serbia, you have to
come to my house in Jelašnica. There we have more than one hundred climbs and even some multi-pitch. We are going this weekend, you should come along.” So I swallowed my pride at being
beaten by this “embarrassing little quarry” and set a date to meet
three days hence in the tiny village of Jelašnica. He scribbled some
directions in indelible marker on a scrap of paper and gave me the
phone number of his neighbour (he didn’t have a phone), in case
I should get lost.
Travelling in Eastern Europe can have its challenges, not the
least of them being the language barrier. In the larger cities, such
as Belgrade, one can generally get by in English, but once you leave
the urban areas you generally aren’t that lucky. The following Friday, I hopped on a bus heading south to Serbia’s second city, Niš,
and then transferred to a local bus for the last twelve kilometres
to the edge of Jelašnica National Park, the location of Blagoje’s
house. When I boarded this second bus, I pulled out the wrinkled
piece of paper with its thick black markings and showed it to the
driver. His eyes scanned it for a few seconds, then he grinned,
shrugged his shoulders, muttered something in Serbian, stepped
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´
´ First Ascent, Roary, (UIAA 7–). Craig Alfredson
Marko Cirkovic,
photo
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on the gas and we were off. At this point I was fairly certain I was
on the right bus, but quite uncertain that the driver had any clue
where I wanted to get off. By this point it was dark outside, so
visual clues were out of the question. I would have called Blagoje’s
neighbour, but I was without a cell phone, and as it turned out
the neighbour didn’t speak English anyway. I scanned the dozen
or so other passengers on the bus, trying to decide who might
be the most likely to help me. My best candidate was an elderly
lady. When I handed her the piece of paper, she examined it carefully, then started talking to the man next to her. Before I knew it,
the entire bus had erupted into a heated debate (in Serbian) over
where this poor Canadian traveller wanted to get off the bus.
My Serbian is poor at best, but I managed to pick up a few words
here and there and luckily all Slavic languages are quite similar. I
managed to pick up two words from the hectic conversation going
on around me: stari and most—old bridge. This sparked a memory
of an off hand comment that Blagoje had mentioned about an old
bridge that was beside his house. “Stari most, Stari most!” I yelled
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to the driver, and he seemed to understand. Moments later the
bus screeched to a halt and I was pushed off to see the silhouette
of Blagoje running up his driveway to greet me. He hugged me like
we were longtime companions and the bus sped away behind me.
The next morning I awoke to pleasant skies, warm temperatures and a host who was eager to get out climbing. We ate a quick
breakfast and headed out to join the rest of his family—all climbers—out on the rock. In the dark of the night I hadn’t noticed that
Blagoje’s house was quite literally underneath the climbing area.
We walked about five minutes to where his daughter and son-inlaw were setting up a top rope on an easy warm up route (Dani
Grmljavine, UIAA 6+, 5.10a). I quickly found out that I was out of
my league. I still had fun playing around on the karst limestone.
There are about 180 bolted sport routes in the Jelašnica gorge,
and it turns out that over half of them were set by none other
than my host. Blagoje formed the Serbian Sport Climbing Federation in 2000 as a faction of the Alpine and Climbing Federation because he found it was hard to get government funding for
sports that are not of a competitive nature. He spent the next five
years promoting competitive indoor climbing in Serbia, including
building his own climbing gym in Belgrade, Geckon (Gecko). Four
years ago he turned his focus back to outdoor climbing and had
the innovative idea of hosting outdoor climbing competitions in
the Jelašnica gorge. The Serbian government decided to back his
idea and gave him funding to bolt 30 to 50 routes each year and
hold a competition on the new routes. The result is a rapidly growing sport climbing area that is growing in popularity with Eastern
European climbers. The weekend I was there, along with the local
Serbian climbers, I met about a dozen Romanian climbers, three
climbers from Bulgaria and a couple from Italy.
On Sunday we woke up to a light drizzle, so instead of climbing
we decided to set some new routes. We headed out and started
clearing some bushes on a crag rising straight off of the road. I
have done a small amount of route setting on Squamish granite,
so I was surprised at how easy it was to drill into the limestone.
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By early afternoon we had completed three new routes. One was
done entirely by me, and they gave me the honour of naming it.
I wanted to call it “International Federation of World Travellers”
after a bar that I had been drinking at in Belgrade, but they said
that was too long of a name, so I settled on “Canadian Way.” After
a couple of test climbs, we determined its grade was UIAA 6– (5.9)
and Blagoje commented that it was nice to have another “beginner” route in the area.
That evening I parted ways with my Serbian host family, vowing to return as soon as I was able. I had no other use for my shoes
and harness on that particular trip, but you can be sure that I will
be packing them again, as the experience I had in the Jelašnica
Gorge ranks as one of my best while travelling. I have often found
that being part of the worldwide climbing community has offered
me many opportunities that I wouldn’t have otherwise had. It is
not only exciting to climb in many different exotic locations, but
it has also allowed me to experience the local culture more intimately.

Beta
Serbia is in the Western Balkans in South Eastern Europe, and is
easily reached by train or bus from many major European cities.
Belgrade, the capital, is on a main train line, between Munich, Germany and Istanbul, Turkey. Niš is located about three hours south
of Belgrade and is easily accessible by bus. Jelašnica Gorge National
Park is 12km west of Niš, and is reached by car or local bus. There
is camping available in the park, and cheap room and board are
available just outside the park (contact Blagoje Dobrota through
the Geckon Climbing Centre gekonbg@tehnikom.net (+381-11)
628-327. www.climbing.rs is a good website with general information about climbing in Serbia.
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Ridiculously Serious,
or Seriously Ridiculous
lewis kitchen

the plan all started in October of 2009. Dan Boland, Kristina Lidstone, Justin Hall, and I were going to drive down to Mexico over
the Olympic break and go rock climbing. Everything was going
according to plan until, 3 weeks before the Olympic break, Justin
told the three of us he wouldn’t be able to go. This was not too big
of a deal, unless you count the fact that he was the one with the car.
Now we had 3 people, no car, and no money for silly things like
plane tickets, so we got to brainstorming. How could we pull off
an epic trip?
It was during this brainstorming session where things like
hitchhiking, standby flights, and taking the bus were being discussed, when Dan’s brother, Simon, piped in: “What if you just
buy a car?”
The three of us looked at each other and I repeated: “We could
just buy a car.” Just! It was at this point that Simon excused himself
from the room, not wanting to influence us with any more ideas.
Two weeks later, we bought a car for $500 (Canadian insurance,
Mexican insurance, and various small repairs later brought the total to $800), and had managed to find a 4th person (Rohan Little)
to come along. We had a little 1994 Mazda 323, climbing/camping
gear for 4 people, 4 people, and 56 hours of driving ahead of us
before we reached Mexico. We knew when we set out that we were
bound for adventure.
To start, the car (later to be known as Savage Pete) had no
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speedometer. We brought along
Simon’s GPS, but the charging
cable didn’t work...until we fixed
it with aluminum foil from a
cigarette pack. The license plate
was held on with duct tape, and
we had no maps for the first 36
hours of the drive (we finally purchased a road atlas in Arizona).
Dan decided to try to get the hole
in the muffler fixed at 3am (there
was a mechanic open!), Rohan
had a fuse burn out on him and
had to drive with no signals for a
half hour until we pulled over in
a gas station and replaced it, and Entering the canyon of El
when we finally reached Mexico, Portrero Chico for the first
time. Lewis Kitchen photo
we learned that first you cross
the border, then you have to find where the immigration office is!
But Savage Pete made it to Mexico, and when we drove down
to Hidalgo, a little town outside of Monterrey, we suddenly understood why we had driven so far. The climbing area of El Portrero
Chico is a small canyon, with a road going up through it. On the
immediate right of the road are the Western walls, and not more
than 20m to the left of the road, the Eastern walls begin.
We found one of the local campgrounds and set up (for the
record, we stayed at the Pagoda. The other major campground is
the Posada, and I think we made the good choice. Posada is the
one where everyone goes, but we were only 40m up the road—towards El Portrero, had more space, better facilities, and paid less
too). Then we began our first day climbing in Mexico with Rohan
convincing Dan that, “For sure, that’s the 5.8.” It was a 5.11b,
which Dan was very happy to learn after it soundly defeated him.
The climbing is mostly all sport on beautiful, textured limestone. The routes can get a bit run out, and depending on who set
the route, are either graded soft or hard. All of the pitches are long,
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usually 25m, minimum, and are really well protected, despite
the run outs. The walls are massive and there are some beautiful
multi-pitch climbs I’d love to go back for when it’s not the first
week of climbing in the season.
We enjoyed copious amounts of tequila, Rohan ran headfirst
into a wall, my sunglasses got caught on the back windshield
wiper of our car while we were driving (I left them on the roof),
the food was delicious, the dirtbag culture was wildly off-set from
the locals, and the weather was absolutely gorgeous (much to our
amusement, so was the weather in Vancouver at this time). We
even ran into a few other Vancouverites who were also Olympic
refugees.
We packed up and left Mexico after 6 nights and began our
trip back to Vancouver, planning to stop in Red Rocks for a couple
days. Our true story of leaving Mexico starts when we reached the
border, and couldn’t for the life of us remember which border we
had crossed at (for the record, there are 3 in the town of Laredo),
but we knew we needed to cross at the same one so we could get
our car checked out as leaving (otherwise they charge you a $200
fee). After quite some time, and a number of U-turns, we found
the border we needed to cross at. And the line up to get across...
Being the environmentally conscious Canadians we were, we
decided not to idle Savage Pete, and instead we’d push him across
the bridge that separates the US and Mexico. And we wonder why
the border guards searched our car! They didn’t find any Mexican
ditch weed in our car, thankfully, and let us carry on after paying
our $1.25 import fee on our tequila (Oh no! $1.25 per litre!).
We carried on another 15 minutes north of Laredo, and came
across a Department of Homeland Security checkpoint, where the
freaking dog barked at our car! Honestly, we were just searched!
Really, the guys at the checkpoint were nice and thought we were
all really funny. They asked us questions about whether or not we
smoke pot, to which we replied “Well, not here!” and what the fine
is for smoking pot in Vancouver to which we replied “It’s like a
parking ticket, but I don’t know anyone who’s ever gotten one.”
Fucking Canadian hippies.
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They let us go on our way, when once again, the search yielded
no Mexican ditch weed.
We later had a long discussion on how one would go about
smuggling drugs into the US from Mexico. My personal favourite
was to use a Howitzer. We also had the same discussion about
smuggling Mexicans. My answer was the Mexicannon, a largebarrelled version of a howitzer that would shoot Mexicans riding
saddles across the border. For those of you in physics, just think
about the Doppler effect of “Arriba!”
After finally arriving in Red Rocks, Rohan and I realized that...
there are no trees in Red Rocks. Hammocks don’t work well without trees, and we’d been sleeping in hammocks the whole trip.
But being a clever engineer, Rohan devised a system using a sling
wrapped through Savage Pete, and then tying off the other end of
the hammocks to a cast iron barbecue grill. It worked.
It rained while we were in Red Rocks, so we didn’t get much
climbing in, but we did steal pallets from behind a casino, gave
Savage Pete duct tape racing stripes, finally did some laundry, and
drank some delicious beers (the good kinds, not Bud Light Lime).
When we finally left Red Rocks, we decided to bobsled start
Savage Pete. Not for any reason, simply because we decided that
if he hadn’t ever
broken down on
us, well, we’d still
treat him like he
had. He’s still kicking and is signed
up for a number of
other adventures.
Best $500 investment I’ve ever
made.
Savage Pete’s new look with duct tape
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racing stripes in Red Rocks. Left to right:
Rohan Little, Kristina Lidstone, Dan Boland.
Lewis Kitchen photo
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Steve “Muffin” Mullen, Jacob Slosberg, Anne Vialettes, Christian
Champagne and Piotr Forysinski on the summit of Needle Peak. Piotr
Forysinski photo

Lewis Kitchen is racking up for 4th pitch of Diedre. Thomson Hawks photo

VOCers showing some skin in midst of winter. Some random skier pressed
into service for photo

The traditional VOC climbing of Siwash Rock late one evening. Bob Lai
photo

Sometimes, it takes a club to move an outhouse. Roland Burton photo

Reach! At the Longhike party. Bob Lai photo

Phelix Reno Trip
August 1–3
kevin burton (age

14)

my father and I left Vancouver at about 4:15pm to go pick up
Noriko. We had a quick stop at Cheapskates to look for some nylon pants for me, but didn’t find anything that fit...so much for
planning. We finally got to the alley behind Noriko’s place at about
4:30pm, and waited for half an hour. While waiting, we explored
some weird underground stairwells that probably connect with
parking lots. Picking up Sophia and Reuben was uneventful and
efficient.
After being on the road for about five hours, including some
good rock trundling at the rock slide, we finally arrived at the
end of the road and set up our tent around 10pm to sleep. We got
up about 6am; it was bitterly cold, but we had eggs. The hike up
wasn’t too bad, Reuben and Sophia each carried 2 gallons of paint.
Noriko took 1, and my dad and I took none. We finally got up to
the Hut and I was quite tired. They put me on splat control while
they painted, which wasn’t too bad except for the fact that it was
quite unrewarding, but work is work.
The other VOCers started painting, so I soon had nothing left
to do. I tried to have a nap, but it was way too hot in the tent, so I
simply wandered around. And for some strange reason all I could
think about was food.
Day two dawned and my dad and I were going to go hiking up
to the Aragorn Glacier. We had to plow through about 1km of
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krumhltz on the way up. When we finally reached the ridge, the
view was amazing. We had crackers with canned tuna; meanwhile
I learned how to kill horse flies really, really well! On the way down,
I just about petered out. Finally we broke through the krumholtz
and got back to the hut. I went into the tent and had a nap. Then
came the “great outhouse moving,” where we had to relocate the
outhouse because it was full. This was done by first taking off the
very heavy roof, then pulling the outhouse over onto its side. Then
the whole crew dragged it over to the new site. After this, we had
dinner, then I slept again.
The third and final day dawned and started off pretty okay; a
mouse had pooped in my two-cup cup; meanwhile we couldn’t
find the milk powder. I had dry granola in my dad’s two-cup cup.
Roland and I painted the inside of the cupboards, but there was
mouse poo in all the corners, plus a dead mouse. It was pretty
gross and smelled strangely like pesto.
Finally we hiked out and I was feeling a bit off balance and tired
out. When I finally made it to the front of my dad and a few other
VOCers, I quickly caught up with Sophia. I was feeling pretty good
about myself when we finally got back to the car, but the bugs
were horrific. They’d attack in groups of no less than seven. That
was when I got the first bite on my left leg, before that it was only
the right one. Dad drove down the dirt road and Reuben drove the
rest of the way home.
It was all around pretty good, and the crew got a lot of work
done.
I actually brought swim-trunks and a towel, but with all the
skinny-dipping going on in the lake in front of the Hut, I was in
no mood at all to swim the urbanite way. So I survived by hiding in
the hut and tent, and never going outside when I could hear people talking about how “nippy” the water was. Because you never
ever use the word “nippy” when you’re wearing clothes.
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2009 Waddington
Hut Renos
Why Did I Do This Twice?
sam mason

for whatever reason, I decided this year that one weekend of
manual labour up at Brian Waddington Hut wasn’t enough. So,
I decided that I’d go on both reno trips that took place over the
summer. After each I wrote a trip report that went on the message
board. These are those reports, only slightly edited.

2009 BWH Renos Part 1, June 13–14
I’m probably not the youngest person who was on the trip (21y9m),
but I’d bet that I’m the newest member (about 1 month now). A
few weeks ago, after 4 years of humming, hawing, and procrastinating, I decided that enough was enough and joined. A few days
later I made a hurried trip out to UBC on my lunch break and filled
out my form (while trying to hide my surprise that the “Roland” I’d
been corresponding with was not of university age).
After a drive that featured waking up way too early, my VOC
experience got off to an interesting start while trying to coax my
car 300m too far up the FSR to where Veenstra was parked. A few
mm of burnt rubber, one 4x4 ride, and 1h later I was hiking my
way towards trail duty.
I think the thing that stood out the most for me was how good
the trail was to begin with, so with that in mind I’d just like to congratulate everyone who’d worked on it before. Matthew pointed
out what a pain getting through all that slide alder was, and I can
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only imagine. So thank you for making our job this time around
that much easier!
Most of the work that we did have to do involved waterbar
building or minor stream redirection. A welcome break from
trench digging and root cutting (sidenote: Vlad, the ratcheting
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Tomas Holkup carrying out garbage from the Phelix Hut. Christian
Veenstra photo
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pruner is incredible) came when we found a downed log across the
trail. After a few inches it became clear that our bow saw was getting too tightly pinched to be operated well, so we got out the axe.
In true city works crew style (4 watching, 1 working) we hacked
our way through the poor tree and moved on. A bit further up
the trail we ran into what can only be described as a mud pit, and
a long one at that. It was getting late, so we left that for Sunday.
When the trail flattened out, I was expecting that the hard part
was over, but I didn’t account for the snow. With absolutely-notwaterproof boots and no gaiters my feet were soaking in no time,
and the trip around the lake was an unwelcome surprise at the
end of the day. As we neared the hut, I noticed a group of (mostly)
naked people jumping in and out of the glacial stream; I began to
wonder who exactly it was that I was associating with.
I can’t really comment on the hut improvements, since this was
my first visit. I was surprised at how much room there actually
was in the loft; from the outside it doesn’t look like a structure
that will sleep 24 upstairs!
I guess I’d have to say that I never imagined I’d see a person
hiking with a 20lb propane tank attached to their pack, but then
again I guess I also assumed that people who used huts like this
one would clean up after themselves. We started our trail work
for Sunday by doing our best with the mud pit. We installed some
wood-sided ditches up the trail on the uphill side (since most of
the water is just seeping out of the ground), interspersed with waterbars. This was pretty disheartening work, though. Although I
feel we left the trail drying and in better condition than we found
it, we were definitely fighting a losing battle there. We used improvised wood stakes liberally to hopefully keep our work in place for
as long as possible. Further down we simply covered a similar but
shorter mud pit with pieces of wood.
Getting to the clearcut, we found it in much better condition
than when we crossed it coming in. Far fewer logs to climb over
and a much more pleasant walk. The 4x4 ride down featured some
hectic banging on the roof from our bumper riders when they
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spotted a large black bear ahead of us. Fortunately it didn’t seem
to like the prospect of taking on a Pathfinder.
In describing the trip to friends (I went and did manual labour
for the weekend!) I’ve gotten several blank stares and one person
who wanted to know if I’d been paid. I’ve read about the different
types of fun in the VOC—including the type that doesn’t sound
like fun but is and makes you want to do it again. My first VOC
experience has left me itching to get back at it!

2009 BWH Renos Round 2, July 1–3
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It has been a terrible forest fire season. Fire danger is high. All-time
temperature records are being set. A fire threatening Birkenhead
Lake Provincial Park is making the air very hazy. Lightning is in the
forecast. The government is suggesting that people stay out of the
backcountry. You know what that means...BWH reno time!
With no 4x4 able to help us out, 8 of us had to hike up the
road Saturday morning (well, 7 of us had to; I think Greta just took
pity on us and joined in). In itself that wasn’t so bad; however,
our reward for reaching the trailhead was a pile of heavy crap that
needed to be carried up to the hut. The hot, still, and smoky air
combined with heavy packs made for an intense hike. Just as we
got to the hut (well, most of us) the skies opened up and a thunderstorm rolled overhead. Most of us did things like paint and dig
an outhouse hole for the rest of the afternoon; however, Veenstra
stayed on the roof from the early afternoon until maybe 10pm,
only occasionally asking for such luxuries as “some food” or “water.” By the end even some of the other people camping near the
hut (there were probably 10+ other people there, including one
couple that I’m told gave Roland’s group quite a surprise, being
naked when the group arrived) were commenting that he should
probably come down. But the roof repairs did get finished.
Early Sunday most of us went hiking, with the largest group
deciding that Gandalf was enough, although some carried on to
Aragorn, and a couple to both Aragorn and Shadowfax. As far as I
know 5 VOCers conquered the Gandalf summit block. The thun-
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Everyone has gathered for dinner while Christian Veenstra is
working on the roof. Sam Mason photo

derstorm we were expecting never materialized, so some swimming was in order. Even in the lake there was work for us to do;
after most of us nearly impaled ourselves several times on submerged logs, we decided to do some “beach renos”—i.e. clearing
some wood to make an actual sandy beach. A rake would help get
rid of the smaller stuff and make swimming much less painful and
more enjoyable.
With most of us content sitting around and doing nothing at
this point, it took Christian cracking the whip to get us working
on the outhouse. Dirt was shovelled through the toilet seat onto
“the pile,” the roof was pushed off the top and lowered with a rope,
and various other heavy bits were removed. After much faffing
and talking, the outhouse was finally tipped over towards the lake,
with Roland on belay and a whole team of “catchers” hoping not
to be squished. With the outhouse now on its side and the old hole
now completely exposed, it was decided that more hole-covering
was in order. In addition to plenty of dirt, some big rocks were
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thrown on and, to the surprise of many, didn’t sink...although
they did jiggle a lot, as if they’d been thrown onto a pile of Jell-o.
Once we were satisfied that nobody’s foot was going to plunge into
generations of digested camp food, we recruited some outside hikers for help in lifting the very heavy outhouse and walked it over
to its new location. Realizing that there was still levelling work
to be done before we could stand the outhouse up (it was still on
its side), we broke for dinner before coming back and reattaching
the roof. It should be interesting to see what kind of vegetation
springs up above the old pit.
Sunday night featured plenty of out-of-tune singing, accompanied by the musical stylings of Noriko on the stick-and-winebottle. Oh, and it started raining ash.
Monday morning the keeners of the group finished levelling
the new outhouse spot, and when the rest of us had finally stirred
to life, the whole crew was put to work again positioning and raising it. With the heavy lifting done, the group split up to put the
finishing touches on the hut and outhouse and to get a start on
bridge building. Both 4x4s left at a very reasonably time of noonish. The bridge and trail crew, however, didn’t leave the lake until
6 pm and, with no 4x4s left, had to hike the road again, this time
with heavy crap. Progress was slowed by distracting and delicious
berries. One startled deer obviously didn’t expect anyone to be
ridiculous enough to be walking down the road at that hour.
We quickly de-grimed in Birkenhead Lake and started the long
drive home at 9 pm. We made an 11:30 visit to the Wendy’s “drivethru, park, and wait.” I was home by 1 am.
It certainly was a long weekend.
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Not for the
Faint of Heart
Brew Hut, October 3–4, 2009
artem bylinskii

participants: Emily Payne, Ryan McKenzie, Ayoe Buhl, SeolYeong Baek, Greg StAubin, Justin Kong, Roland Burton, Artem
Bylinskii
It was early October, right around the time it starts snowing up
at the Brew Hut. Our easy access would soon be cut off, with the
alpine soon to become the Winter Wonder-“whiteout”-land that it
usually is. We thus organized a group of eager new members looking to get their Workhike done, to go up there and replenish the
firewood supply from the remains of the old hut. Some minor hut
maintenance was also in the plan—no one seemed to mind. Little
did they know what they’d got themselves into.
The hike in was uneventful. That is if you call uneventful getting lost in the bushes before the trailhead, eating tons of luscious
berries, seeing several bears, swimming naked in a lake, and bootpacking in knee deep snow you didn’t expect. Typical VOC hiking.
Just as “typical” was the way down, as we hauled out a mirror, a
variety of tools, and an empty-yet-heavy fire extinguisher. One of
us also used an entirely steel, four foot, pick axe as a hiking pole.
Ryan also managed to puncture his tire on the drive down, without noticing, and completely mangle his wheel.
Once at the hut, everyone dived right into the work. Some were
digging through the snow to find the leftovers of Brew II, some
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were digging through the piles of junk in the hut to get everything
recorded and organized, and some, well, were digging through
something else entirely...
Before the trip, there was talk of moving the outhouse as it was
becoming fairly full since its erection—it sees high traffic of adventurers that will eat anything and everything looking to unload.
Seeing as it was originally placed over a hole that someone must
have dug, we figured we’d be able to dig out a new indentation into
the ridge. This proved difficult. The hut sits on top of ridge that is
mainly bedrock, with the few patches of soil seeded with boulders
larger than your head. Not to mention having to worry about contaminating any local water supplies and moving the heavy hunk of
wood with only eight people.
Solution? We did have the urge and enthusiasm to get it done.
We did have a shovel. We did have a bucket. We did have a patch
of hungry looking trees about 200 metres away. We decided to dig
through the softest material around to make a perfectly shaped
hole. Oh...and it would already be under the outhouse.
Lifting off the king’s throne, we dug right in. On a scale of 1
(unbearable), the smell was 2 (repulsive). It also became increasingly more rich and potent the more we stirred the deposit. With
every successive layer, we were treated to a brand new experience
with the odours changing it up. The feces and strings of toilet paper were quite happy to peacefully decompose for years on end,
and thus attacked us with everything they had.
With just about everybody contributing a full bucket load, by
relocating the outhouse contents to their new resting ground, we
effectively “moved” the outhouse, where it should last another
four to five years. The “new” outhouse was promptly broken-in
thereafter, beginning a whole new excrement journey for more
VOCers down the road. It is safe to say that none of us, especially
the new members, will ever forget the experience.
Note: no pictures of actual shovelling will be released due to
the graphic and gruesome nature of the content.

How to Stay in Canada
after Your Exchange
(or Tips and Warnings
about Marrying a VOCer)
line lund veenstra

i joined the VOC one week after my arrival to Canada, and the
following weekend I went on my first trip—Winter Longhike. I
had a great time and wanted to spend more time with these weird
creatures, who sing and dance without being influenced by alcohol.
However the upcoming trip was Intro to Backcountry Skiing, and I
had no idea what backcountry skiing was. I basically thought it was
skiing off piste at the resort and through the trees. I never really
liked tree-skiing. However at one of the slideshow nights, another
exchange student, Charlie, persuaded me to try out this backcountry skiing.
Soon I learned that tree-skiing isn’t so bad when it goes uphill
and leads to amazing and rural alpine areas. I also learned the real
meaning of beginner friendly, and that trips don’t have to be fun
to be fun. I was having the time of my life, and I did not want it
to end. Charlie and I discussed our opportunities to stay in the
country, and decided that the best option would be to marry a Canadian, and why not pick a VOCer. Then on top of the permanent
residency you also get a personal guide and heaps of free gear. It
turned out, that getting a male VOC on the hook wasn’t too hard.
Most females would probably have no problems, but I will throw
a few tips in anyway:
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1. Make sure to sit next to your target in the snow kitchen
You have to sit close to keep warm. This is of course also valid when
it comes to slideshow night, hut singing or massage circles.
2. Ask him for advice
About how much food to bring on a trip, how to do a nice tele
stance, which shovel you should buy, about anything outdoorsy.
He will love to give advice and think that you have potential.
3. Get him to talk about his car and tools
This will get him to like you without his knowing exactly why. It
should be very easy and you don’t really need to know anything
about cars or tools to get him started on a long speech. The hard
part is of course to put on the “I am interested” face and to stay
awake.
4. Convince him that you like suffering
Probably not important if you are just looking for a one-nighter,
but essential if you are looking for a spouse. Remember that he is
more likely to pick you if he thinks that you have the potential to
be tough—although not tougher than him.
If you have tried all of the above without success, don’t feel bad.
It is most likely because he is the kind of guy that needs things
spelled out. In that case, number 5 will be a safe bet.
5. Aggressive spooning
Suck all the heat out of him by spooning aggressively. It might
seem weird, but this is in fact a common way to show someone
your affection in the outdoor community.
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Charlie and I had no problem getting a Canadian VOCer on the
hook; it only took a month or so. The easy part was over, now
we had to do the hard work to convince them that we were wifematerial. I also have a few important tips for getting through this
second and harder phase.

Club Life & Reflections

1. Never complain about gear in the bedroom
The main purpose of your VOC guy’s bedroom is most likely to dry
out and store gear. That is, everything from bikes to sleeping bags.
The gear has first priority, so do not fight it, because you will lose.
This also means that on Friday night, waxing the skis will be more
important than cuddling.
2. Learn to like suffering
In the second phase, pretending isn’t good enough. You have to
enjoy suffering. Blisters, burning quads, exposed loose rock, kayaking, howling winds, whiteout navigation, bushwacking—you gotta
love it all (or at least consider it as type-2 fun).
3. Agree to try out his new homemade Therm-a-rest
I guess this really goes under the “learn to like suffering” category,
since it is obvious that it is not going to hold air and you are going
to be cold the whole night. However, this also goes for other homemade projects like lightweight climbing harnesses (which will be
uncomfortable) or kayak sails (which have a high potential of capsizing you).
4. Accept that a major part of your budget will go
towards new gear
Whether it be for a ninth ice axe or a completely new project like
kite-skiing/kayaking.
The final test is usually kept secret until you have passed, so
be prepared for the worst. My final test was a one-month-long
kayak-accessed ski-mountaineering expedition of the Whitemantle Range via Bute Inlet (ref. to last year’s journal). There was even
an additional proposal test. He proposed to me in our beater trip
car (better known as the Veenstramobile) somewhere on 4th
Ave. Also, don’t get your hopes up about a big and fancy wedding.
However, now that you have been warned, I must admit that a
VOC hut celebration is quite amazing, especially when it includes
a delicious potluck and awesome company. And when we were
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dancing our wedding dance in the Phelix hut to the sound of twenty
VOCers singing “Puff the Magic Dragon,” I realized that this was
all I have ever dreamt about and I could not imagine my life without this VOCer by my side.
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June 2008. Residency guaranteed...Scott Webster photo

Frosty
emily ackroyd

i decided to get out of the city, away from the mayhem of the
Olympics, so I decided on Nelson, B.C., for some skiing! This article
was originally supposed to be about awesome, sunny backcountry
ski days in Nelson; however, my wisdom tooth got infected and I
couldn’t eat for a week, so there were only three beautiful days of
tele turns. Instead this article is about a car that nobody thought
should be on a road trip (except my boyfriend, Tony Melnick); and
maybe it shouldn’t have been…
School was busy the last two weeks before the break, and I realized I had no way of getting to Nelson, so I posted a plea for
help on the VOC message board. No one replied offering a ride
but I was given the link to Kootenay Rideshare. I found a promising girl who said she could take Tony and me with two sets of
skis and backpacks. Everything was so promising… she emailed
back asking me to confirm if we wanted the ride and I emailed
her right away. Our departure date was in three days and she still
hadn’t emailed back so I emailed her once again and tried phoning. There was no reply from her email and her phone number was
from Nelson… how helpful. In the meantime we were in Abbotsford visiting friends. I tried phoning back-up rides but they were
all full. What were we going to do? This was sketching me out, but
I am used to VOC types, so I thought maybe she was just the lastminute type. The day before we were supposed to leave I got an
email saying she could no longer take us. Ahh! The bus is way too
expensive. What now?
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Luckily Tony had the brilliant idea of asking his friend, Colin
Schmidt, if we could borrow his car in exchange for a place to stay
at UBC during the Olympics. I’m not gonna lie, I’d been in his car
a few times before, and I was slightly scared it wouldn’t be able to
make it the full ~800 km to my dad’s place.
“Frosty” was his name. We knew this because it is written in
the centre of a black, spray-painted penis on the front of the car
(hence how I also know he is a boy). Frosty is a 1987 Honda Civic
that is referred to, by many who know him, as “a major piece of
crap.” Colin is heavily involved in drifting and drift events. He is
currently putting a new motor into his Toyota Corolla for added
power, skill, ability, and because he gracefully drifted it into a
ditch rendering the car useless and smelling like a swamp.
Needing a new everyday driver Colin found Frosty. The 1987
Honda Civic comes with an impressive 53 horsepower (riding
lawnmowers have around 25 horsepower). The back left tire has
flat spots because Colin keeps his drifting skills sharp and deadly
by violently pulling the e-brake as he goes around corners. The
front right tire is bald because Colin put the front bumper against
a brick wall and ripped the rubber from the tire in a one tire burnout. After purchasing the car for a steal of only $500, the exhaust
promptly fell off. The rear bumper did this more gradually but also
fell off. It’s OK though; both problems were fixed with the power
of zap straps. Frosty has no need for fancy luxuries like power
steering, air conditioning, or a functional horn; he is a true rebel
of the road. Lawn mowers have a feature called a “choke” used to
start the engine. Frosty has three levels of choke!
We set off from UBC with skis shoved down the sides and gear
piled on the back seat. We stopped near Commercial Drive to pick
up a few things up from my mom’s place. Upon looking at the car
she proceeded to give me an emergency candle and matches in
case it broke down and we had to spend the night in the car. I
found out later she emailed my dad worrying we wouldn’t make
it, and asked him to phone her when we got to Nelson. He sent a
reply “They’ll be fine, it sounds like the type of car we used to go
on road rips with,” to which she replied, “That’s what worries me.”
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We made it out of the city and onto Highway #1. The entire car
vibrated and it was so loud that the music added just enough noise
to make you completely deaf.
We made our first stop in Hope to use the bathroom. We got
back into the car, turned the key and NOTHING happened. Not
even the sound of a car trying to start and failing; nothing. Tony
figured it had to be the battery so he popped the hood while I
enjoyed a noodle bowl. The connecting piece on the battery had
come off from the car vibrating so violently. That was a scary few
minutes! Soon we were back on the road, ever fearful it would fall
off again while the vibrations intensified on the drive up the hill
towards Manning Park. Besides the car shaking uncontrollably
while labouring around the sharp curves of Highway 3, and the
worry that we would run into snow or ice as it got later in the day,
the rest of the trip was surprisingly uneventful.
Once in Nelson we realized it was time to modify the penis. We
were getting too many odd looks from people in small towns along
the way, and in Nelson itself. When we stopped at crosswalks, pedestrians would notice the spray-painted “artwork’”and look away
as if they had accidentally seen a very large and angry man’s wife
changing clothes. Using electrical tape we turned the penis into a
black rectangle so it looked like a nameplate. Frosty was left in the
driveway for the majority of the time because he was not happy
driving on snow-packed roads to go skiing and because the back
left tire was flat. It turns out that the tire split over one of the flat
spots and there was no chance of repair. We purchased a new tire,
and in order to put it on the car, had to cut part of the bumper off
using a pair of household scissors, because the new tire was hitting the sagging bumper.
After just over a week we headed back to Vancouver. The little
car that almost everyone thought could not go on a road trip made
it to Nelson and back! It was definitely an adventure, but I’m sure
most people would agree that it could have been much more epic.
All in all, Frosty just gave us a good story to tell… and he was great
on gas!
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VOC Memory
ignacio rozada

From: VOC Message Board
Author: Roland Burton
Date: 2008-12-14 17:40
“...At Red Heather I saw Robin Atlas, and Lisa Blachut, who
nobody remembers, because [the] VOC has no memory.”
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this is probably the message board post that I remember the most.
Roland has been around a bit, and that last line of his post made
me angry and sad at the same time.
Denial was my first reaction: what the hell does Roland know
anyway? Of course the VOC has memory—we have fifty-something journals out so far, the office has file cabinet after file cabinet full of club minutes, hut log-books, tens of photo albums, and
we’re catching up with the times with the message boards, wiki,
and photo gallery.
To prove Roland wrong, I did the obvious thing and googled
“Robin Atlas UBC VOC” and found no reasonable hits. No luck either on the message board. I was luckier searching for “Lisa Blachut UBC VOC”; she seems to have attended the 2007 New Year’s
Phelix hut trip and wrote an article in VOCJ 46 (“Winter LongHaikus”). One of these days we’ll have the journals online, and I’ll
be able to read her article directly from the comfort of my house,
instead of having to wait until the next time I go to the club office
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1st VOC ascent of Mt. Rainier, 1960. Photographer unknown

(contact your VOC archivist if you want to help see this happen).
If this were some kind of competition, I’m pretty sure Roland
could throw tons of names out of former VOCers that I wouldn’t
find anywhere in the Internet (our website in its current shape
only goes back to 2005), which goes to show that the VOC memory, in the Internet sense, has a bit of Alzheimer’s.
There’s also the archival memory. I’m holding an album from
the years 1927–1944. The pages are breaking apart a bit, the pictures are far from the original quality, and there are a few empty
places where people over the years probably took souvenir photos
when they recognized someone they knew. This album will soon
go and join the rest of the old VOC albums in the warm and cozy,
acid-free storage at the University Archives, first floor of the Library by the rare books collection. The albums, along with club
minutes and hut log-books were accepted for donation early this
year, with the compromise that the material that gets scanned will
be shared with the VOC at full resolution (they post it at lower resolutions at digitalcollections.library.ubc.ca/cdm4/index_ubcnew.
php?CISOROOT=/ubcnew).
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This basically amounted to outsourcing the
handling of our long-term
memory. The advantage
in this is that the material
will be better protected
from the elements (it
sometimes rained inside Unknown cabin. Photographer
the VOC office), and from unknown
human malice (someone
once tried to sell us an old VOC album that had been stolen from
the office). For people that want to research on how the art of the
faceplant evolved to the current state of the art (or other lesser
topics), the archives office actually have paid staff that know their
job and work reasonable hours. Conversely, the ability to just stop
by the office one day, grab an
old album and browse it for
a few minutes, or even take
it for a few days to show it to
your former VOCer grandma, will be lost.
The stories behind many
of those pictures are slowly
being lost. The oldest VOCer
that I know was a member
in the ’40s, and she was able
to identify a few people in
one of our old albums. Older
photographs I’m afraid will
be almost impossible to connect to a story (barring crazy
advances in face-recognition
technology).
One way that we could
Unknown party climbing unknown
recover
some of those lost
rock. Photographer unknown
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memories is by making them easily accessible to the community,
and making it easy for the people involved to fill in some of the
blanks.
A first attempt at recovering some of our lost memories is
through the gallery for historical pictures on the VOC website
(www.ubc-voc.com/gallery/v/historical). If you recognize something in any of the pictures (or your VOCer grandma does), please
add it as a comment to the picture. The obvious things such as
the people, place, date, and details too. Even if you were not involved (or even born at the time of the event), but you recognize
the peaks in the picture, please go ahead and add a comment.
Nowadays many people keep their pictures fairly well organized on online galleries, which are cross-referenced with trip reports in the message board, and with the list of people that signed
up for the trip on the wiki. It would almost seem that our memory
problems are, on a level, a thing of the past. However, if you take
plenty of pictures, just keeping them in organized folders will not
be enough. Be sure to tag each picture, or at least what you deem
to be the most important ones with enough details. Full names
are important, as in 50 years it will be much harder to figure out
who Fluffy was, or what exactly was the most awesome chute
on some big-ass mountain. Be able to tell the story of your trip
through the pictures.
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VOCers sitting on a dam at the top of granite falls
sometime in the ‘30s. Photographer unknown

Life Is Hard
lewis kitchen

May 3, 2009
Today is the first day that I am officially homeless. The past summer, I
decided to take a bit of a different track on life, and spend it living
out of my tent in Squamish. The following are a few of the excerpts
from the journal I kept at that time.

May 15, 2009
I am officially employed by the brewpub as of today! My first shift is
scheduled for Sunday, May 17 at 4:00 PM. I managed to snag myself
a job working at the brewpub in Squamish. All the people I worked
with thought it was hilarious that I was a year off from having my
engineering degree, but while I worked there, I was the lowest form
on the totem pole as the food runner (think like a busboy, only also
taking food from the kitchen to the customer).

May 24, 2009
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Do you ever wonder if people ever realize that every day in their life,
they can choose what they want their life to be like? The choices I chose
to make this summer were the opposite from ones I’ve made in the
past. In the last 6 years, I’ve worked as a forestry consultant and
an underground mine engineer, living in the town where I worked.
This year I took a different approach and worked in the town where
I lived.
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June 1, 2009
I ate a lamb burger for supper today. Chilled with a bunch of climbers
at the pub. The majority of girls I work with are stellar individuals.
Life is awesome.

June 7, 2009
It has been sunny for over 2 weeks now, and it is getting to be too warm
for me. Today feels a bit better, I think a new weather system moved
in yesterday. The summer of 2009 had absolutely amazing weather.
Every morning at about 9:30 AM, the sun would rise up over the
Chief and land on my tent. In about 10 minutes, it became a sauna,
and was too hot to stay inside. No nursing hangovers allowed.

June 9, 2009
If you consider using deodorant on your balls...you might be a dirtbag.
Two of my good friends were also living in tents next to mine. This
afforded a number of dirtbag like comments. This one was my personal favourite.

June 16, 2009
Dirtbags we are.

July 9, 2009
My air mattress is only inflated enough to just support me while I lay
down on it, so I feel rock beneath me now while I sit. I had a queen size
air mattress in my tent, and it had a slow leak in it. Every couple
days I’d have to blow it back up, but was I ever comfortable.

July 29, 2009
And here was once our home, but home to us, it is no more. To me, all
that remain are the gates. At the end of July, I left to go travel in
South America, another friend left to go back to school early, and
the other moved into a house in Squamish. It was a sad few days
when we took down our little Shantytown, and looked at bare rock
where a home had once been. If you happen to come across our old
campsite, you’ll never know unless you saw it while it was there.
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Campsite where two friends and I lived for a total of 55 days.
Lewis Kitchen photo

August 3, 2009
I sit now, on a Greyhound bus carrying me out of my most recent home.
I made some amazing friends this summer I won’t be forgetting anytime
soon. Don’t worry. The sad nostalgia didn’t last too long once I arrived in Lima.
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A Year with the VOC
roland burton

the year started badly with scary snow conditions. The trip to
Phelix was canceled. Various trips to Brew, even, were canceled.

2009 Jan 10, 11: Red Heather, “Winter Long Hike”
I slept in my tent and was totally unable to lure attractive young
ladies into sharing it with me. Snow was plenty, though less than
usual. Several caves collapsed during the night. The usual.

2009 Jan 24: Seymour Tele School
As usual, I didn’t tele, but skied green runs on the abundant but
icy snow. Very highly organized into groups of varying abilities,
containing one instructor and four students. I paid $22 to ski all
day. Car contained Mahdi, Maki, Brianne and Kate Robinson. Next
day I was pretty tired, so I guess I got some exercise. I fell once so
maybe I learned a little.

2009 Feb 14–16: Sphinx
Supposed to be a Neve crossing, but we were not as tough as required. We had no surplus trail breaking ability. Sophia was disappointed. Some of our party could have made it but others, burdened by boots that didn’t fit very well, and packs that weighed
too much, probably would have had to turn back. So instead, we
went up to the Glacier Pikes and had an excellent ski down in good
powder, blue sky, without overnight packs. We were Roland, Paolo
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Dominelli, Brianne Johnson, Sofia Moulton, Eliza Boyce, Len Goff,
Dave Reid, Colin Pither, Eric Buckley.

2009 Feb 21–22: Red Heather
with Maki to ski, and camp overnight, try out my new 1.8 person
tent. Pretty ok, got some skiing done. Maki learns pretty fast.

2009 May 01: Friday, day trip to ski Blackcomb
with Gili and Maya and Chantelle Chan. When you have blue sky,
no crowds, cheap tickets ($30), and you don’t have to drive, what’s
to not like about that. We skied hard on hard ice, and later skied
tired on softer snow. I was surprised to find that I could ski so hard,
and for so long. There was plenty of snow and plenty of runs open.
My previous trip to Blackcomb was in 1999, when completing the
Spearhead Traverse.

2009 May 12–14: To Phelix with Meghan
This was a mid-week work trip combined with Meghan’s driving
lesson as she had an “L” license and wanted to practice. We had
big renovation plans for Phelix, and I wanted to get a head start
on it. Meghan drove Tues until midnight, then we stopped at the
rockslide and hurled rocks for half an hour before we put up the
tent and went to sleep. Next day we spent maybe 3 more hours
trundling boulders off the road to clear the slide. This proved to be
a good time to go up there, as we were able to drive an additional
4 km past the slide before being stopped by snow. We made one
trip to the Hut in 3 ½ hours and the return in 2 ½ hours, with my
snowshoes and Meghan’s skis. We slept beside the car again...car
camping! The next day I was trashed but Meghan made another
trip, using my snowshoes, and delivered 40 lbs of plastic for windows to the Hut. Then we drove home, or rather Meghan drove
home, including rush hour, which was good practice for her.
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2009 Jun 1–4: To Phelix with Anne V. and Tony H.
We were a tough and intrepid, but friendly and polite crew. We
wanted to come up ahead of the main reno crew, to remove the
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Anne Vialettes carrying “the solar device” around Long Lake.
Roland Burton photo

mould from the walls so they would have time to dry out before
painting them. From our previous experience, we decided snowshoes were the way to go.
Monday we drove up, bought a huge pile of groceries in Squamish, and cleared some more rocks from the slide. It was scorching
hot. We drove up to the last creek but didn’t try to drive through it
as it was in flood. We crossed the creek “au cheval” on a log, hauling the Solar Device. Camped at the car.
Tuesday we got up at 5 am and Anne carried the “Solar Device”
to the Hut. It took 3 hours from the car, and we used snowshoes
only for the last km around the lake. It was really worth while getting up early as most of the hike was in the shade. We installed
the Solar Device, and left it running. We installed some double
windows and painted the table and bench. We stayed up there until around 6pm, hiked down to the car in the cool and had a huge
dinner and went to bed. Left the snowshoes up there.
Wednesday we hiked back to the Hut with our overnight gear
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and food, plus a tent because we thought the Hut would be toxic
with the mildew removal chemicals. The Solar Device was running
and it was warmer indoors than outside, for a change. We treated
all the upstairs walls with Behr #62 mildew remover. This stuff
does not contain bleach and does not smell bad, but we slept in
the tent anyways “because we hauled it up.”
Thursday we treated the downstairs walls, finished installing
the windows, painted the porch, and put some oil on the floor. We
hiked out at 3pm (took 2 h), then drove home.

2009 Jun 13–15 Phelix Reno-1
This was the first official reno trip. I drove up Friday and camped,
then ferried people Saturday. No snowshoes, so we punched a lot
of holes in the snow around the lake. We had 26 people up there
and around half were working on the Hut; the other half were improving the trail, or in some instances, hauling garbage down the
trail. The Hut Crew stained the beams, then painted all the ply-
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Geoffrey Martin up on the rooftop during the Phelix Renos.
Roland Burton photo
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wood surfaces with at least one coat of oil-based paint. Painting
started Sunday morning because we didn’t want to sleep in paint
fumes. We painted all day Sunday and around 4pm suddenly we
got a strong desire to not paint any more, though we had half a
can of paint left. Five of us stayed in the paint-smelling Hut Sun
night. Hiked out Monday after a cleanup and drove home to get
Erica home in time to work from 5 to around 11 waitressing at a
banquet. Crew in my car going up included Doris, Erica Anderson,
Rebecca who’s doing a work study over the summer before returning to Guelph, and Simen the tough Norwegian guy who hauled
up four gallon cans of oil-based paint. On the way back we traded
Rebecca who had to work Monday, for Steve “Muffin” Mullen, who
was off work since he trashed his hand in a bike accident. Steve
drove us home.

2009 Jun 27–28: To Brew
This was special because son Fred was along, and his friend Jeff.
Jeff drove with his “N” license. We also had our son Jeff, son Dave,
Jess Dorzinsky, and Angela Hutton. Saw 2 brown bears while ferrying people up the logging road. Mosquitoes were bad in the woods
but not when we hit snow, which coincided with hitting the meadow. It rained a few drops but we didn’t need the GPS to find the
Hut. The snow was fine for walking without snowshoes. The outhouse is pretty full. The firewood is still abundant, though many
pieces are too long to fit in the stove. Lots of paint is peeling from
surfaces exposed to weather and sunlight. The SE window frame is
rotting out, but seems to be otherwise working. Jess has bad knees
and mostly came so she could decide whether to go on Veenstra’s
more severe trip next weekend (probably not). Supper was extra
good with 2 soups, rice, dehydrated veg (mushrooms, red peppers,
and mixed veg) plus pepperoni.

2009 July 4–5: Brandywine
Isis (from Spain) wanted to share in the VOC enthusiasm but she’s
here for only a month, and didn’t want to spend $52.50 for VOC
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Membership for a mere month. And her gear (except for boots)
is still in Spain. And I didn’t want to do the whole SemiAlcoholic
Traverse, but maybe just climbing Brandywine would work for her.
Elsa Kamerling said she’d go for a trip shorter than the Alcoholic,
so it sounded like I had two YL’s, and Eddie Rothschild said he was
interested, so what’s not to like about that? But Eddie changed his
mind, Isis decided she was sick, and Elsa and I became the expedition. The concept of “critical mass” is important when organizing
trips; I am not critical mass, but two people are. You need critical
mass or the trip doesn’t go. Organizing VOC trips is definitely like
herding cats.
Well the trip went. Brandywine was good, just like it’s described
in Scrambles, but the trail up to the meadows is long and steep and
hot. The mosquitoes at “camp snowmobile” were atrocious. Elsa
used Dave’s boots and my gaiters. She hauled a light pack. She’s
into forensic psychology, downhill skiing, spending money, and
taking circus acrobatic training. She’s not a very high-output person and got a little used up coming down the trail, and took to
throwing her pack instead of carrying it. She brought food but a
little skimpy, and I brought soup and cocoa to supplement dinner,
which was good.
The rest of the trip was Veenstra’s Semi-Alcoholic traverse, 26
people all really keen, mostly fit, mostly smart enough to not carry too much, and generally a happy bunch.

2009 July 11–12: Elsay Lake
One of the few, less successful Veenstra Extravaganzas. Long and
hot. Also long and hot coming back. ’nuff said.

2009 July 18–19: Mt. Price and Black Tusk
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This is not a good time of the year to try and camp at the lake, as
the campsites there are so full there is practically a market for vacating campsites. After running for several kms, I eventually secured enough camp spots at Taylor Meadows, but I didn’t join the
others to climb Price. In the end, only Doris and Meghan made
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it to the top of Price
on Saturday. Sunday,
some of us wandered
up Black Tusk where
there was plenty of
scenery.

2009 July 22–24:
Marriott Basin/
Wendy Hut Friday–Sunday
Supposedly a Midweek Ramble, we
didn’t get going until
Friday. Doris and I set
out for Harrison Hut
but found the road
blocked due to creeks
flooding.
Suddenly
we had to make new Finally dinner time after a day of Phelix
plans. If we’d brought renos. Roland Burton serves his son
Kevin dinner. Rueben Schulz photo
ice axes, we would
have gone up the Anniversary Glacier. After checking the Coast
Mountain Outdoor School as a site for Longhike, then driving up
South Creek (in flood and very wild), we drove up to the Marriott
Basin area and hiked in. Black flies during the day were very bad,
as were mosquitoes at night. We got up early Saturday and did a
very nice circuit counterclockwise traverse around the Basin, and
got back to the tent in time for many tourists and dogs to arrive.
We sweltered until a brief thunderstorm came through. Sunday we
went home fairly early to avoid the heat and to avoid falling asleep
on the drive. Some time, must come back and climb Marriott.

2009 Aug 1–3: Phelix Reno-2
(See trip report by my son Kevin).
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Chantelle Chan, the painter, at Phelix on August 1. Roland Burton
photo

2009 Aug 14–16: Anniversary Gl.
320

So we had Bethan the Iron Person, Rita the Dancer, and Roland.
But Rita suddenly had to attend a rehearsal so she showed up in
her pyjamas and explained that she’d emailed me at 1:30am to say
she wasn’t coming. This changed the group dynamics badly. Roland
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and Bethan drove to the Cerise Parking and hiked in via the described “flagged route to avoid both creek crossings.” This wasn’t
optimal because it had rained and the bush was still wet so we got
pretty damp. I can see how, if we had 40 VOC Glacier School people
walking this, plus maybe somebody with a chain saw, it would become good pretty fast.
We hiked up to the lake at the glacier outlet, doing the big tour,
then to the Hut. There were packs at the Hut but no people. We
continued up the ridge to the very scenic but windy Motel 66
campsite (refers to 6600 ft elevation), and put up the tent. During the night Bethan seemed to be suffocating for a while, but she
eventually sorted that out. I don’t know what that was all about.
Saturday morning we dropped down to a snow patch beside
66, and messed with ice axes for an hour, then went up the snowy
ramp to the glacier. The ramp was ok without crampons, but beyond there we’d need crampons and the consequences of falling
might be unpleasant. At this point, as we started back, an apparently guided party with two very tall German clients came up, and
they were pretty pleasant (for a guided party). We did some lazing
around and then hiked back to the Hut. Having some spare time,
we rambled about 90% of the way up to the Vantage col, until it
started raining. We explored the Anniversary moraines a bit and
returned to the Hut and the guided party returned, being pretty
happy still, but not having gotten atop anything. They hiked out
and we stayed in the hut by ourselves.
Sunday morning we hiked out early, crossing the creek where
the old bridge used to be. We had to choose between walking a
loose, wet 6 × 6 on a 30 degree angle, or crossing a slightly less
scary log a little ways upstream (better choice). We drove home,
with plenty of time to unpack, do the laundry, a shower, and a nap.
The whole area was pretty un-crowded for a weekend, so we
were not able to show the superiority of Mid-week Rambles.

2009 Aug 24: A second attempt at Harrison Hut
Full carload for a change. Doris was our only Attractive Young Lady,
and we also had Doris’s friend Avery, Todd MacKenzie, Martin
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Pajchel, and myself. The hotsprings guy charged us $5 each because
he claimed that everybody going to the Hut ended up in the hot
springs on the way out anyway, so we should pay.
We parked before the road got gnarly and hiked the switchbacks
up to the start of the trail proper, in an hour. The high scenic route
was in very good condition with abundant blue ribbons, cairns
at higher elevation, and we’re starting to wear a track through
the foliage. The next step would be to engineer some switchbacks.
Anybody?
The Hut is in good shape, though work can be done to make it
better. First, somebody should go up with the combination to the
cash box because it’s getting stuffed with money by visitors. Second, we need some polite and good quality signage saying the hut
is ours, we look after it, what is the VOC, who was Julian Harrison,
when was it built, we need your donations, don’t leave food, etc,
etc. Third, the outhouse needs some serious thought. Fourth, the
sheet metal on the roof rattles big time in the wind. It’s probably
trying to rip itself off.
Day two dawned cloudy and we took off towards Zygo, thinking that we were heading for the Stooges. Eventually the route deteriorated into serious mountaineering, complete with crevasses,
rock climbing, etc, it started to snow, and we realized our navigation was bad. So we went back to the Hut, taking a scenic route
through miles of interesting glacial moraine and past the two
“Shiny Lakes.” We mostly slept in the Hut the rest of the day, as
rain squalls drifted through.
On the last day, we got good weather so we decided to salvage
the honour of the group and climb the Stooges on the way out.
This was done and it was very enjoyable, but it did add 3–4 hours
to the trip out. Then we had to stop and eat a lot of huge blueberries on the trail. Then we had to hit the hot springs, seeing as we’d
paid for them. This is the first time I’ve actually been in Meager
Hotsprings since they were “managed,” though we’ve driven by
them many times, usually in a hurry. Finally we had some slow
and mediocre sushi in Pemberton before driving home.
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Each time I drive that long dusty car-destroying road I say to
myself “gotta stop doing this,” but each time I get home I say
“need another trip to Harrison Hut, soon.”

2009 Aug 29–30: Veenstra’s Neve Traverse
I’d missed the previous Veenstra Traverses, and regretted not sharing the experience with all the other enthusiastic people. Somewhat late in the season for crossing so many glaciers, and it being
a low snow year, we weren’t sure this would be possible. In all, we
had 24 people, which is an enormously large group for a somewhat
technical trip. I realized that we had a lot of distance to cover so
I left Vancouver Friday around noon. This gave my carload more
time to do the trip, and left my car conveniently placed as the getaway car. We spent Friday driving the Trooper 9.6 km up the rather
rough exit road on Brohm Ridge, then hiking down to the highway,
where a second car took us to the start of the trip. Hiking in, that
evening, a distance of 12 kms by headlamp, put us well ahead of
the mob and we maintained this advantage, sorting out the route
for the others to follow. We had cute radios so we could check on
the other end of the party, whenever the radios weren’t blocked
by mountains. Saturday around 3pm we arrived at the high point
and grabbed a couple of teeny rocky tent spots on Pringle’s Ridge,
then spent a couple of hours trying to figure out how to thread the
group through the maze of crevasses ahead, to save time the next
day.
Sunday we started around 7:15am and spent a couple more
hours trying to find a way through the rest of the crevasses. We
had nearly given up when I found a route through, and by then
most people didn’t believe that it would go, and figured we’d be
going back the way we came. So we had a lot to be excited about.
After that there was another set of glaciers to cross, fortunately
benign, then a very long hot hike along Brohm Ridge to where I’d
left the Trooper. I ferried drivers and packs, more drivers, more
packs, and finally everybody else down the rather rough road. The
record for number of adults that the Trooper will hold now stands
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at eleven, even on a rough road. The crew was very grateful for
both my navigating luck and my ferrying services.
This was the most challenging glacier I have ever seen, counting
Waddington in 1973, Mt. Robson, and the East Rongbuk in Tibet.
It was a lot of fun. I am still pretty excited.

2009 Sept 5–7: Labour Day Long Weekend
It rained, so various Mountaineering Camp trips were cancelled. I
had hoped to climb Weart. Maybe next year.

2009 Sept 12–13: Brew Hut
Pleasant trip, warm, and some found it necessary to swim in Brew
Lake both going in and coming out. Apparently some of the group
were so pleased with the trip that they had a reunion dinner some
months later. Maki, back from Japan, Eliza Boyce, Janine Welton,
and Cora Skaien all in my car. Mohammad’s car had Knut, Sahriar,
and Catherine.

2009 Sept 19–20: Glacier School
Drove up the night before with Janine and Maki. It rained. Maki
and I stayed in my 1.8 person tent, and Janine stayed in the MEC
warranty return (W/R) for about 15 minutes until she realized that
it isn’t waterproof at all, then she moved into the Trooper for the
night. Next night was my turn with the W/R, and I tried bailing
out the water, but there was just too much, so I bummed a spot in a
three-person tent and survived. Shared teaching with Jacob S, who
is good but tends to worship NOLS. On the way home I fell asleep
while driving, which prompted Janine to drive the rest of the way.
The W/R tent has been discarded.

2009 Oct 3–4: Brew Hut
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This was described as a work hike by Artem, our Special Projects
Person, and at one time there were 22 people listed as going. These
mostly bailed for various reasons: Many of them wanted to go on
the kayaking trip the same weekend but couldn’t until the kayak-
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Janine Welton and Maki Sumitani by the Anniversary Glacier at
Glacier School. Roland Burton photo

ing trip decided to accept more people. As usual, people with cars
waited until the end to offer rides, and by then many people had
decided that they couldn’t go because there were no cars, so made
other arrangements. In the end there were 8 of us.
Despite the fresh snow on the ground, some people put on a
quite commendable skinny-dipping performance in the lake on
the way in. About six inches of snow at the Hut. I was able to persuade the crew that digging out the contents of the outhouse was
way easier than moving the outhouse, and this was done. Due to
rockfall into the pit this may have provided us with only another
year of capacity. We cut some wood and burned some wood. We
cleaned up the mess caused by some anonymous people using the
fire extinguisher, which required burning wood to dry the floor
after we had washed it. We didn’t install the lightning protection
because we had no plan. We didn’t fix the window leaks because
we had no plan, and when its below freezing, painting doesn’t
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work. Ryan McKenzie has some good ideas how we can use membrane paint to keep water from coming in around the windowsill,
providing we do it next summer when membrane paint can dry.
Emily Payne, Artem Bylinskii, and Seolyeong Baek were in the
Trooper. Ayoe, Greg StAubin, and Justin were in Ryan’s jeep. Ryan
shredded his jeep tire on the drive out.

2009 Oct 10: Longhike
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What did I learn this year? Many people joined VOC this year,
and enthusiasm was high. Also, it didn’t rain for a change. I spent
the previous two weeks entering memberships, taking cash, losing cash, finding cash, getting confused, typing in hyphens when
the Member requested underscores, trying to track down missing
passwords, etc. In general, the membership application process
does not scale well, so if we’re looking to have a bigger Club, we’d
better work on that, instead of simply saying “well, that’s over for
another year.”
I offered to do a hiking component to Longhike again this
year, and at one stage I had two cars and 8 hikers. But due to the
previously-noted VOC fear of committment, “like trying to herd
cats,” in the end there were only two full-on hikers; the rest had
either sold their LH tickets and gone on a cheaper hike or otherwise bailed. Some decided that rock climbing would be fine after
all. And once the driver of the other car had decided to go climbing, I was able to accommodate only four hikers in my car. As we
had only two hikers by then, that was not really a problem. Wife
Carla and son Kevin decided that hiking wasn’t too bad an idea, so
they filled the other two seats. I was surprised to find that people
whom I had offered a ride to felt no need to tell me that they were
no longer riding with me; however I have my industrial espionage
ways of finding these things out.
I don’t feel that my time was wasted, taking only two hikers to
Red Heather Meadows, but I do feel that my time was wasted trying to organize all those people who bailed.
I delivered my passengers to Evans Lake, then Carla drove
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home. I did not stay for the party at Evans as I was just starting
the flu, which doesn’t make for good partying.

2009 Nov 14–15: Tenting at Red Heather
to try out my new Tarn 3 tent. Works in snow just fine. We had
many people driving up for Saturday, but only my carload stayed
for the night, so some of the potential keen snow campers decided
to go home with their drivers instead of tenting, and slept in their
nice warm beds.

2009 Nov 21–22: Brew
The annual “Brew Debacle,” with heaps of
powder everywhere.
Soon the trip had a
long waiting list, and
I wanted to leave
room for beginners,
so I stayed away. But
then people started
posting that there
was so much powder that beginners
would be unable to
ski, and even breaking trail, “tunneling,”
would be impossible.
So the Debacle crew
diverted to Elfin.
This left the Hut
empty, so four of us, Brew covered in ice feathers after a storm.
Roland Burton photo
all somewhat tough,
decided to take up the challenge. Champagne, Muffin, Andy Doelker (unknown but he looked tough) and myself. We found the snow
to be entirely acceptable and actually rather nice in the trees. Trail
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breaking took maybe 8 hours. We found the Hut plastered with
ice feathers and the chimney clogged with blown snow, but after
spending a futile hour trying to dig snow, and the ladder, out from
under the Hut, we hit upon the idea of taking the heater off the
chimney, then using skis to build a giant reamer to get the snow
out. This worked well. It would be nice to have a snow-resistant
chimney, if such a thing is possible. I was wearing yet another new
pair of ski boots from MEC, and they ate my feet badly, so after the
trip I took them back and got my money back. MEC is great about
that.

2009 Dec 5–6: Brew
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Fully two months before this trip, Lisa asked me to be the navigator on this as she was a little afraid of getting lost, and feared the
Hut’s reputation of causing epics. This trip was described as semibeginner friendly, and planned to take advantage of the abundant
powder. But by the time the trip actually happened, it had rained
and then everything froze solid, and snowshoers were falling on
the icy north shore mountains and dying. The weather forecast was
saying things like –20°C with huge winds and high wind chill, so
some of us expected the trip might be a horror show.
Besides the ice, we were a little apprehensive about the two previous “easy” Brew trips getting diverted to Red Heather, mostly
due to scary weather forecasts or warnings about too much powder snow. It was felt that if we had enough tough people, we could
actually make it work, so there weren’t a lot of beginner people
along. In the end, this was a good thing.
We started out with a waiting list longer than the confirmed
list, and for a while there was talk of tenting at the Hut, thereby
accommodating more people, though it was pointed out that the
Hut is in a pretty drafty location, and the average tent would probably be blown away or destroyed in the forecast wind. In the end
there was enough trip bailing that we didn’t need the tents.
We always need to have somebody go last. In this case it was
Jennifer. She was fiercely independent, and it was not easy to per-
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suade her that if we didn’t severely lighten her pack, we were all
going to arrive at the Hut way after dark. When I found I wasn’t
going to be useful propelling Jennifer, I took off and arrived at the
Hut around 4pm.
At this point we were presented with the following scenario.
Colin’s party was already there and were warm and cozy, and had
consumed much of their liquor, so were feeling little pain. There
was a group of two somewhere below the Hut, and the Jennifer
party consisting of Jennifer, Line, and Lisa was likely quite a ways
down. It was becoming dark and the wind was picking up. On the
pass just below the Hut any loose snow had been blown off, leaving only shiny ice. The wind was howling past the Hut; there would
have been no way to make tents stay there, so it was fortunate
we’d left them behind. We thought we should perhaps go out looking for the missing people, but most in the Hut, having arrived on
skis, found the idea of going out again, in the dark, on ice, to be
just too scary. Ignacio put on my snowshoes over his down booties
and set off to try and locate the Jennifer party. I followed in my
hiking boots, driving my heels into the crust so as to make tracks
to follow on the way back. We soon located the tracks from the
party of two, who were lost and trying to climb the bump just to
the S of the Hut, and not having a good time. We recovered one,
but Mohammad was somewhere ahead, “up the bump.”
There was a great deal of scoured-off ice in the wind, and as I
peered down into the blackness below the Hut, trying to locate
the Jennifer party, all I could see was my headlight reflecting off
the airborne ice. I eventually caught up with Ignacio, and he had
found the Jennifer party. From there all we had to do was follow
our faint tracks back to the Hut, and avoid getting blown off. I did
get blown over once, and Jennifer, at least twice. Mohammad had
arrived at the Hut, but he was pretty used up, and seemed to want
to throw up, but he had a nap and that fixed him up. By 7:30 pm
we were all cozy and warm and fed. The wind howled all night. The
next day, the ski out was rather nasty with all the ice, but I was on
my snowshoes so I didn’t suffer much.
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maybe the biggest lesson I’ve learned this year is…I need to play
more. That’s right. Screw homework (well, once in a while) and get
OUT of the city. With all the ups and downs I’ve faced as a student over the last couple of years, the best, most complete cure is a
weekend in the mountains, away from the synthetic and constant
noise and smells. Yes, I love the culture and the entertainment,
the excitement and bustle, but it doesn’t satisfy me for very long.
The longer I’m away from the wilderness, the more I am aware of
a great empty space inside of me, longing for the peace and raw
beauty of trees, snow, rivers and mountains.
I know people are different, but I can’t help but feel that some of us
have forgotten where we come from. I laugh every time I think of my
roommates who, standing around watching me pack for glacier school
this year, unanimously agreed that they could never sleep in a tent because it was just too dirty. And yet, they seem entirely unfazed by food
rotting on the counter and dishes piled in the sink for weeks…
Either way, I know what makes me happy, and I can honestly
say that my best memories of my university years so far are the
VOC trips I’ve been on. So, even though the workload of classes
can seem overwhelming and it might appear that the “right” thing
to do would be to spend the weekend attempting to do tons of
homework, sometimes it is more important to pay attention to
the voice inside of me that’s telling me that I need to get out into
nature, where I really belong.
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